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Rudolph, Mongiardo stand by running mates
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Lt. Governor candidates Republican Robbie Rudolph, left, and his Democratic counterpart
Daniel Mongiardo talk prior to their televised debate in Lexington, Ky., Monday.

By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Candidates for lieutenant governor agree with their running
mates on a proposed constitutional amendment that could
legalize casino gambling in
Kentucky.
Republican Robbie Rudolph,
Gov. Ernie Fletcher's slate mate,
said during a televised debate
Monday that he would vote
against such an amendment if
ever it appears on the ballot.
Democrat Daniel Mongiardo,
gubernatorial challenger Steve
Beshear's running mate, said he
would support such an initiative.
"It's not going to be more
money for health care," Rudolph
said. "It's not going to be more
money for education. It's a false
promise — fool's gold, if you
will. Kentuckians.will lose what
they have if they go to those
casinos."
The words closely mirror
Fletcher's language from previ-

ous debates.
Fletcher and Rudolph have
made their opposition to casinos
a centerpiece of their campaign.
Beshear, meanwhile, has made
his support for casinos a major
theme in his re-election efforts.
Mongiardo,
echoing
Beshear's stand, said residents
already are traveling to casinos
in neighboring states and spending money that could be kept in
Kentucky.
"Most people in Kentucky
want a chance to vote,"
Mongiardo said. "I understand
the reasons people are against it.
I understand the reasons people
are for it. Steve and I believe
that (they) should make the
choice."
Rudolph gave a resolute
"absolutely not" when asked if
he would personally vote for a
constitutional amendment to
legalize casinos. Mongiardo said
he would vote for such an
amendment if the proceeds from
casino taxes go to education,

health care and economic development.
"There are some scenarios
that I could see that I could
potentially vote against it,"
Mongiardo said.
The candidates made the
comments in a debate that was
live
on
aired
Kentucky
Educational Television. It was
the candidates' first televised
debate of the campaign.
Eastern Kentucky University
scientist
Kendra
political
Stewart said the typical
Kentucky voter probably wouldn't stray from their favorite television programs to watch candidates for lieutenant governor
face off, and that the event probably won't have a great impact
on the election's outcome.
"This level of debate doesn't
garner much attention unless it's
a close race or something very
interesting happens," she said.
"These types of debates only
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Cases loads
mount even if
funds don't
were hired at the Murray Tri
By HOLLY WISE
office in an attempt to bring the
Staff Writer
The caseload burden for pub- caseload down. But, according
lic defenders in Kentucky to Robin Irwin, the directing
increased 5.8 percent in 2007 attorney at the Murray office,
despite fewer statewide arrests one of the veteran attorneys left
and a declining national crime shortly after the new attorneys
rate, according to a report were hired, leaving another
released by the Department of vacancy.
They now have eight attorPublic Advocacy. The number
of cases has increased 52 per- neys handling 5,000 to 6,000
cent since 2000 when the cases a year, according to Irwin,
which is 625 cases per attorney
upward trend started.
According to Ernie Lewis, on the low side and 750 cases
who heads the per attorney on the high side. In
public advoca- order to reach the American Bar
cy department, Association's standards, Irwin
the Kentucky said 14 attorneys would be needGeneral ed at the Murray office to handle
Assembly bud- their yearly caseload.
Despite the heavy caseload,
geted $6.2 million for fiscal Irwin said his office is dedicated
year 2007-2008 to bringing justice to all the subfor 36 new jects charged and fulfilling the
attorneys. 14 mandate of the Constitution. •
"We're committed to providLewes
support staff
and three social workers to be ing justice to the community at
distributed throughout the state. large," he said. "We are not just
However, there was a serious here to put people away. We're
trying to identify clients with
problem.
"When the budget was put drug problems and get them into
together, it didn't give us alternative treatment instead of
enough operating expenses," being incarcerated."
A public defender who opens
said Lewis. As a result, he was
forced to impose a hiring freeze. 436 cases a year can only spend
"I can't run my agency in the about four hours on each case,
said Lewis. Public defenders try
red."
When the hiring freeze was everything from juvenile offensimplemented, there were 60 es, misdemeanor and capital
attorney vacancies across the offenses. A capital case will
Commonwealth; an average of take hundreds of hours, said
one vacancy per trial division Lewis. Murder, rape and child
office, said Lewis. The caseload sex cases require tens to hunfor attorneys was much higher dreds of hours.
"We are committed to perthan the national standards
forming our mandated duties
because of underfunding.
In the Murray Trial Division within the finest traditions of the
need
office, which covers Marshall, Bar," said Irwin. "But we
Calloway and Graves counties, help."
According to Lewis, underthere were seven attorneys for
probthe fiscal year 2006-07. The funding has been a chronic
of
caseload was 528 cases a year lem for the Department
Lewis has
per attorney — much higher Public Advocacy.
since
then the national standard of been a public advocate
350-400 cases a year.
In 2006-07, two attorneys IN See Page 2A
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concerning the threat to young
Dr. Darby Dickerson, a nationally-recognized speaker on issues
youngsters, faculty and staff
parents,
50
about
people from the Internet, speaks to a group of
night.
Monday
ballroom
Center
Curris
University's
State
Murray
at

Speaker advises parents
of dangers on Internet
By TOM BERRY
Staff WriterRisa Perry is at least somewhat aware of the
dangers her middle schooler is exposed to when
she surfs the Internet on a computer at home or at
school. But she wants to know more.
That's why she and her daughter, Joia Pool,
joined about 50 other parents, young people,
Murray State University faculty and staff and
other visitors to hear Darby Dickerson, a nationally-recognized expert on Internet dangers, during a
presentation at the Cun-is Center ballroom
Monday night.
Perry said she wants her daughter to be computer savvy because the cyberworld will play a
significant part in her future. But she wants her to
know how to avoid pornography, sexual predators.
the influence of the drug culture and other online
pitfalls.
"It's alarming to me how many young people
are exposed to alcohol, cigarettes and marijuana
on the Internet and what is happening," she said.

"As a parent I need to know what to do to protect
her so I can teach her what to look for."
Dickerson, vice president and dean of the
Stetson University College of Law in DeLand,
Fla., spoke primarily about institutional responses
to Internet pitfalls during the seminar while sharing her insight into issues concerning the threat to
families and institutions from "cyberbullying,"
social networks and on-line "chat" rooms, Internet
dating sites, pornography and sexual predators,
illegal file sharing, Internet privacy and security
and other issues.
Perry said Dickerson pointed out some things
she needed to know particularly in the area of
Internet "anonymity" that could lead to misunderstanding and danger for young people.
"She said some outstanding things — and
some that were kind of unnerving to me — but
young students pretend to be someone else online
and they say things they would be too scared to

1111See Page 2A
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United Way of Murray/Calloway

The Grand Home Give-A-Way!
Built by Trent Garland ConstruetIon in Br-taro-est Subdunsion

Tickets On Sale Now - $100/ea
Only 4,000 WIII Be Sold!

Lan.
MORONIC

Murray Bank,
Tickets are available at BB&T Bank, Heritage Bank, The
tickets by
Regions Bank, and US Bank or you may also purchase
contacting the United Way of Murray/Calloway County
www.unitedwaymccors
by calling 12701 751-0317 or go on the web at

By The Associated Press
ATLANTA(AP)— Scattered
showers moved through parts of
Alabama, north Georgia and
Tennessee on Monday, but it
was far from busting the drought
that's gripped the region for
months.
Weather
National
The
Service said there's a chance of
showers and thunderstorms over
north Georgia for the next five
days, finally giving forecasters
some good news to offer. The
skies over metro Atlanta were
gray most of the day, and the
morning commute was slow as
drivers dealt with slick conditions for what seemed like the
first time in months.
But climatologists say it will
take more than a few scattered
storms to pull the region out of a
record drought.
Atlanta is almost 17 inches
below normal rainfall for the
year, and state officials warn
that Lake Lanier, the north
Georgia reservoir that supplies
more than 3 million people with
water, could be depleted within
three months.
Almost one-third of the
Southeast is covered by an
"exceptional" drought — the
worst drought category. The
Atlanta area, with a population
of 5 million, is smack in the
middle of the affected region,
which includes most of
Tennessee, Alabama and the
northern half of Georgia, as well
as parts of North and South
and
Kentucky
Carolina,
Virginia.
To cope with the epic
drought. Georgia officials in
September banned virtually all
outdoor watering in the northern
part of the state and have warned
that more restrictions could be
coming.
Gov. Sonny Perdue also

•See Page 2A
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NI Lt. Gov ...
From Front

MCCH Photo
sponsored
Walk
Heart
2007
the
in
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Calloway
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County
Murray
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*CCM
Ity the American Heart Association. Keith Bailey, CEO, served as the Heart Walk Chair and the hospital organized eight teams that raised more than $11,000.
1CCH was the top fundraising company to participate.
•

Kentucky AG Stumbo's office Accident sends
participates in online sting three to hospital
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
ven men, including five from
Tennessee, were arrested during
weekend Internet sex sting.
Kentucky Attorney General
ctreg Siumbo said Monday.
'The attorney general's office
worked with local authorities in
Warren t'ounty and an Internet
watchdog group to conduct the
operation that lured men to a
home in Bowling Green. a town
ca.1 about 51.0110 people about
miles southwest of
1.15
Coutsville.

Law enforcement officials in
Kentucky also worked with the
"Dateline NBC: To Catch a
Predator" show, Stumbo said.
"These sexual predators have
been caught in the act," Stumbo
said in a press release. -They
assumed they had been chatting
online with a 13-year-old child."
The arrests marked the third
time Stumbo's office has
arranged for an Internet sting
operation. Among the men
arrested, one was from Indiana

And another from Kentucky.
Their ages ranged from 24 to 41.
Stumbo said.
Eleven men were arrested
during an April sting, and seven
were arrested during a similar
operation last October.
Each suspect was charged
with attempted unlawful transaction with a minor, a felony,
and faces up to 10 years in
prison. They were all being held
on $50.000 cash bonds. Stumbo
spokesman Corey Bellamy said.

Staff Report
NEW CONCORD, Ky. -- Three people were taken to MurrayCalloway County Hospital following a two-vehicle accident
Monday morning.
According to a report by Kentucky State Police, James and Jo
Ann Potter, both of New Concord, were admitted to MCCH.
The KSP report states that James Potter, 71, and Jo Ann Potter,
68, were traveling on Buffalo Road. Mr. Potter reportedly failed to
stop at a stop sign before pulling onto Ky. 444 and into the path of
a vehicle driven by Mary Cook, 56, also of New Concord.
All three were taken to MCCH. Calloway County Fire-Rescue
•
and Murray-Calloway EMS also responded.
The collision is being investigated by KSP Trooper Trent Weaver.

II Internet dangers ...
savvy and how they legally — can do to prevent or deal with and how it has changed our col- have are pretty effective, but I
and illegally -- utilize cyber- students that are committing the lege students today," he said always tailor my assignment to
where I can tell pretty quickly if
after the meeting.
as pit- crime.
sgy if the people they were talk- space resources, as well
Lucko said one of the most it's plagiarism."
She also focused on online
sites
ing to knew who it was and falls of social networking
A second presentation by
such as Facebook. MySpace. defamation of character by pho- prevalent abuses of the Internet
that's kind of scary," she said.
tos and text that have been used he is aware of is online gaming. Dickerson is scheduled for 6:30
Perry was also concerned that Youtube and online blogs.
"A lot of the students are p.m. tonight in the Curris Center
"If dangers can occur in the against an individual when they
there is very little privacy
real world, it can occur in the apply for a job, the influence of doing gaming and maybe using ballroom that will focus on how
Web up some cyber-resources," he students from grade school
"If you put it out there, every- cyberworld too." Dickerson told drug- and alcohol-centered
the group while also focusing on sites, online gambling and elec- said. "I don't know how much, through college can protect
body can see it," she said.
hut that can be an addiction and themselves while surfing the
Pool seemed to have learned identity theft. opportunities for tronic plagiarism.
4cçlc-ku ordet *491 . 1 V 041'1 pally like to use the I see a lot of students spending a Internet. The event is free of
something about duo /woe **1-•
charge and the public is encourword *plagiarism.' I prefer say- lot of time on that."
learned that the Internet isn't a and other drugs online anskither
He said he hasn't seen a lot of aged to attend. Dickerson's visit
topics. She also addressed ing 'using someone else's work
side place." she said.
Internet-related plagiarism, but is -sponkored • by the MSU
Internet come such as illegally as your own.— Dickerson said.
• Dickerson's discussion also
Dr. Paul Lucko, a professor that may be because he specifi- Coalition for Alcohol Risk
music. photos. text and
involved the characteristics of copying
Student
the
and of criminal justice at MSU, was cally tailors assignments to pre- Education,
"Millennia's." young people that other illegal file sharing
Government Association and the
universities one of several faculty and staff vent abuse.
schools
what
and
herspace
cv
and
:Re computer
"We have seen some of this. I Calloway County Alliance for
that attended the presentation.
Curiosity in the interest of his wouldn't say it was extensive, Substance Abuse Prevention
but it does happen and we've (CC-ASAP).
students is why he took part.
On I Inn sda.v, it dl i v,ill be restricted to one lane on Ky. 299 in
"I wanted to get some idea of taken action," Lucko said.
•Calloway County at mile point 2.227. The lane restriction is to how the Internet is affecting us "Some of the programs that we
allow the District (Inc Bndge Crew to repair a timber piling on the
West Fork Clarks River Bndge.
Motorists should be aware of these lane Clouvres and II.: prepared
Wencoutner equipment.flaggers, and maintenance personnel on the
roadway in close proximity to traffic flow
Lewis said he is working on From Front
From Front
preparing the budget for the
be
. A section of Road 174 in Land Between The Lakes(LSI.)will
19% and said he has spent that 2008 General Assembly with the declared a state of emergency in
closed for repair through Nov. 5. Ecotone, LBL's maimeniuwe con- time trying to get the problem goal is to get the number of more than half of Georgia's
tractor. will be replacing a culvertand repainng the road.
solved "in order to pertOrm the cases per attorney down to 350 counties on Saturday and asked
Approximately one mile of Road 174 will he closedbetween
mission to represent the people in rural areas and 450 in urban President Bush to order that less
Roads 352 and 356.
water is released from Georgia's
to us by the courts. areas.
assigned
reservoirs
downstream . to
• Additional LBL inlormation is available h calling 1-800-LBLLewis lifted the hiring freeze
Underfundnig manifests itself in
7077 or 12700 924-2000.
Alabama and Florida.
attorneys."
for
caseloads
30.
- high
June

From Front

Road Closure Notices

•Rain...
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have impact if there's sonic type
of major gaffe."
and
Rudolph
Both
Mongiardo have been low-key
in the governor's race, though
Mongiardo, an eastern Kentucky
physician, drew public scrutiny
in early October for refusing to
cross a picket line at Hazard
Appalachian Regional Hospital
where registered nurses are on
strike.
Fletcher, who also is a physician, raised the issue during a
debate in Louisville, claiming
that Mongiardo chose to align
with union interests rather than
patients. Rudolph repeated the
charge on Monday.
Mongiardo said he is continuing to take care of patients with
medical emergencies and urgent.
cases but supports more than
630 registered nurses at Hazard
and six other Kentucky hospitals, plus two in West Virginia,
who have been on strike since
Oct. I.
negotiations
of
Weeks
between the union and hospital
administrators came to an
impasse over several issues,
including staffing ratios, mandatory overtime and pay raises.
The nurses also want better
retirement and medical benefits.'
Rudolph and Mongiardo
voiced their loyalty to their running mates — even to the point
of resigning if called upon to do
SO.

That wasn't the case with
current Lt. Gov. Steve Pence,
who opted not to seek re-election with Fletcher and who
refused to resign after Fletcher
asked him to. Pence chose to
abandon Fletcher's re-election
effort last year after the governor was indicted on charges —
which were later dismissed in a
negotiated agreement with prosecutors — of improperly
rewarding political supporters
with protected state jobs.
"Yes, if the governor asked
me to resign the office of lieutenant governor, yes. I would Aresign," Rudolph said. "The */#.
Only reason I'm here in
of
because
Frankfort is
Governor Fletcher, and the only
reason I'm a candidate running
with him is because of Governor
Fletcher and this administration.
I'm very loyal to the administration, the management team ...
and I'm going to stay with them
until they ask me to leave."
Mongiardo said he doesn't
believe Beshear would ever be
involved in activities like those
Fletcher was accused of.
"But if he had acted the way
our current governor has, he
wouldn't have to ask me to
resign,- Mongiardo said. "I
would leave, as many of the current administration has left and
resigned out of disgust"
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Pat Adams, 49, Adams Road, Murray, died Monday,
Oct. 22,
2007, at 450 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A former engineer with the Dana Corporation, Paris, Tenn., he
was a member of
Coldwater United Methodist Church.
He was born Oct. 5, 1958, in Murray. Preceding him in death
were his father, Colic D. Adams, and one brother, Mike Adams.
Survivors include one daughter, Jessie Ann Adams, one son,
David Lee Adams, and one nephew, John C. Adams, all of Murray;
his mother, Mrs. Clara Ann Hughes Adams, Puryear, Tenn.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Garvin A. Wilson
The funeral for Garvin A. Wilson will be Wednesday at 11 a.m.
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. John Dale
will officiate. Singing will be by Glendale Road Church of Christ
Singers with Todd Walker as leader.
Pallbearers will be Jerry Don Butler, Marty
Harper, Gilbert Lee, Aaron Wilson, Al Farrell,
Mike Finley, Dean Shoemaker and Kim Wilson.
Bunal will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 9 to
11 a.m. Wednesday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Spring Creek Health Care, Attn. Activities
Wilson
Department, 1401 S. 16th St., Murray, KY 420'71.
Online condolences may be sent to www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Mr. Wilson, 94, Murray, died Sunday. Oct. 21, 2007, at 9:34 p.m
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was married Aug, 20, 1960,to Louie Harmon Hughes Wilson,
who died April 22, 1989. Also preceding him in death were two sisters. Elizabeth Oliver and Cordie Moody, and one brother, Morris
Wilson. Born Feb. 12, 1913, in Calloway County he was the son of
the late Andrew J. Wilson and Lurley Burton Wilson.
A retired United States Mail Carrier, he had retired from maintenance at Murray State University. He was a member of Glendale
Road Church of Christ.
Survivors include two brothers, George Wilson and Wayne
Wilson and wife, Jean, all of Murray; sister-in-law, Mrs. Rose
Wilson, Hopkinsville; 11 nieces and nephews, Audrey Manes,
Yuma, Ariz., Faye Lucas, Lakeland, Ha., Ralph Oliver, Crittenden,
Don Oliver, Fort Worth, Texas, Brenda Wisner, Columbus, Ohio,
Dianne Lee, Hopkinsville, Larry Wilson, Pee Wee Valley, and Peggy
Shoemaker, Carolyn Farrell, Rita Finley and Kim Wilson, all of
Murray.

Dwain Elkins
No services for Dwain Elkins will be scheduled. Imes-Miller
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Fraternal Order of
Police Lodge 23.407 Poplar St., Murray, KY. 42071.
Mr. Elkins, 63, Kirksey, died Saturday, Oct. 20, 2007, at 8:30
a.m, at his home. Born July 2, 1944, he was the son of the late Vadau
Elkins and Mary Brown Charlton Elkins.
A retired member of the Murray Police Department EMT, he had
worked as a security guard for Mattel. He was a member of Fraternal
Order of Police and was a Kentucky Colonel.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Felecia Elkins., one son, Mike
Elkins and wife, Dawn, Murray; two daughters, Mrs. Penny
Marshall and husband, Darren, Murray, and Mrs. Buffy Streemian,
Parkersburg, W.Va.: four grandchildren, Brandon Elkins, Joshua
Streetman, Jessica Caudwell and Michael Elkins.

Mrs. Polly B. McIntosh
A graveside service for Mrs. Polly B. McIntosh was Sunday at 2
p.m. at Mayfield Memory Gardens with Rev. Jimmy Madding officiating. Brown Funeral Home of Mayfield was in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lourdes Hospice, 2855
Jackson St., Paducah, KY 42003.
Mrs. McIntosh, 89, Mayfield, died Friday, Oct. 19, 2007, at 8:45
p.m. at Green Acres Health Care Facility, Mayfield.
A former employee of Andover Clothing Company, she was a
member of New Life Baptist Church.
Preceding her in death were her parents, John Bivins and Lillie
C'ole Bivins; two brothers, J.D. Bivins and Vincent Bivins; five sisters, Opal Manning. Bobbie Madding, Drama Paschall, Nora King
and Ruth Elmore.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Geralene• Dublin,
Farmington; two grandsons, Brad Dublin, Coldwater, and Craig
Dublin. Mayfield; two great-grandchildren; three great-great-grandchildren.

Harmon Allen Davis
The funeral for Harmon Allen Davis will be today (Tuesday)at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Rev. Jeff Cox
and Rev. Charles Frazier will officiate. Burial will follow in the
Salyers Cemetery, Calvert City, with military rites at the grave site.
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Gideons International,
Marshall County Camp, P.O. Box 206, Benton, KY 42025. Online
to
made
be
may
condolences
collierfuneralhome.com.
Mr. Davis, 83, Salyer Creek Road, Benton, died
Saturday. Oct. 20, 2007, at 5:55 p.m. at Calvert City
Convalescent Center, Calvert City.
A retired employee of Auto Carbide, Calvert City, he was an
Army veteran of World War II, serving in the Pacific and European
Theaters, and the Korean Conflict. He also worked for several years
as a guard at Fisher-Price Toys. Murray, and as a greeter at Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. He was a member and trustee of Community
Chapel Church, Benton, and a lifetime member of Doric Lodge No.
737 of Free and Accepted Masons.
Preceding him in death were his wife, Opal Johnston Davis, his
parents, William Davis and Gladys Culp Davis. and two sisters.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Queava Davis Sutherland
and husband. Johnny. Calvert City; one son, Kenton Shawn Davis
and wife, Gina. Benton: one brother, Billy Davis and wife, Louise,
Paducah; one granddaughter. Mrs. Chaney Boatright and husband,
Darron. Murray; one grandson. Jason Sutherland and wife, Kenita.
Benton; two great-grandsons. Fletcher Boatwnght, Murray, and
Dallas Sutherland. Benton: special friend. Louise Boone,
Gilbertsville.
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Tainted
products
causing
fear in
nation
,
WASHINGTON (AP) I Treasury
Secretary
Henry
(
I Paulson said this morning that
the recalls of tainted Chinese
products were causing fear
among U.S. consumers.
He said both countries needed to work together to address
safety issues that have been
raised about a host of Chinese
products from tainted toothpaste
to toys containing lead paint.
"Recent and repeated reports
of tainted food and product
imports are causing fear and
uncertainty in American consumers and harming the 'Made
in China' brand here in the
United States," Paulson said in a
speech to a conference on U.S.China relations.
He said China must make
bold moves to refocus its economy, fight off protectionist forces
and address the growing concerns about tainted Chinese
imports.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
SAFE SCHOOLS WEEK: Murray Mayor Tom Rushing, front right, and Calloway County
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins signed a proclamation Monday for Kentucky Safe Schools Week
In the city and county. In signing the document, the officials encourage "students, parents,
educators and the community to realize that everyone needs to 'Stand Up and Sign Up' in
order to promote efforts to provide all of our nation's schools with positive and safe leaming
climates." Shown with the mayor and judge are middle school students from Murray Middle
School and Calloway County Middle School, as well as administrators from CCMS, MMS and
Murray State University.
•

EKU names Whitlock president
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) Doug Whitlock was named
Monday as the llth president at
Eastern Kentucky University.
Whitlock, 64, a former university administrator, had been
serving as interim president
since August. He replaced
Joanne Glasser, who left to
accept the job as president of
Bradley University in Peoria, Ill.
The university's board of
regents said Whitlock would
serve through July 31, 2010.

Paulson said the effectiveness
with which China addresses the
safety concerns will have longterm implications for U.S.China trade relations. He cautioned that policyrnakers in both
countries should focus on science-based safety decisions
rather than "protectionism or
retaliation."
Last year, the administration
began a new series of high-level
talks with the Chinese aimed at
addressing growing trade tensions between the two nations
that have been triggered by
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)America's record trade deficits Investigators from the attorney
with China. U.S. manufacturers general's office have begun a
and many members of Congress probe to determine if some
blame those deficits on unfair financial contributions to canditrade practices by the Chinese dates for governor were impropCr.
such as keeping the value of
"1 can confirm we have an
China's currency artificially low ongoing
investigation,"
against the U.S. dollar to gain Attorney General Greg Stumbo
trade advantages.
said Monday.
The Kentucky Registry of
Paulson said China should
allow its currency to rise at a Election Finance also is looking
for ways to improve its auditing
faster rate against the dollar, a
process to better identify queschange that he said would make tionable
or unusual contribuit easier to implement other tions.
needed economic reforms in the
The actions came in a wake
country and to control rising of a story in The (Louisville)
Courier-Journal that highlightChinese inflation.
"Bold structural policies are ed campaign contributions made
by unlikely contributors.
needed to shift China's growth
"The article raised some
away from heavy industry, high legitimate concerns, and we're
energy use and dependence on very interested in the issue,"
exports towards greater reliance said Lea Pauley Goff, a member
on domestic demand, greater of the board of directors of the
production of services and Kentucky Registry of Election
greater provision of material Finance.
Stumbo said the Kentucky
well-being to China's populaBureau of Investigation in his
tion,- Paulson said.

Regents
said
positive
response from faculty and staff
led them to extend his contract.
The board voted 9-0 at a special
meeting, the Lexington HeraldLeader reported on its Web site.
"We have the right guy at the
right time," said regent Orson
Oliver of Louisville. "Spending
money and going into a national
search is no guarantee of success." Whitlock will earn
$250,000 for his first year in the
job, said board Chairman

Hunter Bates of Prospect.
Whitlock had retired in 2003'
after a 3$-year career in several,
administrative and teaching
posts at EKU.
Whitlock has two degreei
from EKU - a bachelor's
degree in history and social sei4
ence and a master's degree in
history. He earned a doctorate in
hig r education
at the
Un ersity of Kentucky.

Attorney general investigating
gov. campaign contributions

Marie Osmond faints on
'Dancing With the Stars'
LOS ANGELES (AP) Marie Osmond fainted onstage
during ABC's live broadcast
Monday of "Dancing with the
;
Stars" but quickly recovered.
Osmond and her partner,
dancer Jonathan Roberts, the
first performers of the evening,
had just finished a samba and
were listening to comments
from the show's judges when
she suddenly toppled.
"She was laughing and then
sank like a stone,.., Everyone
froze," said ABC publicist Amy
Astley. As the show cut to a
commercial. Osmond started to
rise and was helped by others.
Astley said.
When the show resumed after
the break, host Tom Bergeron
told the studio audience and TV
viewers that Osmond had fainted but was fine.
"I want to just quote her
exactly.... The first words out of
her mouth when she saw us all
leaning over her were, 'Oh,
crap," Bergeron said. A backstage camera showed Osmond
smiling and nodding. The singer,
who turned 48 on Oct. 13, was
well enough to take part in the

next segment,
in which she
Roberts
and
learned
that
judges Carrie
Ann
Inaba,
Bruno Tonioli
and
Len
Goodman had
each awarded
them seven out
OSMOnd
of 10 possible
points.
Osmond explained on-air that
"once in a while that happens to
me when I get winded. I stop
breathing." She punctuated her
remark with a giggle. She was
expected to undergo a medical
examination as a precaution.
The hit series pairs celebrities
with professional dancers and is
drawing more than 35 million
viewers for its dance-off and
results shows. The show puts its
stars through rigorous dance
routines that test many of them
and proved too much for at least
one. Vincent Pastore, who
played a tough-guy mobster in
the early years of -The
Sopranos," dropped out on last
season's show in February.

office has examined the issue of
illegal contributions in some
past elections.
Stumbo said some individuals have been questioned by
KB1 agents since the story was
published, but he declined to
give details of the investigation.
The newspaper raised questions about the scores of secretaries, bookkeepers, clerks,
office managers and others with
apparently modest incomes who
had been listed by various candidates as having made the maximum $1,000 contribution.
The story quoted one
Tennessee donor as saying he
was reimbursed by his cousin
for the $1,000 he donated to the
campaign of Democrat Steve
Beshear. The campaign refunded this contribution when told
about it.
And the story detailed an
unusual pattern of multiple contributions from residents of
Laurel and surrounding counties
to Gov. Ernie Fletcher, his
Republican primary rival Anne
Northup and Democrat Steve

Henry.
One of them, a 21-year-old
woman who works as an $8.M:04
an-hour corrections officer, was
listed as giving $1,000 to
Fletcher, $1,000 to Northup and
$500 to Henry.
State law prohibits a person
from making a campaign contribution in the name of another.
Doing so is a Class D felony
punishable by up to five years in
prison. While both the source of
the money and the person used
as a conduit for the contribution
could be prosecuted. Stumbo
said his investigation is targeting the sources.
"We have always focused on
those who perpetrated the crime,.
not innocent people who may,
have gotten caught up in it," he
said.
Marty Ryall, manager of
Fletcher's re-election campaign,
said he was unaware of the,
investigation. "I think it's fine
so long as he holds everybody to
the same standard and is not sin-.
gling out Gov. Fletcher to go on
another witch hunt," he said.

"STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Dos Jones Ind. Avg.--._67.1 up
Air Products.,,,.,,..,,.,...._...9538+.6t
AT&T,Inc
41.46 + .29
BB&T
........36.53 + .48
Briggs & Stratton
+ .35
Bristol Myers Squibb
+.23
Caterpillar..,..,...
73.894,38
Chevron Texaco Corp 89.02 + .58
Daimler Chrysler
104.85 + 2A
Dean Foods ..
ka 2 + .64
Exxon-Mobil
+ .81
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.30.83 + 32
55 9c- .03
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.....70.86 • .31
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Regions Financial _
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Sears Holding Corp-_I35.97 •.33
Time Warner 18.11 +,%
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ST
51.85 - .01
Wet Point Inc __________7K57 • .12
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Wal-Mart

General Electric --.-40.11 • A
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COMMUNITY

ingipariamissioa
Call named 'Kiwanian of the Year' by local club
Brenda Call Was presented
the "Kiwanian of the Year"
award at a recent meeting of
the Murray Kiwanis Club held
in the meeting room of Holmes
Family Restaurant.
Lt. Gov. Elizabeth Cayce of
Princeton presided at the installation of new officers.
The new officers for the
2007-20014 administrative year
are Brenda Call, president.
Glenn Hughes. secretary, and
William Call, treasurer. Jim
Nance is immediate past president.
Officers serve an administrative year of Oct. I to Sept.
30.
The club meets Thursdays
at main at Holmes Family
Restaurant. Visitors arc welcome.

Cemetery rededication will
be Wednesday at 2 p.m.
The public is invited to attend a brief
ceremony observing the rededication of the
on
Cemetery
Bailey/Martin/Petty pool
Wednesday at 2 p.m.
The cemetery is located at the corner
of South Ninth and Vine Streets, Murray.
Seating wW be provided.

New cookbook published

Calloway County Homemakers have published a new cookbook, "A Taste of TradiJo's
just in time for the holiday cooking
Datebook tion,"
and gift giving. The cookbook includes 450
By Jo Burkeen favorite recipes from homemakers in the
Community
county and sells for $10 each. To purchase
Editor
a cookbook contact any homemaker member
Fourth
or the Calloway County Extension office at 310 South
St., Murray, phone 753-1452.
Photo provided
Call, Glenn Hughes,
Pictured at the recent Kiwanis Club meeting are Jim Nance, Brenda
Elizabeth Cayce and William Call.

meet
MHS Backboard Club to will
meet

Wednesday,
Murrya High School Backboard Club
Oct. 24, at 5:30 p.m. at the high school. All parents of high
to
and middle school girls and boys basketball players need
and
Night
Senior
Homecoming,
Night,
Tiger
attend.
to
plan
the banquet will be discussed.

snnoUncernenl Sunshiners group will meet
Group will meet Wednesday at
Sunshiners Church Women's
2:30 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church. This will include sewing and fellowship.

Flu clinics are scheduled

Flu clinics for shots will be Thursday from 8 a.m. to 4
p.m. at Glendale Road Church of Christ. The Kids' Shot Day
will be Tuesday, Oct. 30, from 7:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. at the Calloway County Health Center, located at Olive and North Seventh Streets, Murray.

SS representative to be here Thursday
will A representative of the Social Security Administration
be at the Calloway Public Library Thursday from 10:30 a.m.'.
to 12:30 p.m. to assist persons in filing forms. For information call 1-800-772-1213.

Photo provided
shown with cake
BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION: Members of Calloway County Homemakers are
left. are Martha
honoring the 75th anniversary of the Homemakers organization. Pictured, from
and La
Butterworth, Judy Stahler, Dorothy Cook, Connie Talent and Jo Farley • members,
Dawn Hale. Calloway County Extension Agent in Consumer Science.

Murray Art Guild schedules upcoming events9 a.m.
the Murray Art Guild
MAGI has scheduled two %pceial events tut the reason.
1I1T

the Unique Batik. Atrti‘t

Wilily hand dyed shopping tote!
This is a multi-age class for
teens and adults (under IS

should he with an adult part-

Chuck flea All materials and suplihrsain is ill take participants plies will be provided.
The lee is 1.40 for memthrough a project that is fun
and functional. Participants will tiers and $60 lor non memuse the Indonesian dyeing tech- hers. Dates will he Friday from
nique of batik to create a one- 6 to 9 p.m. and Saturday from
of-a-kind design on a canvas 9 a.m. to 40.m.
Beginning Watercolor will be
grocery rote. Each one will be
proud to let go of the plastic Thursday and Friday. Nov. 1
bags and use your own beau- and 2 from 6 to 9 p.m. arid
and

en,itonnieni.disi

Saturday. Nov. 3, from
to 4 p.m. with Sallie Guy as
.„.
the insuuctor.
Persons will learn the fundamemals of watercolor which
will allow a person to use this
traditional painting media with
"Watercolor
confidence.
Basics" includes the exploration of value, color theory.
drawing and composition. Participants will see demonstrations and do exercises in order
to understand the basics.

Legion Post meeting Thursday
American Legion Post tn3 will meet Thursday

Robert Henry
Livingston V

at 7 p.m. in
the new Legion Hall, located at 310 Bee Creek, just north of
Schwan's Ice Cream off of North Fourth St. All members and
veterans are encouraged to attend. For more information call
Post Commander Duane Brown at 227-7939 or 753-8985.

Robert and Erica Cossey
Livingston are the parents of Compassionate Friends will meet
a son, Robert Henry Livingston
Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet Thursday
V. born on Wednesday. Aug. at 7:30 p.m. in the private dining room at Murray-Calloway
22, 2007, at 4:31p.m. in Birm- County Hospital. For more information contact Chaplain Kerry
.
ip&b4uu.„Ala•
pouddrykaanlaert At 742-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 1-731-498-8324.
nittC tr'aby weighed 9
and 7 ounces and measured TOPS to meet Thursday
21 1/2 inches long.
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter 4469
Grandparents are Danny and
will meet Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway
Cindy Cossey of Murray, Ky.. Public Library. The meeting is open to the public. For inforand Robert and Terri Livingston
mation call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.
of Tamaqua, Pa.
are
Great-grandparents
4-H Cooking Club to meet
Junior and Janice Compton and
4-H Cooking Club will meet Thursday from 3:30 to 5 p.m.
late
the
and
Ernestine Cossey
the Calloway County Extension Office. Call 293-6959 for
at
John Cossey, all of Murray.
more information.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at 1,628 West Main St., Murray, next to St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call
753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

Raffeweert
5periah
from Murray Lade,* Center

Al-Anon meeting tonight
Al-Anon will meet tonight at 7:30 at First United Methodist
Church. Please enter from the southside rear door located near
the playground. The only requirement is that there be a prob,
lem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

now until Oct. 31!

Scary Hairy Backs

Cill now
for•
c
too tat&

1/2 price (6x package)

Bingo planned tonight
The Knights of Columbus will sponsor Bingo tonight from
6:30 to 9 p.m. at the building at 332 Squire Rd., Murray.
Funds from the Bingo help support local, national and international charities. For more information call 293-7061.

Creepy Eeelcy
Spider Veins!
1/2 price (30 min. seeelon)

Nitirrav

•
IV

LASER
Leiltet.

Wondering what
to do with
your money?
(:onsider the I.nikinccr.
W kkimen of the Worlds's Modified Endowment
wersal life Insurance certificate, the Enhancer, mav
secum,
help you protect your assests as well as your
•Your cosh value may accumulate
foster than on a CD
• mut goon is tar-deferred tint,/ received
• The death benefit pod to pour benehoory (woods
,
route and is fealincome tax-free
Barry Newsome
Sheila Crouse
Field Representative Flaid RisprosantatIve
270-753-3422
270-753-4741
slocroueetwoodwen coon tanewsestrOstucknoneom

Murray Singles will meet

74
‘
4
1

provided
Pictured is the custom made potting bench to be given away
at the Christmas Bazaar on Saturday at the Murray Woman's

Murray Singles (SOS) will meet tonight at 7 at the Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at 4892909 or Mike at 753-9127.

Club house.

Free assistance Wednesday

Photo

Creative Arts Department
plans bazaar Saturday
Creative Arts Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
have its annual Christmas
bazaar on Saturday from 8 a.m.
to 1 p.m. at the club house at
704 Vine St.. Murray.
Featured will he handmade
crafts, baked goods and attic
jewels for the whole family.
A promotion will he the
drawing for a custom-made
potting bench.

Members of the Bazaar committee are Lois Bartling. Carolyn Farrell, Mary Gail Johnson, Kay Ray, Peggy Shoemaker. lo Crass and Jean Simmons.
The members urge the public to attend this bazaar as
funds are used for the scholarship given each year by the
department.

Retell & Rontal
270-443-4181114
or
270-443-1O04
Retail Costumes 40. off
Rental Costumes 20°. off
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TOPS //Ky. 623 Chapter will meet today at 5 at First Christian Church fellowship hall, Ill North Fifth St. Weigh-in wilt
be from 5 to 5:30. For information call Tracey at 227-5874. -
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Veterans and their families will be given free counseling
and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits
Wednesday from 9 a.m, to noon at the National Guard Armory
at Murray. Ron McClure, regional field representative of Kentucky Department of Veterans Affairs, will give the assistance.
Walk-ins will be as time permits. For information call 1-877812-0840 or e-mail ronald.mcclure@ky.gov

Alzheimer's group plans events
Alzheimer's Disease Education/Support Group will meet
today at 4:30 in the board room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Genie May will be leading the discussion. A TeleHealth Video Conference on Alzheimer's Medications will be
Thursday from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. in the 2 West Conference
Room of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more
information call Cindy Ragsdale, LSW,at 762-1278. The Alzheimer
24 hour Helpline is 1-800-272-3900.

Breast Cancer group will meet
Breast Cancer Support Group will meet tonight at 6:30 in
the classroom at Center for Health & Wellness. For information contact Evelyn Wallis at 489-2462.

Grain Bin Safety Class planned
A Grain Bin Safety Class will be tonight at 7:30 at the
Calloway County High School Agnculture Department for any
interested farmers, rescue or community people. For more information call Johnnie Stockdale or the Calloway County Conservation Office at 767-049
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10 years ago
Published is a picture of John
Peck, president of Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce, talking with Danny Evitts
and Jim Carter at the chamber's
membership drive kick-off. The
photo was by Staff Photographer
Bernard Kane.
, The Team of Peoples Bank
captured the honor as "Top
Fundraiser Team" at the Amendin Heart Walk held Oct. 18. The
team raised $1,167.
Murray High School Ladies
Soccer Team won 2-0 over Madisonville an the first round and won
6-2 over Reidland in the second
round of the Regional Tournament
held at Calloway County High
School.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Calloway County Fire Rescue Engineer Marty Duncan spraying water
on a house, occupied by Keith
Mott and owned by Burt Collins
on Green Plain Church Road which
was destroyed by fire. The photo
was by Staff Photographer David
Tuck.
Calloway County High School
Laker Girls Cross Country team
finished second in the Western Kentucky Conference. The team was
led by Pam Knight who came in
fourth overall earning her all-conference honors.
Murray State University Racers won 34-12 over Liberty University in a football game at Stewart Stadium, Murray.
30 years ago
Mary Smock was crowned as
Murray High School Homecoming Queen at the football game
with the Murray Tigers winning
13-6 over Hopkinsville. Her attendants were Becky West and Deann
Thornton.
Murray Lions Club and the Murray State University Department

of Special Education are sponsoring a Sight. Hearing and Health
Fair at the MSU Special Education building.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Terry Compton,
Oct. 10.
40 years ago
The new bypass from U.S. 641
North to Ky. 121 North (Mayfield Road) is now open for traffic. It is expected to help alleviate the traffic congestion in the
Five Points and Murray State University area.
Lucy Alderdice and Lurene
Cooper presented a lesson on
"Combining Old and New Furniture" at a meeting of the Pottertown Homemakers Club held at
the Holiday Inn.
Murray High School Tigers won
26-6 over Hopkinsville in a football game.
50 years ago
Dr. Hugh McElrath, local dentist, spoke about "History of Murray" at a meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club held at the Murray
Woman's Club house. He was introduced by Prentice Lassiter.
Murray High School Tigers lost
33-19 to Madisonville in a football game.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Louis Collins.
60 years ago
George Hart of Murray has
been elected vice president of the
Kentucky Bankers Association at
the annual convention held at the
Kentucky Hotel, Louisville.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. 0.G. Turner, Oct.
13; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. H.C.
Keel and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
D. Foster, Oct. 14; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert S. Hughes, Oct.
19; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
Shipley, Oct. 20.

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Oct. 23, the
296th day of 2007. There are 69
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History;
On Oct. 23, 1707, the first
Parliament of Great Britain, created by the Acts of Union between
England and Scotland, held its
first meeting.
On this date:
In 1864, forces led by Union
den. Samuel R. Curtis repelled
Confederate Gen. Sterling Price's

army in the Civil War Battle of
Westport in Missouri.
In 1915, tens of thousands of
women marched in New York
City, demanding the right to vote.
In 1925, talk show host Johnny Carson was born in Coming,
Iowa.
In 1944, the World War ll Battle of Leyte Gulf began, resulting in an Allied victory.
In 1946, the United Nations
General Assembly convened in
New York for the first time, at
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Moms who plan ahead can
relieve separation anxiety
DEAR ABBY: After reading
your response to 'Desperate Mom
in Miura" (Aug. 10), who was
being married and wasn't sure if
she should take her 4-year-old
son on her honeymoon because
she was afraid he'd be traumatized if he was left for 12 days,
I have to
respond. Of
course be will
be
traumatized if his
mother leaves
him for that
long!

Mom." Ha separation anxiety (and
that of her son) will be lessened
with a little advance planning.
She should buy some children's
books, record herself reading them,
and leave them with the boy's
caregivers to listen to each night
before bed.
She should also get some little cars or other low-cost toys,
wrap them, and have Grandma
and Daddy reward the boy's
'grown-up behavior' at the end
of the day. A 30-minute calling
card will allow her son to talk
to Mommy for a shod time every
other day or in case of emer"Desperate gency. The mother should also
has been liv- send postcards to arrive while
ing with this she's gone, praising him as a big
man since her boy and closing with, 'See you
By Abigail
child WAS 6 soon. -- SANDY IN CIRCLE
Van Buren
months old. PINES, MINN.
They have already had their honDEAR ABBY: I was recently
eymoon, so they should go away married, and a 5-year-old daughfor only the weekend without her ter was part of the package. We
son. Come on, Abby, it's an impres- took our honeymoon a couple Qf
sionable 4-year-old -- not an older months later and explained to her
child! -- T.C. IN WADSWORTH, what it was: a vacation for two
OHIO
people to take when they gct marDEAR T.C.: I stand by my ried -- and children don't come.
reply. While I did find it curious Period. We told her we would
that "Desperate" had planned a call to say hi and bnng back a
I2-day honeymoon and then was small gift.
uncomfortable about leaving her
She understood completely and
son with her mother and the boy's was excited to spend extra time
father, by age 4 children tend to with my husband's mother and
be somewhat independent. The sister. She would not have enjoyed
honeymoon will present the per- the trip we were taking, and I'll
fect opportunity for her son to bet "Desperate's" son would feel
get used to having other people the same way. Honeymoons are
around him. Other mothers with not for kids -- both for their sakes
similar experiences offered help- and the parents'. -- THE STEPful suggestions. Read on:
MOM
DEAR ABBY: You were spotDEAR ABBY: When I maron in your advice to 'Desperate ried for the second time. I had
four children whom I left at home
with my mother. Before I left, I
assembled a goody bag for each
an auditorium in Rushing Meadof them -- one for each day I
OW.
would be gone. Inside I placed a
In 1956, a student-sparked
short letter telling them where I
revolt against Hungary's COITIMUwas likely to be on that day, and
nisi rule began; as the revolution
some of the things I might be doing.
spread, Soviet forces started enterI also included a few pieces of
ing the country, and the uprising
candy and a small toy.
was put down within weeks.
Every night before they went
In 1973, President Richard
Nixon agreed to turn over White
to bed the kids would open their
House tape recordings subpoenaed
goody bags and find a treat from
by the Watergate special prosecume. They looked forward to it,
tor to John J. Sirica.
and were able to tell from the
number of bags left how many
more days I would be gone. They
enjoyed their toys and treats, and
their separation anxiety was greatly diminished. -- WORKED FOR
ME IN NEW HAMPSHIRE
DEAR ABBY: Your response
to "Desperate Mom' was correct.
The idea of children being "traumatized' by a disrupted schedule
has gotten out of control.
My friend sheltered her two
boys from almost everything.
They're now 18 and 20, and not
only have almost no coping skills,
but are also fearful of any social
situation. I believe too many parents use "traumatized" as an excuse
to avoid dealing with normal situations when they arise, and it is
a disservice to their children. -MICHIGAN MOM
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1 Toady's reply
4 Kitchen
appliance
9 Vanity
12 Hole puncher
13 Still in the
game
14 Habit
15 Entered data
17 Bandleader
— Lopez
19 Takes a good
look
21 Grassy
expanse
22 Thames trucks
25 Rain protector
29 Hirt or Gore
30 A Muppet
32 Type of arch
33 Scoot along
35 Explained
further
37 Classified items
38 — so much
40 Antitoxin
42 I. to Pedro

North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
4K .1 9 7 4 3
—
•A K 1094
.76
WEST
EAST
*A 2
*Q1086
1PKQJ 1062
WA 8 5 4
•7 3
•Q 6 2
+953
+82
SOUTH
•5
W9 73
•365
•AKQ.110 4
The bidding:
North
East
South
Wei
1.
Pass
2*
3•
3W
5*
Opening lead — king of hearts.

monds. West and dummy play low,
and Last wins with the queen. The
defenders then collect two hearts and
a spade, and South goes down two.
This line of play has about an even
chance of success, and it therelbre
cannot be said that declarer's plan
was hopeless.
However, a different line of play
has a much greater chance of success, even though no absolute guarantees go with it. After rolling the
heart at trick one, South's next play
should be a low diamond from
dummy! ht the actual deal, East cannot do better - than take the queen,
after which South has II tricks,
regardless of what East returns.
Observe that this play works
equally well when West has the
queen, which is certainly possible. In
that case, South's eight loses to
West's queen, and the defense is
Declarer sometimes has to play once attain helpless.
in an abnormal manner because the
The purpose of the loss diamond
circumstances call for it. Such plays, play at trick two is to establish the
being off the beaten path, arc fre- diamond suit while dummy's one
quently overlooked in practice, but remaining trump stands guard
they often can be justified by close against a heart return. At the same
analysis.
time, South establishes a diamond
Take this deal where South is in entry to his hand.
five clubs. Let's say he ruffs the heart
The plan fails if the diamonds arc
lead in dummy and decides to stake divided 4-I and the defense secures a
his all on a diamond finesse.
diamond ruff, but there is a much
Accordingly, he cashes the ace of greater chance of finding a 3-2 diadiamonds, draws three rounds of mond division than there is of wintrumps and leads the jack of dia- ning a diamond finesse.
Tomorrow: Reading between the lines.
e2007 King I <mimes Syndicate Inc

43 Repudiate
44 Makes larger
46 Hot Springs St
49 Charles Lamb
50 Looking for gold
54 Bordered
57 Strong alkali
58 Farm animals
60 Hagen
of "The Other"
61 Evergreen tree
62 Tour of duty
63 Note taker's
need

1 Tibetan ox
2 Meadow browser
3 More crafty
4 Sweet wine
5 Peoria Inc
6 VII doubled
7 Like Lex Luthor
8 Artist
— Magritte
9 Prior to
10 Six-shooter
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Dear Abby
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al and inter-7061.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a number of years, my niother
77-year-old man with high blood in-law has been treated for thrompressure, diabetes and leukemia. bocytheinui. Recently, her sister
I go to my doctor on a regu- land only sibling) was diaglar basis. I told him I have pain nosed with idiopathic myelofion my breast when I touch my bins's, and we learned that her
nipple. It feels like I'm stick- son (one of four) has poly ing it with a cythemia vera. From informaneedle. He tion gathered from various Web
felt
my sites, it appears that, although
breast
and rare, familial occurrences exist.
said
there This scenario would seem to be
was nothing evidence of that.
to
worry
My question is, should my
Do husband and his siblings be
about.
you have any checked for any signs of these
comment diseases? The literature indicates
about it?
that symptoms do not always
DEAR manifest themselves, but the disREADER: ease can be present. The "coinBy
Dr. Peter Gott As I have cidence" of all this just seems
written 9 bit worrisome to me.
before, new breast symptoms —
DEAR READER: Your hussuch as dimpling, nipple retracand's family history certainly
tion or pain — should not be (raises some issues relating to
ignored because they can be ,/inherited diseases.
early symptoms of a breast maligThrombocythemia
is
an
nancy. This holds true for men increase in the number of ciras well as women.
culating platelets, which aid
While this may not be your coagulation. Polycythemia vera
problem, 1 would recommend a is an increase in the size of red
follow-up breast exam by your blood cells as well as the total
primary care physician, blood amount of blood circulating. Idiowork, imaging studies (X-rays, pathic myelofibrosis is the
ultrasound. etc.) and a biopsy replacement of normal bone marif any lesions are found. If row with fibrous tissue.
everything is normal, you can
Your husband should be testrelax.
ed by a hematologist. At worst,
Don't delay obtaining further the testing could show an abnormedical input and testing. Men mality that needs to be addressed.,
can have breast cancer, too. While At best, negative tests would
it is uncommon, symptoms, test- be cause for celebration, such
ing and treatment are necessary. as a cocktail party for 300 of
, To give you related informa- his closest friends. (lust kidtion, 1 am sending you a copy ding.)
of my Health Report "Breast CanLet me know how this Situcer and Disorders."
ation is resolved.
DEAR DR. (;OTT: For a

"WHERE IS ALBANIA"'
I SAO IT'S RI6OT NEXT
TO JOE BAN!A
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dUll

20 Thrills
22 Lolled about
23 Uniform color
24 Put up cedar
shakes
26 Ottoman
official
27 Change colors
28 Dinero
31 Chilling
34 Endorser's
need
36 Most boring
39 O'Neal of films
41 Household
helper
45 Touch base
(2 wds )
47 Outfits
48 Severe hairdo
50 Work at
51 Response
on deck
52 Just bought
53 Merry.
in Montmartre
55 Airport info
56 Scout leader.
often
59 Opry's St
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Photo provided

GUEST SPEAKER AT MMS: Leah Haworth, fifth grade
teacher at Murray Middle School and FCA sponsor, recently
invited Tiffany Stanger to talk to the students She encouraged the MMS students to read their Bible and have God in
their life and to make the right choices throughout their lives.
Stanger is happily married and plays volleyball at Murray
State University. "I'm glad we can offer Fellowship for
Christian Athletes for Murray Middle students who choose to
attend. I try to have speakers that our students can relate to."
Pictured are Sydney Carver, Whitney Carver and Tiffany
Stanger

Fall on
the Farm
GREG TRAVIS

City and county students
enjoyed last week's many
activities at the fourth
annual Fall on the Farm
festivities at Murray'State
University's Pullen Farm.
featured
event
The
a washer toss, corn maze,
pumpkin painting, a giant
slide, rubber duck races, a
pumpkin patch, a pedal
tractor course, a petting
zoo, pony rides and a corn
jump pit.

Photo provided

STUDENT OF THE WEEK: Krisin McNutt of Murray Middle
School is the Forever Communications and Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors "Student of the Week " She is the
daughter of Greg and Kathy McNutt Pictured above, from
left, are Rebecca Landon, Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtor,

7#'likkedf, the Kentucky wiener dog, his sister Chloe,bletheir
41.r hurnan parents travel to Washington, D.C. Follow Ong on A'
this great adventure every Tuesday for this 10-part story,
written by Leigh Anne Florence and
illustrated by James Asher.

McNutt Carolyn Shown. Nth grade teacher at Murree/'Addle

School. Amy Gannon, WNBS 1340 am and WOFC 1130 am
representative

Wa Won

GREG TRAvistedoer a. Times
A DOG-GONE GOOD TIME: Kentucky author Leigh Anne
Florence right. and Woody, the famous Kentucky wiener dog.
visited students at Calloway County's Southwest Elementary
School last week Woody. and his sister Chloe. are currently
featured in a brand new series of newspaper articles titled
"Mr Dogwood Goes to Washington' Woody is pictured visiting fourth-grade student Jacob Cline

Photo provided

TIGER CHARACTER: Murray Middle School students chosen for the month of September who exemplify the Tiger
character word 'responsibility" have been announced at
Murray Middle School Each month a different character trait
is chosen and students are recognized for showing that trait.
Pictured above. from left. are Front Row Hannah Williams:
Earlena Sheets. Celeste Siquenos, Shyann Royalty, Jordan
Nagy. Chloe Langham. Raw Two Sawyer Lawson, Sue
Fields. Chloe Farris. Claire Wilson. Jordan Smith. John
Lollar. Hunter Cochran. Johnathan Curd, Row Three
Candace Guge Jake Zimmerer. Bnttney Burress, Venetia
Blanton. Kayla Verburg, Carver Lawson. Chase Nelson.
Trevor Holland, Allie Swann. Row Four Leo Sanchez, Taylor
Nelson, Lee Jett Jacob Baron. Chase Irvin. Ashley Callihan
and Bob Fields

CHAPTFR 7
Hi. fellow Americans! It's Chloe. It's probably no surprise
that my brother is in the doghouse. When Woody saw the
Scottish Temers at the Capitol, he had to say hello! Being
the friendly little guy he is, he meant no harm. He was surpnscd when two men in suits stopped him in his tracks. They
introduced themselves as the Secret Service and explained
their job was to protect the president and his family. They
searched Woody's backpack, questioned him and then returned
him to mom and dad. You could tell by the look on Woody's
face that he was so relieved to be back with his family.
Woody apologized to everyone and explained that he just
wanted to say "Arfr to his fellow canines. The Secret Service accepted his apology. They explained they would not formally punish Woody, but instructed him to always pay attention to the rules. Woody thanked the men and apologized
once again. The men left and Woody began to cry. (Don't
tell him 1 told you!) We hugged Woody and told him we
loved him, and then mom and dad told Woody he would have
to pay the consequences. He must memonze The Pledge of
Allegiance and -The Star-Spangled Banner.- I told Woody I'd
let everyone know he was OK and that the incident had not
landed him in jail!
Though I was sorry Woody was in trouble. I was happy
to share what I've learned while visiting Washington D.C. I
had learned so much about our founding fathers, but what
about our founding mothers? Being a girl. I knew there must
be some ladies that helped shape Amenca. I asked mom, confident she would know. She gave me information on many
exciting women. I learned about Martha Washington - the
first First Lady of the United States. I also learned about
Abigail Adams. Like Mrs. Barbara Bush. Mrs. Adams was the
wife of one president and the mother of another, I loved
reading about Dolley Madison, the wife of James Madison.
According to history, Mrs. Madison was very pretty and very
smart, Dunng the War of 1812. she was planning a dinner
party when the British invaded D.C. She had to leave the
White House. but not before she packed up a painting of
George Washington, the Declaration of Independence, and her
pet parrot! My favonte story though was about Betsy Ross.
Legend has it that Betsy Ross sewed the first official AmerKan flag. According to Mrs Ross, three men - one of whom
was George Washington - came to her house one day in 1776
and asked her to sew the very first Arnencan flag. (George
Washington was not yet the President, but a General in the
Army.) Betsy knew George Washington since they attended
the same church. In addition, she had sewn ruffles on his
shirts. Therefore, he knew she was a great seamstress. General Washington showed Betsy a design of a six-point star.
History says that Betsy took her scissors and cut a five-point
star in one single snip. Amazed, the men changed the design
from a six-point to five-point star and gave her the job! The
first flag had 13 white stars on a field of blue and 13 red
and white stnpes - 13 representing the colonies. Since then.
the flag has changed to include 50 stars - one for each state.
yet the 13 stripes remained unchanged.
I love seeing the Amencan flag fly in schools, public build-
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ings and even our own front yard. Mom and dad have always
taught us that every time we see the flag we should remember our freedom and be thankful that we live in the greatest
country of all! Because it represents America. mom says we
always need to treat it with respect by not letting it touch
the ground, not letting it stay in the rain, and even standing
to salute it dunng the Star Spangled Banner and Pledge of
Allegiance.
I was inspired. Girls could do important things, too! I realized everyone's job is equally significant. I also realized I
wanted to learn to sew. (This could be tough since mom
never lets us use sharp scissors.) I was thnlled when she said
she would give me some sewing tips. Who knows? Maybe
I'll sew something that makes the fashion magazines. So, my
friends, goodbye for now. Mom is waiting with a spool of
thread! Hopefully Woody will be out of the doghouse next
week! In the meantime, take a minute to observe the flag and
be thankful for our freedom - and, in the words of my brother. "Work and dream like a big dog!"
CHLOE
Thanks to LGIEIKU both EON companies and KPA for
making this project possible. Thanks to the Kentucky Secretary of State for sponsoring the new podcast. For podcast
and questions and activities go online to www.kyprrss.com.
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SECTION B

RACER FOOTBALL

Nothing More, Nothing Less
GRIFFIN DOESN'T MAKE BIG DEAL ABOUT TEAM'S WIN
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
On Saturday, Murray State beat
Southeast Missouri State.
Sure, there could be a ticker tape
parade for breaking an I8-game losing streak, but there wasn't.
Players could have showered Matt
Griffin with the Gatorade jug, but
they didn't.
: There were no fans showering the
field. No field-angels made in the
endzone. No police escort for Matt
Griffin back to the Racers' lockerr00111.

Instead, the second-year head coach
called it exactly like he saw it.
"It is what it is."
After MSU snapped its I8-game
Ohio Valley Conference losing streak
Saturday at SEMO, there wasn't much

jubilation to be seen.
But that doesn't mean from a
morale standpoint that the Racers
aren't enjoying the sweet taste of success.
Arguably, Murray State has put
together two very gutsy performances against Eastern Illinois two weeks
ago, where they fell 27-24 before
finally getting the OVC monkey off
their backs Saturday. Griffin echoed
Monday during his weekly press conference just how far a win like that
can take a team.
"The thing we talked about after
the Eastern Illinois game was keeping your chins up and be confident
by the way you play, despite not getting the results you've been working
for," Griffin said. "I think they have
to maintain that. I think they should

Time: Noon
Wham: Roy Stewart Stadium (16,900)
Swiss Mabry: 37-24-14 Mayor EKU)
Last hissdng: 2006(EKU 51. MSU 21)
First MastIng: 1929
Snook: MSU has lost two straight
In Murray: 11-20-2
In Richmond: 14-17-2
Griffin vs. EKU: 0-4-0

be a little more confident after this
game."
Murray State--will welcome Eastern Kentucky into Roy Stewart Stadium Saturday for a noon kickoff
with the Colonels.
EKU is fresh off a 49-7 trouncing of Tennessee State and stands
alone in first place in the conference
with an unblemished 5-0 mark and
U See RACERS,2B

RACER GOLF ROUNDUP

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Murray State offensive coordinator Mickey Fein talks with quarterback Jeff Ehrhardt close to the conclusion of Saturday's game at
Southeast Missouri State in Cape Girardeau. Ehrhardt tossed two
touchdowns and finished 11 -for-33 and two interceptions.

WILDCAT ROUNDUP

Slippery
when wet

new

SOGGY CONDITIONS
SLIDE LADY RACERS
TO BACK OF PACK

NGTON LEA
SCUSS NEW A
FOR UK HOO
EXINGTON, Ky.
leaders took the
day toward planning
arena that would
existing Rupp Ar
of Kentucky's

By MSU Sports Information
The Murray State women's golf team
slogged through a rainy first round
Monday at the Austin Peay Intercollegiate with a team score of 335,
which put them in 12th place among
the 14 teams in the event being played
at Clarksville Country Club.
The MSU women's team was able
to get some golf in Monday, while the men's
team, playing 20 miles
away in Hopkinsville ,
Ky. was rained out at
the Links at Novadell.
Alexandra Hinteregan 81
HIntonager
Riraed
cer7 best toaftbeer
gr
e f
round one with a spot in 27th place
in a field of 82 student-athletes.
Bethany Yates round of 83 earned
a spot in 39th place, while Megan McKinney was in 46th position after an
86. Andrea Downer's 86 put her in
56th place along with Caroline Lagerborg who also had an 86.
MSU's Ashley Yates is playing as
an individual and was in 69th place
with an 89.
Indiana State was the first round
leader with a score of 312, followed
by Eastern Illinois (312), Western
Kentucky (315), Belmont (315), and
Lipscomb (319).
Weather permitting, the event will
finish today.

CARDINAL BASEBALL

La Russa
rolls the dice
on No. 13

JAMES CRISP / AP
Florida quarterback Tim Tebow, center, is brought down by members of the Kentucky defense Saturday in
Lexington.

:MANAGER RETURNS

TO ST. Louis FOR
13TH SEASON
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Tony La Russa
will return for his 13th season as
manager of the St. Louis Cardinals,
agreeing to a two-year contract after
a difficult season in which his team
failed to play .500 ball.
• "I'm real pleased it worked out,"
La Russa said at a news conference
Monday. "I'm thrilled to be back."
Speculation that La Russa would
leave heightened when the Cardinals
fired general manager Walt locketty
tills month. Rickety and La Russa
ve been close since both were with
akland. The Cardinals have yet to
place locketty.
Team chairman Bill DeWitt Jr.
pects to hire a new general man•er by the end of the World Series.
• e candidates are all currently assist GMs, including former Jocketty
•p aide John Mozeliak.
"The sooner the better, ideally,"
Will said.
La Russa called the GM vacancy
ncomfortable" but said feedback
em management and players encour•:ed him to return.

KENTUCKY STILL SEEKING SEC TITLE, BUT DOING SO SLOWLY
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)— Kentucky
defensive tackle Corey Peters says winning a national title would have been
nice, but "baby steps" are what really motivate this team.
The No. 14 Wildcats' national championship hopes were likely dashed with
their loss to Florida Saturday, but several smaller goals remain alive.
Kentucky's players entered the seaion talking about making a bowl game,
competing in the Southeastern Conference and even winning it. The discussion in Lexington about challenging for the national championship game
came much later, after the Wildcats
toppled then-No. 1 LSU.
If the Wildcats were LSU or Florida, Peters says, missing out on that
goal would have been crushing. Kentucky, with a far more limited history of football success, has humbler
objectives.

ketball. If they're not winning national championships, it's a failure. For
us, it's taking baby steps. SEC first
and national championship down the
SEC(Overal)
School
road."
EASTERN DIVISION
Although the Wildcats have two
3-2 (5-2)
Florida
losses, so too do Florida, Georgia and
Georgia
3-2 (5-2)
South Carolina, the teams in front of
3-2 (6-2)
South Carolina
them in the SEC East.
Kentucky
2-2 (6-2)
Win out, and Kentucky could be
2-2 (4-3)
Tennessee
back in the picture for the SEC title.
Vanderbilt
2-3 (4-3)
Lose Saturday to Mississippi State,
WESTERN DIVISION
and that's probably gone too.
4-1 (6-2)
Alabama
During his news conference Mon4-1 (7-1)
LSU
day. Kentucky coach Rich Brooks was
Aubum
3-2 (5-3)
asked whether his Wildcats were the
Arkansas
1-3 (4-3)
"real deal."
1-3 (4-4)
Miss, State
"I think we're a team that can comOle Miss
C1-5 (2-6)
and can have the opportunity to
pete
goals,"
smaller
have
we
guess
"I
Peters said. "I guess their fan base in beat anybody we play," Brooks said.
football is kind of like ours in bas- "If that's the real deal, maybe we're
the real deal."
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LOUISVILLE Ky (API - The bap teams
in Was Kentucky Associated Press high
school football polls well first-place
vain reoorde total points and previous
iwilungs

Nobody can plotect your AU IC
any better than we can!
:" S '2I" S • Yurra,, (V*753-3415

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

Claes 2A
FPV Red TP Psis
Rank-School
1
(16) 8-1 196
) Danville
2
Nwpod Cot Gael (2) 7-1 173
3
(1) 8-1 152
1 Cottle,
4
11) 9-0 134
4 Green Co
7
6-2124
5 Fort Campbea
8
6-2 69
6 Prestonsburg
- 6-2 61
7 Caicivrell Co.
9
6-2 55
8 Miiidiestioro
5
owenstoro Catholic- 5-3 47
6
6-2 40
10 Trigg Co
Bardstown
11
rotes.
Others receiving
25 12 Glasgow 12 13 Metcalfe Co
10

FOS Ceilehea Poll
SPARTANBUFIG, S.0 (AP)- The Sop
25 teams a, the Coaches Football
Championship Subdivision poll, with
first-06os votes in parentheses, records
through Oct 21 and previous ranking
RecordPts Psda
1
N Dakota St (21) 7-0601
2
2 Northern Iowa (2) 7-0658
3
7-0627
3 Montana (4)
4
4 Massachusetts(I) 6-1 620
6
7-0 586
5 McNeese Slate
8
561
6-1
Madison
James
6
10
7-1 523
7 Southern ttitnrOs
13
8-1 455
8 Delaware
11
5-2 050
9 New HaMpshire
5
10 Appalachian State 5-2 418
6
6-2 359
11 Wollord
16
6-1 348
12 Delaware Stale
15
6-0330
13 Yale
18
5-2 304
14 Richmond
9
6-1253
15 Holstra
19
5-2 240
16 Montana State
NR
5-2231
17 Eton
21
18 Eastern Kentucky 6-2 214
14
5-2202
19 Nicholls State
12
20 Youngstown State 5-3 177
23
8-1173
21 Grambling State
NR
154
5-2
Southern
22 Georgia
NR
6-1 91
23 Norfolk State
25
7-0 83
24 San Diego
24
5-3 60
25. Eastern Illinois

Photo Submitted

Jordan Norsworthy, 7,
shot this 12-point, 170pound buck while hunting with his Paw Paw
opening day of the youth
hunt in Trigg County.

Class 34
FPV Rcd TP Poo
honk-School
1
(20) 8-0 200
1 Hoary
2
8-0 175
Co
2 Breathitt
3
8-1 152
3 Russell
5
• 6-2 122
4 Somerset
8
- 5-3 92
5 Lou Central
0
88
• 7-2
6 Sheldon Clark
- 6.2 82
7 Russellville
6
5.3 68
8 Mason Co
9
9. Paducah Tilghman- 6-4 61
10
- 7-2 30
10 Henry Co
it,
votes:
receiving
Others
Elizabethtown 12 12 Estill Co 10 13.
North Oidharn 5 14 LOU Moore 2

Others Receiving Vol..: Alabama
MM (40) The Citadel (40). Western
[Minors 138). Eastern Washington (32)
Cal Poly (23) Villanova (22). Fordham
(16), Central Arkansas (14) Holy Cross
(14), Harvard (11) Illinois State (9)
South Carolina State (9) Dayton (6).
Hampton (5). Northern Arizona (5). Sam
Houston State (3) William & Mary (3)
South Dakota State (2)

041.

Close 44
FPV Rcd TP Ps.
Rank-School
1
(15) 8-0 194
Bell Co
2
Catholic
(3) 7 2 165
2 Fe,
3
- 8-0150
3 Maron Co
4
(2) 1-0147
4. Lone Oak
7-I 117
5
5 Warren East
7
7-2 111
6 Frankton Co
8
4-4 13
7 Bohn Easl
6
6-3 42
8 Harnson Co
10
5-3 32
9 Knox Central
6-2 27
10 Lou Valley
Lou
Others receiving voter 11
Fairdale 26 12. Calloway Co. 16. 13
North Buell 11 14 Boyle Co 8 15
Frankkn-Simpson 4 15 Rockcastle Co
4 17, Hopkins CO. COMM!3.

The AP Top 25
The Top 25 learns in The Associated
Press college football poll, with firstplace votes in parentheses records
through Oct 20, total points based on 25
points for a first-place vote through one
point for a 25th-place vote, and previous
ranking
Record% Pvs
1
8-01.612
1 Ohio Si (57)
3
2 Boston College (2) 7-01,494
5
7-11.479
3 LSU (51
4
7-11421
4 Oklahoma
7
6-11,355
5 Oregon
9
6-11,228
6 West Virginia
7-01.156 12
7 Arizona St ( 1)
11
6-11,111
8 Virginia Tech
5-21.107 14
9 Florida
6-11.107 13
9 Southern Cal
2
6-1 980
11 South Florida
15
7-0960
12 Kansas
15
6-1 925
13 Missouri
8
9-2719
14. Kentucky
6
6-2649
15 South Carolina
17
7-0 573
16 Hawaii
19
6-2 497
17 Texas
10
5-2 444
18 California
24
6-2 401
19, Michigan
21
5-2384
20.0.09..
7-1 315
21 Virginia
6-2 263
22 Alabama
18
5-3 248
23 Auburn
6-2 209
24 Penn St
5-2 174
25 Rutgers

John Ryne Winchester, 10,
shot his first deer during
a youth hunt His father,
Donnie, is standing behind
him The deer was a 150pound, 6-point buck taken
in a field off of 121 South

Class 54
FPV Red TP Pirs
Rank-School
1
(19) 8-0 199
1 Highlands
2
2 Bowling Green (1) 7-1 175
3
• 8-0156
3 John Hardin
5
• 7.1 129
4 Lincoln Co
6
- 7 1 96
5 Woodford Co
7
• 7-1 82
6 Owensboro
• 8-0 70
7 Anderson Co
9
- 7.1 65
8 JOhnikDO Central
4
• 7-1 56
9 Pulaski Co
10
10 leicher Co Cent • 7-1 25
Others receiving votes: 11 coy
Catholic 20 12 Chnslian CO 15 13
South Laurel 5 14 Dixie Heights 4
Class 6A
FPV Red TP Pv•
Rank-School
1
1 Lou 'a xavverr 1201 8-0 200
2
6-2170
2 Lou Irma),
1
8.1 149
3 Lou Male
a
4 Lou DuPont Man • 71 142
5
7 1 128
5 La. Henry Clay
6
7 1 105
6 Scott Co
7 I 71
7 In. Lafayette
to
6.2 54
II II. one Co
- 6-2 20
9 Mershon Co.
7-2 17
Eastern
'
Others reestiving Wiles: II Lou Fern
refar 12 12 Ryle 11 13 Meade Co 9
14 Shelby Co 5 15 Marino° Contra
4 16 Campbell Co 2

Parkeer Greer, 4, with her
first 4-point deer, taken
during the youth hunt in
Calloway Co. Pictured with
Parker is her sister, Avery

and David Padgett added 16
!or the Red team.
'Terrence Williams scored 24
Sophomore forward Derrick
points, including the gameclinching dunk in the final sec- Caracter led the White team
minutes
'onds, and had 19 rebounds to with 21 points in 39
M7-82 and seemed in much better
lead the Red teem to
0s enirne victory over the White shape than he was a year ago
team in Louisville's annual pre- at flits time He was hardly
winded at the end, a far cry
season scrimmage on Mond.i>
from last tall when he tried
night at heedom Hall
into shape
i
I arl Clark had 17 points to ples his
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (API

.1•1

•

alter losing 50 pounds off his
6-1o811-8 frame.
for
status
Caracter's
Louisville's exhibition against
Carleton University on Oct. 29

is up in the air. Coach Rick
Pitino said Caracter needs to
drop from his current weight
of 278 lbs. to 270 lbs. in order
to play.
Edgar Stsa added IS points

•
•
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Dimitri's Chicken
Grouper Sandwich
Beef Kabob 1M1 Order

wtSpaghetti

Chicken

Ftttuccini Alfredo w/Chicken
Of KT
Hot Ham & Swiss, Hot Turkey & Swiss,
:h/ 5.,141, • .1 ih,
lap
ith
,Ir.1.• volirti he.il

a4foc7 Sftecc€11:1
10

41.

- tiocUrele&

'9"
ban faxen Manor. I(dr/ ma num
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GrOlillief Dinner
All donnert maw!, House or Caesar Sae Salad and
•

1411 Day

Chops

Oz. Smothered Chopped Steak

10.4

'6"
$r,
'6"
$55,
$5,5
$55,
$55,
$575

6 Oz. Ribeye Sandwich

Eggplant Parmesan

Sunday's Games
Detroit 23 Tampa Bay 16
New Orleans 22. Atlanta 16
Tennessee 38. Houston 36
Washington 21. Arizona 19
New England 49. Miami 28
Buffalo 19. Baltimore 14
NY Giants 33. San Francisco 15
Kansas City 12, Oakland 10
Cincinnati 38, N Y Jets 31
Seattle 33. St Louis 6
Dallas 24 Minnesota 14
Chicago 19. Philadelphia 16
Denver 31. Pittsburgh 28
Open: San Diego Green Bay Carolina.
Cleveland
Monday's Game
Indianapolis 29 Jacksonville 7
Sunday, Oct. 28
Detroit at Chicago. Noon
Oakland at Tennessee. Noon
NY Chants vs Miami at London. Nod',
Cleveland al St Louis. Noon
Philadelphia at MInnesola. Noon
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati. Noon
Indianapolis at Carolina, Noon
Buffalo at N V Jets 3 05 pm
Houston at San Diego 305 p.m
Jacksonville at Tampa Bay. 3:05 p.m.
New Orleans at San Francisco, 315
Washington at New England, 7:15 potOpen: Kansas City. Seattle. Anzona.
Dallas Atlanta. Baltimore
Monday, Oct. 29
Green Bay at Denver. 7 30 p m

Photo Submitted

•Racers

Williams leads Red team to victory in UofL scrimmage

Twin Pork

National Football League
All Times CDT
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
L T Pet
O 0 1 000:
7
New England
4 0 333
2
Buffalo
1
6 0 143
N Y Jets
0 7 0 OW.
Miami
South
L T Pct
O 0 1 000
6
Indianapolis
4
2 0 667
Jacksonville
0 667
2
4
Tennessee
3 4 0 429
Houston
North
W IT Pct
2 0 667
4
Pittsburgh
3 0 571
4
Baltimore
3 3 0 500
Cleveland
4 0 333.
2
Cincinnati
West
W IT Pet
3 0 571
4
Kansas City
3 3 0 500
Denver
3 0 500
3
Diego
San
2 4 0 333
Oakland
CONFERENCE
NA-RONAL
East
LT Pct
W
1 0 857
6
Dallas
2 0 714
5
NY Giants
2 0 667
4
Washington
2 4 0 333
Philadelphia
South
W IT Pet
2 0 667
4
Carolina
3 0 571
4
Tampa Bay
2 4 0 333'
New Orleans
6 0 143
1
Atlanta
North
W IT Pct
0 833
1
5
Green Bay
2 0 667
4
Detroit
3 4 0 429
Chicago
2 4 0 333
Minnesota
Wein
W IT Pct
3 0 571
4
Seattle
3 4 0 429 •
Arizona
2 4 0 333
San Francisco
7 0 000
0
St Louis

Others receiving votes: UCLA 77,
72. Wake Forest 50.
Boise St
Connecticut 26. Clemson 21, Wisconsin
17. Air Force 11. BYU 6 Texas Tech 6.
Troy 4. Fresno SI. 3. Oklahoma St 3.
Tennessee 3. Kansas Si 2, Cincinnati 1.
Purdue 1. Texas A&M 1
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Haverstock Insurance Agency

Cl... 1411
FPV Rod TP Pve
Rank-School
1
117) 6-1 105
Beachwood
2
(1) ISO 162
2 Hazard
(1) 7-1 158
3
Frankton
(1) 7-0 146
4. Fulton City
• 7-2116
6
5 Lox Christian
4
- 6-2 SS
6. Mayfield
7
7-1 63
7 Pawky,
9
-6-366
8 Pikeville
-6-224
9 Flawilend
• 6-2 23
10 Curnberlwid
Others receiving voles: 11 Lou Holy
Cross 20 12 Lynn Camp 12 13
Mr.** 4
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1501 N.12TH ST. • MURRAY, KY • 753-452

and Reginald Delk scored 17
for the White.
The Red team had a chance
to win the game in regulation.
but Will Scott missed a 3pointer and Padgett couldn't
handle the putback at the buzzer.
Pitino didn't promise polish, not for a team that's been
practicing for 10 days. Neither
team shot better than 41 percent from the floor and combined for 38 turnovers, but
Pitino credited some of the
miscues to fatigue.
Guard Jerry Smith (thigh
bruise) and forward Juan Palacio% (knee)

mage.

sat out the scnm-

Smith should return to

practice later in the week. Pala-

at least midNovember after injuring his
right knee on Oct. 13.

cio% is out until

From Page 1E3

an overall total of 6-2. The
Colonels' two losses this season have come to FBS schools
Kentucky and Western Kentucky.
has
Kentucky
Eastern
outscored OVC opponents 19585 and 256-182 total for the
season. Griffin and the Racers
know they have their work cut
out for them in many phases
Saturday.
"I talked to our guys in
pregame (Saturday) about
unconditional effort. Playing
smart and playing hard. I think
we had that. Still, we were
sloppy offensively. but delensiy, we have improved each
of. the last three weeks and
are continuing to get better."
Griffin added when preparing for Eastern Kentucky it's
best to simplify things with a
young roster like Murray State
has and at the same time, not
ignore a good Colonel ballclub.
-They're first in our conference for a reason,- Griffin

said. "They're very good.
They're very good on defense.
They bend don't but don't break.
They lead the country in
turnover margin. 1 think they
have three guys with four picks.
That's unheard of. That will help
bring attention to detail. Not just
me saying it, but what they
see on tape."
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TODAY
NHL HOCKEY
6 p.m.
NIT Rangers at

SOCCER
1:30 p.m.
Champons League.
UEFA
E SPN2
Rangers FC as Barcelona at
Glasgow. Scotland
•
4 p.m.
ESPN CLASSIC -- UEFA Champrons
al
Barcelona.
vs
FC
Rangers
League.
Glasgow. Scotland (same-day tape)

Jury's
Backwoods BBQ
BBO LUNCHES

Hazel

Rai
(Pli

to

ALL DAY

SOLD As is

ii,

To is. on you'. n.OnCII
corelocf AloclaY,

OPEN FOR BREAKFAST

SOMETHING NEW
SOMETHING DIFFERENT
ONE PRICE SALE

For
met
tl
not
use
An
and
The

tic

TWO NEW BUSINESSES!
Murray

Th t
In o
of E
for 3

Open Mon.-Sat. 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.
753-2988

ai

ai
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CLASSIFIEDS
AD,CLASSIFIED AD RATES _ALS1111

INDEX
11110 Isla Make
GOO Nolo.
▪
Persaenki
•
Pinstainl
IMO Ploontraals dranied
000 Loa And Found
000 Help Worded
070 Paellan Wwaind
000111111118 & Medan
•
,
88.1
Ia.OU11184•0 018/008
110 illocInailea
120 Compare
130 100111onos Parts
140 Want To ley
160 Jellaba for lisle
156 Appilsivies
100 Sorra Furninfando
116 Antique.
140 Leen A Gordon

ADJUSTMENTS
A/benison we requested 10 check
the lind insertion of their ads tor any
error. Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible tor °ray one incorrect

MIN
•

insertion. Any 81100 should be report-

INCE
Pct

T

o 1 000 •
O
O
O

333
143
000

T
01
O
O
O

Pet
003
667
667
429

T
O
O
O
O

Pct
667
571 •
500
333.•

I Pet
O 571
O 500
O 500
O 333
ENCE

0
0
0
0

Pet
857
714
667
333

Pct
0 667
0 571
0 333'
0 143
Pet
0 833
0 687
0 429
0 333
T
O
O
O
O

Pct
571
429
333
000

ed immediately so COCTOCtions can
be made.

110
1116
200
210
220
250
270
21I0
206
300
320
330
340
350
370
300
300
410
425

Sam figulperial
Peery haripnwe
Spode lquipsnent
fiwerood
leasleal
Mobile Holm Lab Fos Sais
111•3121.14onsa far Sale
Mobil Hamm P0,0.40
Wale Haws Lots Fos Rem
Warder 114540.
Apatimai P0.0.40
Rooms P0.0.40
Moue.P0,0.40
Mango asainla
Camenslal Properly
Pala & Suppe.
Llwaloca & Owlet
Public IN.
Land For hard or Lamle

Tax Rata* Levied For School Year 1007-11008
School District. Calloway County
County - Calloway
To the Kentucky Board of Education, Frankfort. KY:
In compliance with Kentucky Revised Statutes and the regulations of the Kentucky Board
of Education. we, the board of education of the above awned school district, hereby submit
for your approval the following tax rates levied on September 4, 2007
For rates that mesedsd compansating and KB MO tax num the notice and hearing
.published at least twice for two 2)consecutive weeks
'
requirements of KRS 160 47074M
in the newspaper of largest circulation in the county. .the public hearing which shall be held
than ten ill)) days after the day that the second advermore
not less than seven )7)days nor
tisement is publiahed,' have been met
&Awl 20.2007
An advertisement was placed in the Murray Ledger & Time newspaper on
and Moat 27. 2007
The public hearing was held on September 4. 2007.
rates advertised
If advertisement wan required, the rates levied do not exceed the proposed
Rate Levied
(Please circle type

(a)

House Bill 940 Other

Compensa ing Sub 10

Exoneration
Portion Restricted for Building Fund
001
(KRS 157.440, KRS 160.476)1k has been
committed to the Building Fund. This includes)
Sae FSPK nickel
'Please note that the portion restricted for the building
fund must be at least the rate to produce the 5i equivalent
as shown on the tat rate certification.)
Motor Vehicle Tax Levy $.521 • Occupational Tax 1 KEY 160.605) _.
Tax I/CRS 160.6211..__
Excipe
160.61)38
IKRS
Tax
Utility
Yes X No
Nes your Utility Gram Receipt. License Tax apply to cable *ernes.'
Taxed Exempted N/A
•Tangible Property
X
Aircraft - Recreational & Nonk,'Dmrnercial iKRS 132.200119)

Real Estate Tangible
$.398
1377

X

sco 15
INVITATION TO BID

The Fiscal Court reservew the right to accept the lowest or evaluated bid price or
reject any or all bids, to waive technicalitie, or to re-advertise.
Larry Elkins
Calloway County Judge Executive

pm
3 05 p rn
Isco 315

19
pro

Fn. 11 La

$8.25 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
I All I Ad, Must Run Within 6 Day Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday(Shopping Guide)

SW Star
Twit
No*
Nada

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

Stray

060
Blip Wanted
"cdics
CUSTOMERS wanted
94E.
D's,
Sandra
293-3816
JEM Productions
Transfer home movies
& pictures to DVD.
Most formats supported. Great gift idea.
for
now
Plan
Chnstmasi
270-328-8719
NOW forming Monday
night 8 Ball league at
Billiards
Breaktime
759-9303

cry good.
on defense.
don't break.
:ountry in
think they
four picks.
hat will help
tail. Not just
what they

THE Murray Ledger
& Times considers
its sources reliable,
but inaccuracies do
Readers
occur.
using this information do so at their
Own risk. Although
persons and compamentioned
nies
herein are believed
to be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept
any responsibility
whatsoever for their
activities.

ISORED IT:

Suitor
hucn:a Ageto
nowcrico
us today/
.• 7534$42

EY
S at

ions League.
m at

PSYCHIC
READINGS
Advice, help on all
problems of life.
Mrs. Ann

Champoons
Barcelona at
e-day lapel

270-767-0508

•

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercorn.
be redirected
will
you
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, nix all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
arc placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray arca
Job listings Thank you
working

with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be just the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:

Care
106 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
Wee

(270)753-5227
GREEN Acres is currently hinng for the folpositions
lowing
full
RN/LPN 2P-10P
time. SRNA 6A-2P fulltime Anyone interested in becoming part of
our team may apply in
person at Green Acres
Health Care, 402 W
Farthing St. Mayfield.
KY 42066

Lost and Found

HELP WANTED
Part/Full time -flexible
schedule- 7 days a

641S
on
FOUND
young Lab Appears to
be trained Call and

week
$9fir after paid training
Benefits
1-888-974-JOBS

I.D. 761-1175

LOST

at

Chestnut

Panic ladies' white gold
ring. Oreal sentimental
value.6200 reward No
flUIRMIOns asked 502644-3638 to identify

TO79100207
MALE Dancers wanted
review
male
for
Second Friday of every
7PM-9PM
month from
Must be 18 and over
Have fun and make
money. Call for details
(270)873-9109

A ciMd needs you I
Become a foster par
ant, up to S36/day
MUMFS
270-443-9004

parents
WORKING
seeking experienced,
full/part-time day care
provider for newborn. If
interested, please call
293-4479 after 5PM.
are
References
required.
COSMETOLOGIST
opening: Monday.
Friday. $10 hour, full
time with 401k, vacation & medical benefits. Fax resume to
270-444-0389
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Driveln, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

STEVEN
DO you love

start today.
AVON
Earn and save for the
holidays Part and fulltime he needed
877-420-6567

(Salute Our,
Veterans

Associate Director of Gift Planning, Murray State University, located in
the lakes area of Westem Kentucky, seeks an outstanding Associate Director
of Gift Planning. Full-time, 12 month position to begin January 2008
reports to the Associate Vice President for Institutional Advancement.
* A TRIBUTE TO VETERAN'S DAY
Qualifications: Bachelors degree in Finance, Business, Accounting or
or
(MBA)
n
Administratio
Business
of
Masters
4 it
(
related field required.
fields, bankMasters in Finance preferred. Experience in financial advisory
with
along
required
is
accounting
In Honor of .--.
ing, estate planning, business or public
*
giving techTom Berry
experience or a solid understanding of fundraising and planned
coordinating and
niques and strategies. Also, this position is responsible for
Carrier USS Midway
Aircraft
Agriculture
facilitating Murray State's fundraising efforts in the School of
self(1978-1979)
innovative,
an
be
Must
President.
Vice
Associate
the
by
as outlined
.:,'"
tasks and
Naval Special Warfare
motivated, organized individual capable of handling multiple
n skills;
Command: SEAL Them 2
projects simultaneously; superior written and oral communicatio
interwell-developed negotiation, fund-raising, analytical skills; excellent
(1979-1984) }conof
variety
wide
a
with
personal skills and ability to interact effectively
photo, 20 word limit)
per
person
•
per
spot
(one
$11
position
0
Only
This
es:
stituents; ability and willingness to travel. Responsibiliti
strategies
Double spots: $18 •(40 word limit)
is responsible for planning, directing, and coordinating giving
securithrough life income trusts, wills, gift annuities, real estate, financial
Deadline: Friday, November 2nd at 5:00 p.m.
will plan
briny payment photo this form along with a self addressed stamped
ties and life insurance for the University. The successful candidate
in planning
envelope Wang office hours Mon Fn 7 30MA-5 OOPIA or mad to Murray
and implement gift planning strategies for the University, assist
for
friends
and Times Attn Classifieds PO Bon 1040, Munay, KY 42071
Ledger
and
alumni
to
and executing broad-based marketing activities
the School of
gift planning vehicles; cultivate and develop prospects for
and
In Honor or In Memory (circle one)
Agriculture, visit and establish relationships with alumni, parents,
through
University
State
Murray
support
to
them
encourage
and
friends
16.
appropriate gift planning vehicles. Application Deadline: November
Name of Veteran:
current I,.
2007. To Apply: Submit letter of application indicating job title,
professional
three
of
Rank.
numbers
telephone
resume and names, addresses and
State
references to: Chair, Gift Planning Search Committee, Murray
Branch of Service,
Women and
University, 106 Development Center, Murray, KY 42071.
Equal
Date of Service:
minorities are encouraged to apply. Murray State University is an
Education and Employment Opportunity. MIF11). AA employer.
Message.

desires to purchase
Notice in hereby given that the Calloway County Fiacal Court
equipment must be on or
one Injection Patching Machine and tank. Delivery of the
before December 15, 2007.
Calloway County Road
Specifications for the machine may be picked up at the
the hour. of 7,30 AM and
Department at 105 East Sycamore Extended between
be directed to Jodie
should
Questions
330 PM CDT Monday through Friday.
gr,,,,ke, Road Supervisor at 270-753-4848.
Judge Executive
County
Calloway
seeded MOD •Posaahl be detIvered to the Office of
Larry Elkina 101 South 5th Street, Murray, no later than 2 PM CT November 5,
2007 at which time they will be opened and read aloud.

'noon Noon
,r)
Noon
ion
3on

id 715 pm
?• Arizona

DEADLINES

Si

„Hog Waned

Lege
Notice

Logi
Notice

8/21/07
Jeff Gordon
8/20/07
Steve Hoekma
Date
Board Chairperson
Date
Superintendent
on Oct 3, 2007.
Tax Rates Levied approved by the Kentucky Board of Education

58
le 7
18

I 1.1,1•1 \\
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010

010

Watercraft - Non-Commernal Out-of-State or Coast Guard
Registered i KRS (32.20020)

lay, Carolina,

Seel Earle
Labs Properly
Lola for Selo
Lola P0,0.40
Farms For Sele
Arinado
Mornes P0,110.
Motorcycles & ATT.
A‘110 sets
&pod Maly adOclei
deed Can
Vans
Lied Trucks
Camper.
Salm A Mows
Senior. Calind
Frei Calumet
Tobacco & $upplier

7
s
IlT
s or Julie Brown
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephen
immim
a
,„
r
alin
w
p.m.• Fal
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5

is

6

430
436
440
446
440
466
440
470
440
446
440
446
500
510
520
530
SOO
570

G. Sacora,
CPA/CFP Firm seeks
Accountant.
Staff
Benefits include 4-day
Email
week.
work
to
resume
steveO sacora.com.
FULL-TIME office help.
bookkeeping
basic
work. Monday-Friday.
Expenence and references preferred. 7595850
Call
AFTER Hours
Center is now hiring for
Patient
PART-TIME
Care Coordinators.
PCCs are responsible
for processing incoming calls from patients
and locations during
non-business hours.
Expenence in medical
field and administrative
management
record
not
but
preferred,
required. Strong customer service background preferred. Part
time hours of 20 to 30
hours per week will be
during
scheduled
evenings, nights and
weekends.
Call
Dose
Pulmo
Center is now hiring tor
Patient
TEMPORARY
S•rvic•
R•pr•sentativ••.
PSRs are responsible
all
contacting
for
patients
assigned
monthly, taking patient
verifying
orders
information.
patient

11( 41'

*

4r

November 11, 2007

060

,1Morningstar
Murray, Kentucky

TRAFFIC COORDINATOR
Morningstar Foods, a division of Dean
Foods has an immediate opening for a
Traffic Coordinator.
Successful candidates for a Traffic
Coordinator position with our facility:
• Must have a minimum of 3 years experience
within the transportation industry to include
truck procurement, routing and scheduling of
trucks from origin to destination and customer
service.
• Must have a working knowledge of DOT
regulations and policy
• Must have a high aptitude for working with
computer systems such as AS400 applications,
BPCS/ASC/TMS programs, Windows based
programs, database programs, etc. and a satisfactory speed at data entry
• Must possess good oral and written communication skills.
• Must possess good interpersonal skills to
conduct business with a variety of personalities
• Must possess a good work ethic so as to complete a high volume of accurate work on a daily
basis. Ability to work overtime when/if
required
• Degree in Transportation field a plus but not
required
Interested applicants may submit a resume at:
Office of Employment and Training
319 South 7th Street
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
Career Discovery Center
208 S. 5th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Tennessee Career Center at Paris
1023 Mineral Wells Avenue - Suite F
Paris, Tennessee 38242
Resumes must be received at the job centers
no later than Monday, October 29, 2007.
Morningstar Foods offers an excellent
benefits package with a competitive
salary.
Morningstar Foods is an Affirmative Action/Equal
Opportunat Employer, M/F/DN

Career Opportunity
am looking at a particular type of person.
One who will take a personal interest in my
local business. If you're willing to work and
follow instructions, you will have the ability to
experience advancement limited only,to your
own ability.

We offer S40k-S60k 1st year potential
•Casb bonuses .Incredible Incentives
•Great retirement plans •5 days work week
If you are teachable and driven, we will match
this career against anything you see

in this papaer.
Call Tuesday-Wednesday 8arn-5pm
(8661 534-6174
Contact: Marty Wilhoile

At,

Help Minted
Phone

COW Name
and placing the order
in a timely manner
Experience in medical
field and administrative
managemen
record
no
but
preferred,
required. Strong Customer service backpreferred.
ground
Temporary hours will
be Monday - Friday
8am to 5pm and position could last up to 6
months.
Pulmo Dose is now hiring for our Respiratory
Clinician Supervisor.
Responsible for providing clinical and supervisory support regarding respiratory equipment/supplies within
clinical expertise and
to
education
Respiratory Clinician
Team, field staff, referral sources, patients
care-givers.
and
and
Certification
Licensing is required
in
experience
and
Respiratory
Home
Care and Management
is preferred.
All positions require
minimum educational
background of high

AIV''2111r
060

150

Help minus
school diploma or GED
Please
equivalent.
deliver or mail your
resume to 120 Max
Hurt Drive Murray, KY
email
to
or
elizabeth.cain0rotech
corn. We are an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

p

Artedes
For Sale

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
BUYING old U.S. coin
and pocket knife collections. 293-6999

CASH paid for
good, used guns.

omestk & Childcare
li

CLEANING houses. 20
years expenence.
270-759-9553

r-

Computer
Connection

403 Sycamore- 752-0438
Computer Sales/Service
Networking Services
*
Laser Priller6ligbp
MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used refngerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters. air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109

ArtIdes
For Sale
07 Hot tub, brand new
in package, 6-7 person, lots of jets. digital,
ozoneator, water fall.
cover, retail $7.300,
$3,600.
sell
must
(573)300-1031

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Satellite. 759-0901
Callo,'„ity County
"ictorial History
Family Histor,
Books
759-4938
753-2350
NEW pool table, never
used. 1 -slate, solid
wood, carved legs, felt,
acc package, retails
$4,500, selling for
sell
must
$1,500,
(573)300-1031

subscribe to the ...

MURRAY
LEDGER &TIMES

ADVERTISING SALES

Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans, salary plus commission, are all part of
an excellent benefit package.

HD Televisions
Olympic
by
Come
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions.
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Projection
also. LG, Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment Cencarts.
TV
ters &
Beasley Antenna &

150

Full-time/Part-time RN for busy
medical practice. Must be licensed
in the state of Kentucky. Will need
good phone, organizational and
people skills. Must be willing to
work a flexible schedule. Please
send resume and cover letter to:
P.O. Box 1040-F, Murray, KY 42071

The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of
Representative.
Sales
Advertising
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and be self-motivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising, Marketing, and Public Relations
preferred, but not required. Salary will be
based on education and sales expenence.

prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614

Local Mall
Home Delivery
3 mo.
-.433.00
3 ino
6 mo.
460.00
$99.00 6 mo
1 yr.
1 yr. ........., $1040O
All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo.----$711.5111 3 ma.-.--.....$75 00
6 mo....-.-39&1111
1 yr.------$120.01 1 yr.--MCA()
Rest of KY/TN
(Payne & Bochiln811

1
1
1

1
Cheek
1
1
Name

Money Order

Visa

MC

1 St. Address
City._
Zip

1 State
Daytime Ph
Mail

this coupon

with payment to.

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
(Sr call 12701 769-1916
•

CLASSIFIEDS

48 • Tuesday, October 21 200

Articles
For Seim
RAINBOW
vacuum
dewier Excellent cent/Mon $395 See at
Deb; Place. Dexter. cx
call 753-5034
SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE
FREE DVR or HD
upgrade
FREE 6
moth a of HD prow/HD
gramming
upgrade Get months 3
FREE ot HBO &
Cinemax
Programming starts at
$29 99 per mo • $5 00
for local networks Call
Beesley Antenna &
Satellite for more into
759-0901 or toll free
877-455-0901
STRAW for sale $2.50
bale 227-7358.
753-4582
A
TANNING Bed:
Sunvision Pro 28 LE.
Bought new in 2003
Commercial size in
condition
excellent
Call 753-4471
VENTLESS fireplace
for natural gas. never
been used $250 00
753 8087 leave message

2BR Apt $275
28R house $375
753-3415
601 apt. No pets.
2
Lease Si deposit Rent'
Security
$500.
Deposit $500 1604
Miller Ave
270-519-2699
28R duplex. nice,
C/I-VA, appliances furnished Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898
46R 2BA. all appliances, central H/A.
Coleman RE 753-9898
DUPLEX apartment.
Like new. located in
Carport,
Northwood
2BR. all appliances
with gas heat and central air $575 per
month Phone
753-3018

DUPLEX: 1300,4
VaNeywood Or
$400/mo. 759-9920 or
293-1446

1967 Chevrolet 2 ton
grain truck No dump
bed 489-2790
210
Flreiwod

FIREWOOD for sale
pick-up or delivery
Call for prices
(270)293-1357 Of
(270)559-1424

1996 Fleetwood 14x70
2BR 1 SBA 489-2772
2002 Fleetwood 16x80
3BR 2BA Northern
insulated. extra nice
170-40O-2525
2006 16x68 Northern
built Fleetwood manu
lectured home Shingle
& vinyl with 10ft front
porch and brick Nailite
skirting 2BR, IBA
$29.900 or finance for
$1,500 down payment
$308 monthly 1-800455-3001
92 Clayton 38R 2BA.
16X910, stove dish
washer, refrigerator
must be moved
$11.000 293-2158
436 6109 night
NICE 3br. 2ba on 1.4
acre only $45.900 near
Lynn Grove Call Diana
at 270-703-2885 MTG
Real Estate

14X60 28R 28A $400
703-4768
rta
-le
ge
213I4 28-k-nk
$450 month
yard
Realty
Cornerstone
Rental 761 RENT
SMALL 2BR in country
References required
759-1837

I 8 2 bdr apts No
pets Leave a mes
sage 270-753-1970
I OR 2tv apts near
Murray
downtown
starting at 5200/mo
753-4109
flit; 1250 month Call
Cornerstone Realty LI
Rental 781-RENT
IEIR with appliances
Some utilities paid
$300 per month plus
deposit 752-0456
IBM. various iocabons
$200-$300 Coleman
RE 753-9898
38R duplex.
I or 28R apt
753-1252 day. 753
0808 night. 761-3694
or

duplex
I BA
MR
APDIWKWIL Peggy Mn
D' 270-753-0259

31-.34 ACFE IIES.

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1 bedroom.
unfurnished ($345) All
appliances including
washer and dryer
270-759-5885 or
270-293-7085
NICE 2BR duplex.
Carport. No pets. 2273054 or 753-7457
NICE one bedroom
apt 400 South 16th
$275 month Animal
allowed Jerry 2932072
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3b,edroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
wean/easy. Friday.
Phone 759 4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO a1-800-648-6056
VERY nice 38R 2.58A
near university. All
appliances furnished
month
plus
$750
deposit 752-0313
Hewes Far Rant
2. 3 & 48R houses
deposi
Lease
&
required 753-4109
newly
1BA.
28R
remodeled, no pets.
415 S 10th $425
month 270.293-4602
311R 1 58A, immaculate condition, extended lease required no
pets References and
deposit required 1116
Fenian. Or $750 per
month 270-293-4602
3EIR IBA w/ appliances No pets Lease
• deposit required
Rent $500. Security
Deposit $500 1310
Sycamore St 2705192699
$450
38R 28A.
month No pets 701
Broad St
270-293-4602
3811. 1-1?BA. SW. of
town, large yard, apptiances. $700/mo •
deposit. references,
NO PETS 293-0247
38R, IBA. Brock. kir
S 15th. No pets
5475/mo, 759-4826
UPSCALE residence
3/2 ranch on Melrose
Dr City utilities and
schools All electric 2
Large
car garage
fenced yard New cen
tral HVAC system
Annual lease $900
monthly Ray
270-767-0615

RO(.(.I

SS

sl I 1 -'s!OR 51,1

J&I. RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 7211S 4th St

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
-Inside climate control
storage
-Security alarmed
'Safe & clean
'We sell boxes'
•We rent U•Hauls
753-9600
ligrnardal Prop.
For BA

JIANIES

R...

1.98 ACRE WATERFRONT with dock
built' KY Lake
$69.900 Only one'
Call owner 615-5155550
PRIME lakefront, lake
view and access
acreages at bargain
prices
kylakereal• corn or
call 800-704-3154

MURRAY
Counsquare Pnme
retail location for rent
Of maw Over 1800 int
ft Available Nov 2007
(865)705-5812
OFFICE or retail space
available Prime location 753-2905
293-1480

I

1-5: acres, well. sop
tic 94 East, left on 464
2 miles on right Justin
Tripp 293-9569
5 acre residential/commercial, Murray
$65.000 978-1880
Mark Fredric* RE/Ma.
REA
LA-HE-Bargain! I.
acre lake access with
free boat slips
$29.900 Great terms
Call 800-704-3154

VERY nice commercial
building for lease in
Over
Murray area
8.800 S F Great for
retail, offices, restaurant or any kind of
business Has parking
lot. central hie, and
system
security
$1.800/mo
270-293-9349

stiNsw
2 Basset Hound., M
color, gallows. $EM
270-875?805
ACA
7 mo
Pug
Registered Paid $300,
will take $250 Needs
to find good home
ASAP 270-350-3966
DOG Obedience "
438-2858.
idi Sodas

1994 Sooner 4 horse
slant all aluminum
horse trailer New tires
great Condition Call
753-2905 or 293-8595

'I..," rdwor &
Pas,
to t.oro.r
I

thr
%./

1010'

5 to 295 acres Wes
Possibe
Calloway
owner financing 489
2116. leave message
Raids
38R 1 SBA brick home
Immaculate move-in
condition
$114,900
1116 Fairlane 270293-4607

M

r

440
Lots For Se/e

I

'

• r. kher,r

EXECUTIVE home in
Murray. unique design
,
wrth ail amenities.
acre wooded lot,
replacement cost
$500.000 sale price
$316.000 by owner
(270)753-9686

FOR

Sale/Lease 38R
213A lakefront property
WI dock, 2-1/2 car
garage v‘i apt
270-759-9046,
270-978-3953
I \1 \ 11 I 11 \ I 1
111 It I RI I II I '

w

142E-

AlIF Warehousing
Near MSU $2050
753 7668

real
.'rtu siils er. i lint
11(1\11

MUST Sell' Priced
under „appraisal, 3
bdr/2 bath. 2.800.
sq.ft., 3 stall garage
270-227-6850
construction.
NEW
116
FSBO.
Thoroughbred Drive,
4Bla
Estates.
Murray
2 513A, breakfast room
Floor
family room
hardwood, tile. carpet
Nice, priced to sell
753-3966. 293-9747
752-0624

•
LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing. Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Leal V a, uuming
lion gu•railteed
753-1816 227-0611
II
YOUR
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY 175.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

480
Aula Pals

Hill Electric

USED TIRES

Since 1986
24 Noun sumo
Res.. Corn., & Ind.
Licensed & InsuraftAll jobs - big or small

14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at 520
mounted

Call 753-560
Used Cat
2004 Pontiac Grand
Prix
Absolutely
loaded Black with tan
leather intenor. Heads
up display 67.000
owner
miles
1
$13.995
270-293-4602
2003 Impala, tinted
windows. stock CD
player, power seats
and power locks with
remote entry. $5.800.
293-5404
'99 Dodge Stratus.
126.000 miles. $800.
753-8169
1977 Rolls Royce
Silver Wraith II Good
Will take
condition
best offer within next 2
weeks 731-247-5643

vLi•

93 Chevy van 402
South 16th $2.500
OBO 293-2072
'0
Used Ryas
94 Chevy 1500, 350
V8, 200,000 mom,
761-4846
1984 Toyota truck long
cab 4x4 Call after 5 00
436-2754

‘t . 111 11 I IA I I (1121,1..111111

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured.
•
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages. gutters,
iunk & tree work
- • - - - -A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves Call Brian at
270-705-4156
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair pick-up, deli,•
cry. 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal.
Fully insured.
437-3044
A HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry.
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up lunk
Garage, yards.
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs expenence
Anytime 753-9210
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

\11'11 k 1 I
\lilt hull Bros.
Pat int4
75-11-11:H I I

753-1537

'FR %N.IS
%Slit! k I
•
s
I

Mir and two Bedroom Apartments
entz al Wei arid *or
t.. rrsing pçllkatiirrI

omiT Hours N cm.- 12 p.m.j6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

l‘s

270-753-2279

%%I lit 1 hire
‘11

1 ovation.

'sii (1111(1ii Ititi
‘1.i 11.111S. pi op
0111
II%•••Ist
11t1

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks
293-5438

JOE'S JOBS

V*I
THE Murray
Ledger & Times
considers its
sources reliable,
but inaccuracies
do occur. Readers
using this information do so at
their own risk.
Although persons
and companies
mentioned herein

7•'•.1.4144.

are believed to be
reputable, The

NEED A
METAL ROOF?
CALL
12701752-0414
Ask forDerren
Nightengale

By 7
Staff
PI
Good
ity in
board
death
Pa
er

Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of
its employees
accept any
responsibility
whatsoever for

NEED HELP?
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming.
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.

Handyman Services.
All remodeling.
No job too small.
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511

GRAND
OPINING

Quicker. Better.

their activities.
Tree
YEARRY'S
Free esti-,
Service
mates. Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

Cheaper.

Kingston Auto
Repair & Detail
293-8688
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-338-5288

FREE to a good home6 year old male tabby
& 3 year Old female.
fixed,
are
Both
declawed & had shots,
preler they go together.
only.
lovers
Cat
(270)293-7030
8AM-10PM

Free Pallets

('ailoway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
I ills Ihuguid Ihrise • Murray. KY 4207)

270-753-8556
TI)D 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

cleaning Vinyl, fences,
etc (270)527-7176

Free Estimates
(270)564-9384

LW Property
2.000 square fee
and
space
office
adioining 2.000 square
feet living space downtown. 978-0698

Sarvicas Celereci
113:11
[
DERU'S
NR
Construction
•Floonng -Decks
list I ‘‘' \•-• I i
•Vinyl siding •All
\I
N1 \
Horne Improvements
&
pickups
weekly
•
special
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured
•locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
Cleaning
DAVID'S
293-2784
Service All external

100 Cain Drive
Murray, KY

CASH

Commercial!Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

CATHY'S
Wallpapering,
Painting, Cleaning
270- 227-6606
731-498-8904

[161 'N.:.,-* AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER FARM. KY- 270-623-8466
RI" ! FANCY
"THE SELLING MACHINE

FLORIST/GIFT Shop
for sale Call
270-293-2375

General Contracting

Calloway
Trash Servite

AliC-1"I CZ:"IV F-111C3II I-II L._ I Gi I-1 -T-S
Selling With No Reserve....KuDota M5400 Tractor, MFWD, 983 Hours. SN
60925 We LA1001 Loader • 1.iie New' Cat Model EP1EIKT Electric 3000 Lb
Forklift, 135 Hours, 36 Volt Battery Pac. 131" Mast.47 Forks, With Side Shift, 3
Wheel Zero Radius Turn SN ETB4801674•'Same As New' Ferro Five Series
Model FR18HK750 Forklift Battery Charger • Cat Model NPP40 Electric 4000
Lb Pallet Truck • IA 80 Gallon SHP Vertical Air Compressor, 135 PSI • 3P1 Box
Blade • 3P1 Rotary Cutter ••••'02 Chevy SiNerado Duramax Diesel 2500HO
Extends Cab 4:4 Pickup With Hercules 8' Refrigeration Unit With Thermo King
V-200 Max Unit •'95 CAC TopIPck, Cat Engine, 6 Speed, With Hackney 18.5'
Refrigeration Unit With Thermo King TO-II Max Unit•'96 International 4900, DT
466 Diesel. 24' Flat With 3 Uve Feel Tanks & Blower. Equipped For Liquid
Nitrogen • 90 Chevy C65, 8.2 Diesel. Automatic Trans With Grodron 12.5'
Refrigeration Unit With Thermo King MD-II Unit • '90 Great Dane 48'
Refrigeration Trailer With Thermo King Super II TK Unit •'88 Chevy 20 Series
4,4 Suburban ...•• Monarch 15' Jon Boat, 25 HP Trailer, Trolling Motor • ABI
Irrigation System •3 Compartment SS Sink • Plastic Pallets • Premier 5000 LB
Scale System • Approx 350 - 15U, Totes • Bird 3334 Band Saw • 10.5' Wide
x 13' Depth.9 5' Height Walk in Freezer •8 Wide x 8' Depth x 8' Height Walk
In Cooler • Many Other Support Items ••• Several Office Desks - Computer
Desks • L.- Shape Desk • Computers. Printers • Credenza • File Cabinets •
Fax Machines • Copier •
Conference Table & Chairs • Desk Chairs •
Bookcases. Shelves • Starplus Triad 5 Station 4 Line Phone System •
Calculators • Time Clock • EZ Pay Time Clock & Attendance System • Safe •
bocci Binding Machine Lots 01 Miscellaneous Office Supplies • Break Room
Selling Subject To Confirmation.. Arlic Temp
Refrigerator - Microwave .
Model 1000SMVT Industrial Ice Machine, 3 Phase. 60 Hertz Electrical Supply
6.500 Lbs Ice Production 0 70
Compressor,
With Self Contained Air Cooled
Degree Water Temperature, Stainless Steel, Including Legs With Top And
Storage Bin • Cryogenic Freezing System, Individual Quick Freeze Tunnel,
Triple Pass, Liquid Nitrogen • Indival Quick Frozen Tall Glazer Over And
Under Spray Bar System. Stainless Steel Bet 2'Lx4'W With Frame And Motor
Controller. Used With The Cryogenic Freezing System •Individual Quick Frozen
inleed Belt Conveyor, 36"Lx4'W Radius Turn, Stainless Steel Frame With Motor
Control • SISCO Products Cooler/Freezer Compartment - Exterior Dimensions
40'X72', 18 Inside Height, 6' Styrene Insulation. 26 Gage GaNinised Finish, Seven
8)(10' Manual Single Slide Heated Doors - Freezer Flefngerabon Package. Four
Heatcraft CDT-1200-63 Outdoor Condensing Units, Four Model CME-260
Evaporators. Cooler Refrigeration Pacage - MOH-050-D73 Outdoor Condensing
Complete Settlement Day Of Sale!,
Unit, Two CMA-155 Evaporators
Visit jearriras.rcressh.corrii TOY" Coattails!!

FOR Rent
Boat & RV storage
12x36 units
11 x 12 garage doors
Monthly/yearly rates
(270)978-0559

Cahoon Construction, LLC

MINN OWN

W AUTOMATED BILLING
•CONTAINERS AVAIL
•RATES STARTING AT
S15,40
7614740 293-4415

Offliatia Arial Ilifwitirlscpsolst&•
Its 4 Trocts Anti Its Coat hi,
Soiling" To Thee Hicillicts.t Bitittiorl!
TRACT 1 - 13.42 ACHES INPROVID WITH A UK! NEW NEM SUILONIS
PUT FACE INASONW/ CONSTRUCTION,
LOWER 11 UPPER OFFICES - BREAK NOON - COINNERCIAL RESTROONS
INCLUDING A 4111XMI OPEN AREA W7112 CIFJUNG
ALSO WM 1412100 WAREHOUSE, NEW IN 2003
PRE ENGINEERED STEEL CONSTRUCTION
TWO LOADING DOCKS WITH OVERHEAD DOORS
Tract 2 - 7.84 Acres - Tract 3 - 16.64 Acres
Tract 4 - 15.44 Acres With 4 Fish Ponds
For information Contact
Tom French, President At 270-705-7861
Per Trail, Nimes N SS Sop
le% DIM Wila A Ilialeme lispeet ell P.

For Raw

WARD ELKINS

190
Fenn Equipment

Seataae-allarne. Cararft_ 2Wait - -8 811101413 AM
11.11aWCAIMM• Area Acassamosattaaarin C•411,101311Kaltellni
. OlLtarraralt aaricelltL lier
AllbAlt "Tor II COM 3r
11526 Stater Flocatent 187

753-3853

DUPLEX. 2-BR, 1 1/2
bath,all appliances.
$525/mo. 436-5685

(270)753-1713

-047/11414
graincifirrt4
( _doh._ ...7c-m-iir41:31.1raser)

•All Size Units
Available
•14ow Have
Climate Control

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
On the Square Mu,'

I

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAO

Murray Ledger &

3 bedroom 2 1 bath C A on
corner lot in Crossfield Sub.
Remodeled, very nice.

753-2905 • 270-293-8595

BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dow wort & Track
hoe
RETIRED Carpenter
Start Immediately
R L Woods 753-9440

Loading Dock of Murray Ledger & Times
First Come First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

Horoscope
for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Wednesday, Oct. 24, 2007:
You have many Chatty Cathys in
your life. Getting a word in this
year might take talent. Your
actions will speak louder than
your words. You often are on a
pedestal or in a position of
responsibility. What you achieve
in your daily life might awe
maq,,Many of you will decide
to head in a new, positive direction health-wise. Others will
want to make their daily life

more fulfilled. Travel and education could take stronger roles in
your life choices. If you are single, you'll meet people easily
starting January 2008. Someone
quite special could knock on
your door. Be open to socializing more. If you are attached, the
two of you need to be more
active together. Share a key
goal. ARIES can push you hard.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic,
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so,
I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Yes, you have snap,
cracitie and pop. The issue might
be who is at the receiving end.
Your focus remains critical. Your
a
might appreciate
family
cleanup campaign. Tonight: Go
until you are too tired to move.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
** Words and actions are easily misread Slow down and think,
especially if you are feeling
offended Recognize that many
people are out of whack. At this
time, you need to first ground
yourself and then make decisions Tonight On top of your
game
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Use your supporters and
cheerteading squad to your highest benefit, which might not look
like breaking the bank Those
around you might suggest you
go purchase this or that. Nice
Idea. but let reality sink in
Tonight Treats don't need to
cost Give someone a back rub
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Investigate possibilities
that might enhance your professtatus
What you decide
sional
will allow for some very positive
career moves Still, a rash act
could be a problem Know when
to say enough Tonight Let it all
hang out
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Many different views surround an issue. Honor the thinking and logic that bring each person to this point. You might have
a lot to consider, and quite
deeply Find a good sounding
board Tonight Talk theory, then

by Jacqueline Blgar
tart( practical.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-S•pt. 22)
**** Zero in on what you
want. Counting on enlisting an
associate's support could be
another story. Knowing when to
call it quits will make a big difference in your sanity level. It
appears, for now, that you cannot have it all. Tonight: Talk to a
trusted associate.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Tension mounts, adding to
the present dynamics. How you
deal with someone could change
radically. Knowing when to defer
is just plain smart. Pressure
builds; you could feel as if you
are in a performance test.
Tonight: Go along for the ride.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Push for answers, as
uncomfortable as they might be.
Through gaining needed facts,
you can change the slant on a
situation. If you would like to
evaluate a potential change after
you gather the facts, you will at
least be grounded. Tonight:
Where the action is.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** You might want to
rethink a situation creatively. A
partner or associate might be
tossing information in your face.
Knowing when to say enough
could be critical. Remember, it is
your life and your choice.
Tonight: Kick back and have
more fun. Give up seriousness.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Your instincts surround a
domestic or investment matter.
Still, you will want an open discussion in order to lake you to
new places. Your creativity adds
to your dynamic ability to understand where someone is coming
from
Tonight Happily head
home
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Actions might be different
from words Could that be a possibility and what is impacting you
so strongly? Knowing when to
call a truce between seemingly
different messages might be
appropnate. Where is there common ground? Tonight: A debate
feels nght
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You might need to do
something very different If you
relax, you will see a new path to
the same end result Worry less
about immediate ramifications,
drum up your courage and head
in a new direction. Tonight: Your
treat
BORN TODAY
Actor Kevin Kline (1947). singer
Monica (1980). playwright Moss
Hart (19041
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://www.jacquelInebigarcom.
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Realtor of the Week

Tennessee's The Top Pick
To Win SEC Hoops

iell

Itakt
Top Lisle!

— See Sports
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Murray, KY 42071

Goodwill's construction here is on hold

ers

ns
in
be

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Plans, for construction of a new
Goodwill Industries of Kentucky facility in Murray are still on the drawing
board, but have been stalled by the
death of the vice president in charge.
Paul Barnes, donated goods manager at the Goodwill office in

Hopkinsville, said Tuesday morning
that the recent passing of Joe
of
president
vice
Secondine,
Goodwill's western Kentucky operations based in Bowling Green, has
delayed the project.
-They have kind of put it on hold
until a new vice president can come in
and that will be next month," Barnes

said. "The property has been purchased
and the architects have rendered a
drawing. It's been with the structural
engineers for a while and a question has
come up so the president of the company has decided to put everything on
hold until a new VP could come in and
take over."
Barnes, who will be charged with

stocking and inventory for the new on the idea in January when Secondine
store once it is built, said he does not appeared before the Murray City
have a pan in the construction of the Council for approval of a resolution of
building, but is sure the work will go support.
Goodwill officials want to construct
forward once a replacement manager
a $1.6 million facility on 4.2 acres of
has been appointed.
The company reportedly expressed
interest in locating a store in Murray
about six years ago and moved forward •See Page 2A
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Murray High School and Calloway County High School bands
Band
finished second at the KMEA State Marching
Championship at Papa John's Cardinal Stadium in Louisville

Saturday. The Tiger Band took runner-up in Class AA, while
the Laker Band took second in Class AAAA. Shown at left are
MHS senior band members Michael Wallin, Cody Seely, Trent

Beisel, Kristen Addison and Kaelei King with their trophy. At
right are Calloway's Brittany Tdtes and Johnathan Torsaksvith
the Lakers' trophy.

Calloway, Murray bands finish 2nd at state
Staff Report
Two of the top high school
marching bands in the state
reside right here. Murray High
School and Calloway County
High School bands both finished
second in the state finals in their
respective classes.
Murray High took second in

Class AA, 'while Calloway
County took runner-up honors
in Class AAAA Saturday in the
finals of the KMEA State
Marching Band Championships.
Both bands advanced after
qualifying in their class' semifinal competition along with three
other semifinalists.

Schools' Christmas
projects start soon
Staff Report
Santa
Offitials with the Calloway County School System's
Tiger
Project and the Murray Independent School District's
Both
Christmas program are busy preparing for this year's drives.
drives will soon be in full swing for the 2007 holiday season.
mission,
Although the programs are separate, they have the same
for
it was reported. Each was established to help families provide
each
Christmas, but they do not duplicate services, because they
serve different families.
The programs serve youth from infants through high school.
have
Both programs utilize sponsorships and donations and both
addition, tax
guidelines and forms that parents have to fill out. In
both.
deductible monetary donations are accepted and needed by
can
Residents wanting more information about the programs
Calloway
contact Michelle Hansen for the Santa Project at the
Spry for
County Family Resource Center at 762-7333 or Eleanor
Youth Services
the Tiger Christmas at the Murray Family Resource
Center at 753-4363.
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MHS Band Director Chris
Yoo said he was pleased with
the effort and performance of
his squad and his band's senior
leadership.
"Our main focus was to have
our best run of our show for the
year and we accomplished that
goal," You said. "The show that

we designed this year was the
hardest show that the band has
ever performed and they stepped
up to the challenge.
"We are extremely proud of
our students and the accomplishments that they have done
on the practice field to the contests under the leadership of

five strong seniors," he added.
Murray High placed behind
state champion Muhlenberg
South High School and ahead of
Washington County and Lloyd
Memorial.
Calloway Band Director
Gary Mullins said the Lakers
were at the top of their game for
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Wet weather is welcomed sight
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Tom Priddy saw a welcome
sight when checking his rain
gauge Tuesday morning.
After months of being mostly empty, his gauge showed
nearly 3 inches of rain at his
home in central Kentucky —
more than fell in all of May,
usually a wet month in
Kentucky.
A slow-moving weather system dumped similar rainfall
amounts across a large swath of
central Kentucky, bringing
relief from a severe drought that
stunted crops, lowered some
rivers to historic levels, turned
pastures to brown stubble and
prompted water shortage warnings in some counties.
"It's like liquid gold," said
University of
Priddy, a
Kentucky extension agricultural
meteorologist.
For those areas receiving the
soaking rains, "this could very
well be the start of the end of
this drought," he said.
Reports of 3 to 5 inches of

rain were common from
Bowling Green to Louisville as
started
precipitation
the
continued
and
Monday
Tuesday, said Mike Callahan, a
National Weather Service
hydrologist.
In Bowling Green, 5.8 inches
fell at the airport from Monday
afternoon,
Tuesday
into
Callahan said. The Louisville
airport got 4.8 inches, Frankfort
and
inches
3V2
about
Lexington had 3.2 inches, he
said. Elsewhere, 5.7 inches fell
in Boston in Nelson County and
5.4 inches in Glendale in Hardin
County through early Tuesday.
"The rivers and streams are
rising, but so far no problems,
which shows how dry we were,"
Callahan said.
Priddy said the heavy rainfall
put a "huge dent" in the longterm drought. The latest Palmer
Drought Index had showed the
drought was severe in the western half of Kentucky and
extreme in the eastern half. He
predicted those areas getting

•See Page 3A
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the semifinal and final performances, which earned them distringuished ratings.
"Both performances on
Saturday were top of the season
performances," said Mullins.
-We were indeed proud of the
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PolkoSharifflogs
Murray Pollee Department
A theft report was made at MPD at 11 46 a m Monday
A stolen scooter was reported at 1519 Oxford Dr at 231 p.m
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
- Theft from a truck over $300 was reported on Ky 94 East and
Van Cleave Road at 9.08 a.m. Thursday
- A second-degree burglary report was made on Bailey Shore
Drive at 9'37 a m.
- A traffic accident with injuries was reported on Pottertown Road
at 3.55 p.m.
- Calloway County Fire-Rescue was notified of a fire on Highland
Road at 11 a.m Friday Flames were reported a tthe back of the
house at 1:18 pm
- A traffic accident with injuries was reported at Ky 80 and Van
Cleave Road at 2 56 p.m.
A stove was on tire at a residence on Bethel Road at 5.19 p.m
- A glider chair was reported stolen from a front porch on
Cambridge Drive at 10.15 a.m. Saturday
- A food stamp card was reported stolen at 11 52 a m. on Fifth
Street
- A subject was reportedly assaulted outside the back door of a
residence on Cambridge Drive at 3:52 p.m.
- Theft of medication was reported at a residence on Cherry
Corner Road at 9 47 p.m
- Vandalism to a car was reported at a residence on Cambridge
Drive at 1 50 p m Sunday.
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.

Road Closure Notices
On Thursday, traffic will be restncted to one lane on Ky. 299 in
Calloway County at mile point 2.227. The lane restnction is to
allow the District One Bridge Crew to repair a timber piling on the
West Fork Clarks River Bridge.
Motorists should be aware of these lane clousres and he prepared
to encoutner equipment, naggers, and maintenance personnel on the
roadway in close proximity to traffic flow.
A section of Road 174 in Land Between The Lakes(LBL)will be
closed for repair through Nov. 5. Ecotone. LBL's maintenance contractor, will be replacing a culvertand repairing the road.
Approximately one mile of Road 174 will be closedbetween
Roads 352 and 356.
Additional LBL information is available by calling I-800-LBL7(177 or (270)924-2000.
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Senate reverses Bush's cuts

II 1

WASHINGTON (AP)
It
President Bush is so eager for a
veto showdown with Democrats
over domestic spending, his
rivals on Capitol Hill say they
have just the bill to send him.
It's a bill passed by the
Senate on Tuesday that reverses
Bush's cuts to education, health
research and grants to local
communities, among many
other programs popular with
lawmakers in both parties.
By a 75-19 vote, the Senate
gave bipartisan approval to a
huge health and education
spending bill that will likely be
the first of the fiscal 2008
spending bills Democrats will
ship to the White House to start
a veto battle involving the budget for almost every domestic
agency.
It promises to be a protracted
battle. and Bush has a decided
advantage, hut Democrats have
seized on the massive health and
education measure as the best
measure with which to challenge Bush and his GOP allies
in Congress. The measure totals
over $600 billion and reverses a
raft of cuts sought by Bush to
health research, special education and funding for grants to
community groups that help the
poor. among others.
The confrontation with Bush
over domestic programs —
many of which are also popular
with Republicans, as demonstrated by the margin of passage
-- will come on the heels of the
bruising veto battle over a children's health insurance bill.

Leaf pick- •Goodwill ...
Goodwill's plans have been a
up schedule From Front
major concern for officials and
land near the Bee ('reek area on supporters
of
Angels
the east side of U.S. 641 Community Clinic and Angels
announced
The annual tall leaf
pickup for Murray will nin
front Nov. 5-Dec. 21. The
first area to be picked up
will be the south side of
Main Street to the south
city limits, working east to
west.
The second area will be
north of Main to the north
city limits. workina west
to east.
The entire city will be
covered twice to insure all
leaves are picked up.
according to a release
from the city. Residents
are asked not to rake
leaves into the street,
street gutters or over water
ineters. !AW.1:s should be
raked two to three feet
fmrn the street curb but
not over sidewalks.
Bagged leaves should
be dropped off on Andrus
Drive at a designated area
(There will be signs on
North Fourth Street showing where to turn). Bagged
leaves mity he dropped oft
at the area through Dec.
21
No brush or tree mmwings will he picked up by
the leaf crew this fall. For
an estimate on brush pickup.call 762-0380 of it may
be disposed of at the
Murray-Calloway County
'Transfer Station.

To place an
ad call
753-1916

between
Applebee's
and Attic Thrift Store here. Angels
Baymont Inn that will serve as Attic provides most of the finanboth a donation center and retail cial support for the clinic's effort
store.
in providing free medical care
Construction was initially to Murray's working poor.
planned for completion in ' Dennis Norvell, chairman of
September. according to infor- the clinic's board of directors,
mation previously provided to said Tuesday that proceeds from
the Murray City Council. The Angels Attic Thnft Shop procouncil was asked to approve a vide approximately 85 percent
resolution of support for the of the clinic's operational
request of the issue of bonds by financing. Donations of houseKentucky
Economic hold items, clothing, books.
the
Developnient Finance Authority children's toys, exercise equip(KEDFA) for the construction. ment and various other articles
The city will have no financial comes totally from local and
liability in the transaction.
area contributors; part of which
The store is expected to hire could be lost should the items be
nine employees with disabilities donated to a Goodwill store
as part of a conipanywide effort. instead.
State Rep. Melvin Henley. D"Every penny earned by
Murray. who is a member of Angels Attic remains in
KEDFA's board of directors, Calloway County. In addition to
said this morning that Goodwill the financial support of the clinhas, not yet approached the ic. the Attic provides vouchers
board for approval of bond to Need Line, the local Red
issues.
Cross, Family Resource and
Youth Service Centers. Gentry
House for the homeless.
Merryman House for domestic
violence victims and the
Department of Community
NOTICE
• The Murray City Council Based Services for those in
will meet Thursday at 6 30 p m emergency situations needing
Agenda items include reports clothing and household furnishfrom public safety and public ings." Norvell said.
works committees an amendWhen the project is completment to the 2007-08 budget' by
ed, the new facility may become
the Murray Convention and
Visitors Bureau. second read- the company's 51th store in
ings of two ordinances regard- Kentucky. Due to construction
ing building permits and plan. delays in Murray, the organizaning and zoning tees, and rec- tion's 50th store just opened in
ognizing Red Ribbon Week and Nicolasville. Ky., according to
Sam Outland
Goodwill's Web site
at
•To report a Town Crier www.goodwillky.org.
item. call 753-1916
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President Bush speaks at National Defense University's Distinguished Lecture Program during his visit to Eisenhower Hall Baruch Auditorium at Fort McNair in Washington, Tuesday.
Programs funded by the health
and education bill affect schoolchildren, workers, the poor and
disabled, the unemployed and
those with special needs or drug
and alcohol problems, among
others.
"In
passing this bill.
Democrats in Congress will say
that the president doesn't care
about children or education or
health research.- said White
House press secretary Dana
Perin°. "We've all heard these
tired old lines before. The facts
demonstrate the president's
strong and consistent commitment to children, education and
health research — and the
American people are smart
enough to know that there is no
such thing as a free lunch."
The Senate measure, which
exceeds Bush's budget by more
than $I() billion, must be reconciled with a companion House
measure passed in July before
the legislation can be sent to
Bush.
Battles over anti-crime
funds, transportation and housing and perhaps the homeland
security budget will follow.
"We are arguing about
whether or not to invest further
moneys in education, health
care, (anti-crime grants). border
security, port security, environmental protection," said House
Majority Leader Steny Hoyer,
1)-Md."The President has asked
for $196.4 billion of supplementaTfunding this year for Iraq and
Afghanistan ... while he argues
as to whether or not we ought to
increase ... cancer research, diabetes research, heart/lung
research for our citizens."'
Minority
Leader Mitch
McConnell. R-Ky., countered:
"The spending hike they are

asking for in this one bill. if increases to Medicare and
allowed to continue at the same Medicaid.
rate, will cost the American tax-. . Democrats instead added
payer $120 billion over the next almost $11 billion to Bush's
ten years.request, including almost $4 bilBush is intent on issuing lion more than the president
vetoes and has so far rebuffed sought for the Education
Democratic pleas for negotia- Department. For research at the
tions. But Democrats and some National Institutes of Health,
Republicans hope that once he Democrats added $1 billion
gets a few vetoes out of his sys- over 2007 funding: Bush sought
tem, the White House will sig- a $289 million cut.
nal a willingness to comproAnd Bush sought to elimimise.
nate the $630 million budget for
For starters, much of the the Community Services Block
additional money goes to restore Grant program, which provides
White House cuts. Many of the federal seed money for comthose cuts were rejected by munity action agencies that
Republicans when they con- offer job training programs,
trolled Congress.
emergency housing, food aid
House Republicans have and other services to the poor.
demonstrated they have the
Senate Democrats are also
votes to sustain Bush vetoes, seeking a $259 million increase
though on some votes, including for community health centers, a
the House version of the health $224 million boost for the
and education bill, they barely Centers for Disease Control and
produced the more-than-one- Prevention and a $1 billion
third required.
increase over the 2007 level for
Some lawmakers predict the Title I grants to local school dispresident will be unyielding and tricts, an almost 8 percent
the battle could drag into next increase'.
year.
During several days of
"I don't see it getting worked Senate debate, Republicans did
out. I really don't," predicted not offer a single amendment to
Rep. Tom Latham. R-lowa, a make specific, sittr111ial cut,s
senior
member
. ths.• teat*reere
seme
to Bush's budget. But they did •••"
Appropriations Committee.
More than any other of the I 2 attack the bill over its bevy of
annual spending bills setting earmarks, home-state projects
agency budgets for the 2008 sought by lawmakers.
budget year. the health and eduAccording to Taxpayers for
cation measure defines the dif- Common Sense, a Washingtonferences between Bush and based budget watchdog group,
Democrats
controlling the bill contains more than
Congress.
1.000 earmarks totaling $562
Bush sought to cut $4 billion million. A move by anti-pork
from last year's levels of the crusader Tom Coburn, R-Okla.,
$152 billion portion of the to strip out every one of those
measure that Congress adjusts at p
vrootj
eec
. ts was killed by a 68-26
its discretion. The rest of the bill
mostly
funds
inflationary

TevaCrier

The Murray Ledger & Times'
Christmas In Our Backyard
magazine is interested in having
your Holiday Recipes, cookies, candy
or anything special you make at
Christmas time.
QV:
1
4e

If you have an interesting holiday recipe
let us know and perhaps it will he printed
and help capture du' special holiday.
spiritfound — In Our Backyard!

CONTACT:
•
1,4 1 Eric Walker, Editor
at 753-1916
'
or e-mail
editor@murrayledger.com.
DEADLINE IX-IVREA 29TH

From

Photo provided
Boosters for both Calloway County High School and Murray High School bands got together
after returning to Murray following this weekend's state semifinal and final band competitions.
when the Lakers and Tigers finished second in the state in their respective band classifications. Calloway's equipment bus experienced some mechanical difficulties en route home
Sunday and some Murray boosters helped get the Lakers' bus towed and equipment transferred to the Tigers' truck.

•Calloway, Murray ...
From Front
u ay our kids performed.
rhey-ve worked hard all season
to have a distinguished season
and making state finals was the
icing on the cake."It was very cool being able
to perform in the Papa John's
Cardinal Stadium in Louisville
And one that they will remember
for a lifetime
According to Mullins. this is
the third time in the last three
years that Calloway has made

the final four.
Given the proximity of MHS
and CCHS and their secondplace finishes at state, the two
hands connected another way ...
in a unique way.
While returning to Murray
Sunday. the Laker Band's equipment bus began to have mechanical problems around the rest
stop near Beaver Dam on the
Western Kentucky Parkway. A
few minutes later. Murray's
equipment bus stopped to offer
help

According to Calloway Band
Boosters, the bus began overheating again a few miles later
and the MHS backers, Dennis
Crawford and Bill and Frankie
Leslie, again offered some roadside assistance.
The student buses continued
back to Murray while Crawford
and the Leslies stayed with the
equipment
buses
until
Calloway's was towed and the
Lakers' equipment was moved
to Murray's equipment truck
and transported back to CCHS.
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II Wet weather ...
From Front
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significant rain will show an
improvement in the drought situation.
In western Kentucky</font>,
Owensboro and Paducah had
received nearly 2 inches of rain,
Callahan said. Cadiz in southwestern Kentucky got a reported
31/2 inches, said Bill Caldwell
with the state Division of Water.
It followed a round of precipitation last week that soaked
much of Kentucky. A cropreporting service said that last
week was the first time in the
past 12 weeks that rainfall was
above normal in Kentucky.
Other parts of Kentucky in
dire need of rain weren't as fortunate Tuesday.
Rainfall in southeastern areas
facing an extreme drought
ranged from a quarter-inch to
TKOre than an inch through late
Tuesday afternoon, said Jon
Pelton, a National Weather
Service
meteorologist
in
Jackson.
More rain was possible today
in parts of the region, he said.
It wasn't nearly enough to
end the drought, but "every little
bit helps,' Pelton said. "It's the
best widespread rain we've had
so far this fall."
In Salyersville, where residents are restricted from washing cars or watering lawns due
to the drought, the town
received "just enough drizzle to
wet the roads," city water superintendent Thomas Howard said
Tuesday afternoon.
The Magoffin County town
in eastern Kentucky relies on the
Licking River as its main water
source. But the river is down 70
percent to 80 percent from normal, so the city is also drawing
water from two backup wells.
"It's about the worst I've seen
it," Howard said of the river.
Berea, a central Kentucky
town also hard hit by the
drought, was luckier. A steady,
soaking rain settled in Tuesday
afternoon, lifting spirits in a
community that missed out on
showers in the summer.

AP

People cross a street during heavy morning rain in Lexington,
Ky., Tuesday. Rain started yesterday afternoon in Central
Kentucky and continued throughout the night and morning
bringing relief to the drought stricken area.
"It's a true blessing," Mayor remain in place, the mayor said,
Steven
Connelly
said. adding that a prolonged period
"Everybody has been coming in of rain is needed to replenish the
and out of the rain with a smile reservoirs.
on their face today, not con"One of the worst things that
cerned about wet hair or damp would happen, if the rain ends
clothing."
today, is that customers revert
Berea draws its water from
four nearby reservoirs, and the
drought has been so severe that
the largest reservoir was down
by about 9 feet as of Monday,
the mayor said.
The drought led to restrictions against watering lawns or
washing cars. Restaurants are
encouraged to hand out water
only when requested by customers. Those restrictions

Shuttle, crew begin
most complex space
station mission
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) - A prormnent scientist whose remarks
about the intelligence levels of blacks prompted international furor •
has canceled an appearance next month in Louisville.
James Watson, 79, told Kentucky Author Forum officials on
Monday it would be best to cancel, The Courier-Journal reportedTuesday.
An Oct. 14 Times of London Magazine article quoted the corn- ments. In the article, the 79-year-old Nobel Prize winner said he was
"inherently gloomy" about Africa because 'all our social policies are :
based on the fact that their intelligence is the same as ours — whereas all the testing says not really." He went on to say in the article ,
that, while he hoped everyone was equal, "people who have to deal
with black employees find this not true."
Watson shared the 1962 Nobel Prize for discovering the double- •
helix structure of DNA.
National Public Radio host Neal Conan was scheduled to interview Watson at the forum on Nov. 12 to promote Watson's new
memoir, "Avoid Boring People:, Lessons from a Life in Science." •
After the comments were published, Watson canceled his book--:
tour of Britain and returned to the U.S.
Kentucky Author Forum officials had made no decision about
whether to cancel the Louisville event before Watson alerted them
he was not coming,the Louisville newspaper reported.

Suspected leak at rail yard
contained, shelter order lifted
RACELAND. Ky.(AP) — Officials on Tuesday lifted an order
advising residents to stay inside within a one-mile radius of a suspected hydrochloric acid leak at a northeastern Kentucky rail yard.
The incident Monday night forced more than two dozen families
living within a block of the CSX rail yard in rural Raceland to evacuate. It also forced four school systems in two states to close on
Tuesday.
Hazmat teams were sampling the air around the rail yard to determine whether hydrochloric acid leaked from a car, said Scott Brown,
Greenup County 911 director.
CSX workers reported a suspicious white cloud around a tank
containing hydrochloric acid. At least four responders at the scene
complained of watery eyes and itchy skin. No other injuries have
been reported.
Rain on Monday night quickly cleared the vapors, leaving air- testing the only way to confirm whether there was a leak, Brown
said.

There's opportunity here

BB&T

J.D. Power and Associates ranked us "Highest in Customer
Satisfaction among Mortgage Servicing Companies."

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) — Shuttle Discovery and its
crew of seven thundered into orbit Tuesday, setting off on the most
challenging space station construction mission yet that will pave the
way for the arrival of two science labs in a few months.
NASA pulled off the on-time launch — the third one in a row —
after determining that a small patch of ice on fuel tank plumbing
posed no danger. Indeed, most if not all of the ice harmlessly shook
loose when the booster rockets and engines ignited.
The rain clouds that had been forecast for days stayed away for
the late morning launch.
"We got lucky today. We could have just as easily gotten
unlucky," said launch director Mike Leinbach. "But as I tell my
team, there's nothing wrong every now and then with a little good
luck."
With Discovery safely in orbit, NASA looked ahead to all the
work awaiting the astronauts once they arrive at the international
space station on Thursday. It is considered the most complicated
mission in the nine years of station assembly in orbit.
During their I I/2-week station visit, the astronauts must install
a live-in compartment that they're bringing along, relocate a giant
girder and set of solar wings, extend those solar wings and radiators,
and test a thermal tile repair kit.
In all, five spacewalks are planned, which will be the most ever
conducted while a shuttle is docked at the station.
The three space station residents face even more construction
chores after the shuttle leaves, each one of them critical.
NASA's space operations chief, Bill Gerstenmaier, said the two
crews face a tremendous series of challenges. but noted, "I can't
think of a better start to this mission than what we got today."
In a historic coincidence, both the shuttle and station have
women at the helm. Retired Air Force Col. Pamela Melroy is only
the second woman to command a shuttle, and biochemist Peggy
Whitson is the first female skipper of a space station.

To us, it's business as usual.
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back to a previous customary
use of water," he said.
Late last week, state officials
issued a water shortage warning
for eastern Kentucky's Harlan
and Letcher counties and the
Elkhorn Creek watershed in
Pike County. Previous water
shortage warnings were issued
for Warren, Simpson and
Magoffin counties.
The rain came too late to help
grain or hay crops but could still
benefit some farmers.
For those areas lucky enough
to get rain, the precipitation will
replenish farm ponds and help
early growth of winter wheat.
Priddy said. The accompanying
high humidity will benefit
tobacco curing, he said.
Caldwell, the water division's
environmental control supervisor, said the rainfall would be a
big boost for river and stream
levels that had dropped in recent
months. Significant rain fell in
portions of the Green, Salt,
Kentucky and Licking river
basins, he said.
Just a couple of months ago,
parts of the Licking and Green
rivers had record-low flows, he
said.
As for groundwater levels,
Caldwell said, the latest rainfall
"isn't a drought buster, but it's
the beginning of a pattern that
would lead to recovery over the
winter. It's going to take this
kind of weather several times
through the winter to regain normal conditions."
Those wanting more rain
could get their wish. Forecasters
said there's a chance of rain
showers continuing in Kentucky
for much of the week.

KentuckylnBriell
Scientist caught up in racial
controversy cancels visit
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No news is
bad news?
Last week, ABCs Charles Gibson introduced a segment
about Iraq on "World News Tonight' with this curious
remark: 'The news is (pause for effect) that there is no
news. The police, told us today that, to their knowledge.
there were no major acts of violence. Attacks are down in
Baghdad and today no bombings or roadside explosions were
reported.'
In a war that has consumed more than
4,1(X) coalition partner lives (more than
3,800 of them Americans) and additional
thousands of Iraqi lives and that has as its
stated objective a lessening of the shootings, bombings and killings, an average
person might rejoice at such news. The big
media and their auxiliary in the left wing
of the Democratic Party do not regard "no
news" as good news, but as the worst passible news, because it threatens to undermine their political objective: the defeat of
Cal's
Republicans in the next election, even at
Thoughts the
cost of losing a war.
By
Thomas
Notall Democrats feel this way, of
'
Syndicated
course, but their congressional leaders do.
Columnist
They have invested their political capital in
defeat. So many Democrats (again, not all)
arc counting on a U.S. loss in this war - and have made
outrageous statements about America's inability to succeed that success will give the national security issue completely
to the Republicans, even as Republicans have lost sole ownership of the less spending and smaller government issue.
Democrats know that national security and the ability to
successfully wage war against America's enemies trumps
t-s erything else. If the war is won. Democrats prospects for
s ictory next year are greatly diminished.
The evidence of improvement in Iraq is comiqg with
greater frequency and credibility. A trickle of good news IN
becoming a stream. It's too early to predict a tide, but
things are at least - and at last - beginning to flow in the
right direction. On the heels of improvements in the oncechaotic Anbar province comes Fallujah, a region that once
resembled our Wild West with lawlessness and disorder
es cry w here. While one still wouldn't want to plan a family
s acation in hillujith just yet. (i.S. Marines are now getting
cooperation from the previously uncooperative Sunni sheikhs
dits mg out al-Qaida.
Writing in The Wall Street Journal (Oct. 20), Michael
Ledeen. a scholar at the American Enterprise Institute, quotes
.1 Marine officer friend as saying he has been told by enlisted Marines. "There's nobody to shoot (in Fallujab). sir. If it's
lust going to he building schools and hospitals, that's what
the Army is for, isn't it'." Basra, too, where British soldiers
are pulling out, was said to be. on the verge of exploding
since Shiite militias hacked by Iran supposedly were poised
to impose a fundamentalist regime on the city. It isn't happening Violence III Basra has declined significantly in recent
weeks.
This is not to excuse the Bush administration from its
serious mistakes and had judgment in the early going in
Iraq. hut as Dorothy Fields and Cy Coleman wrote in the
Broads.. al. musical. "Seesaw," "It's not where you start, but
where son finish.- The last pan of that lyric is: and you're
gonna finish on top.'
II the Unites' States and its coalition forces finish on top
by at hies mg most. if not all. of their objectives in Iraq.
what can the Democrats say ? 'We were secretly in support
of the war all the way"' Not even Hillary Clinton could get
411:1
with such a whipper. The Republican campaign commercials iaould pound away with the hunikeds (thousands?)
of quotes trout people they will label as "defeatist Democrats.' As this weeks lead editorial in 'The Weekly Standard
asks. "Are the American people likely to elect the candidate
ill a party that has tried its best to lose a winnable war?"
The answer is no. And the answer to Charles Gibson's
assertion that no news is not news is that no violence is
news and, indeed, is very good news for Iraq and for America. It is very had news, however. for the leadership of the
Democratic Party, because their investment in defeat may be
about to prove itself the political equivalent of the dot-corn
bubble liurst earlier this decade
Dire( t all MAIL tor Cal lhoma% to. Tribune Media Services. 2225 Kenmore Ave., Suite 114. Buffalo, N.Y. 14207.
Rrinkr‘ may alto e•nunl Cal Thema% at
1,1,,e1111.01 5(fr trthune.com.
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A diffusion of knowledge
Kg the past several
Jefferson's Kentucky connecweeks, we have been thinktions. It was Jefferson who
ing about three questions that penned the "Kentucky Resohistorians
lution" in response to the
and all stuAlien and Sedition Acts in
dents of
1798. And in 1822, William
History
T. Barry, Kentucky's lieumust ask:
tenant governor and head of
What is
an education commission
History?
charged with exploring the
Why study
possibility of appropriations
History?
for a public school system
and. How
in Kentucky, wrote to former
does one
president Madison, now back
study Hisat Montpelier, his estate in
and tory? Of Virginia. Too few Kentuckcourse. the
ian& remember that Kentucky
led out in education reform
By James
Pt
) that I
"
am trying
in the years before the Civil
Duane Bolin
War, long before KERA.
Ledger & Times to convey
is that each
Madison's reply to
Columnist
one ot us,
Barry's enquiry. written in an
regardless
August 4. 1822 letter to
of occupation. regardless of
Barry. was based largely on
our station in hie, should he
his close friend Jefferson's
a student of History.
"Bill for the General DiffuJames Madison and
sion of Knowledge." a bill
Thomas Jefferson certainly
that Jefferson defended in his
believed it. These founders
"Notes on the State of Virargued that in America.
ginia." published first in the
where "We the People" rule,
1780s as the only book that
rather than a monarch or an
Jefferson ever wrote.
oligarchy, it is crucial that
(Notice the Jefferson quotathe citizens of the nation,
tion on the east façade of
those who rule, be an eduPogue Library.)
cated citizenry. If the peoIn Jefferson's book, we
ple are to rule, then they
see shades of his belief in
must be an educated people
the separation of church and
to rule wisely.
state when he advised that
Few people know about
-instead therefore of putting
James Madison's and Thomas the Bible and Testament into

wilevay

the hands of the children, at
an age when their judgments
are not sufficiently matured
for religious enquiries, their
memories may here be stored
with the most useful facts
from Grecian, Roman, European and American history."
Madison agreed. He
assured Barry that "this is
especially the case, with
what relates to the Globe we
inhabit. the Nations among
which it is divided, and the
characters and customs which
distinguish them." "An
acquaintance with foreign
Countries in this mode," he
wrote, "has a kindred effect
with that of seeing them as
travelers, which never fails
in uncorrupted minds, to
weaken local prejudices, and
enlarge the sphere of benevolent feelings. A knowledge
of the Globe & its various
inhabitants, however slight,
might moreover, create a
taste for Books of Travels
and Voyages; out of which
might grow a general taste
for History, an inexhaustible
fund of entertainment &
instruction."
As a teacher of History. I
relish Madison's description
of History as "an inexhaustible fund of entertainment & instruction." Madison praised Kentucky's early
attempt in 1822 to imprbve

its educational system, and
he connected education to
the well-being of a democratic republic: "The liberal
appropriations made by the
Legislature of Kentucky for
a general system of Education cannot be too much
applauded," he wrote. "A
Popular government, without
popular information, or the
means of acquiring it, is but
a Prologue to a Farce or
Tragedy: or, perhaps both.
Knowledge will forever govem ignorance: And a people who mean to be their
own Governors, must arm
themselves with the power
which knowledge gives."
For Madison and Jefferson, freedom and education
go together, or as Madison
put it, "Liberty and learning,
each leaning on the other for
their mutual and surest support." Why study History?
For James Madison and
Thomas Jefferson, we must
all study History to ensure
the survival and the prosperity of a democratic republic.
Duane Bolin teaches in
the Department of History at
Murray State University. He
may be reached at
duane.bolin@murraystate.edu

Recalling Europe as a college student
Twenty pounds. 'The cause
of the excess avoirdupois
was three-fold - marzipan.
Elephant Beer and afternoon
tea - all new to me at 21
and a senior in college on
my first trip abroad. But I
did not explain all this to
the seventh graders who
recently interviewed me
about a long-ago stint as an
exchange student to Universi.ty of Copenhagen.
Being on the receiving
end of an interview puts the
shoe on the other foot for a
person used to asking the
questions. Not only is there
the loss of control to contend with, but there is a
swirl of old memories to
sort through. It's a little like
doing someone else's laundry
being extra careful to separate whites from colors, cottons from perma-press. so
nothing ends up smaller or
bigger than it is supposed to
he.
This is the way I ITMCI11her it:
Nineteen sixty-eight was
the year I went to Copenhagen as part of an
exchange program that
included about 120 other college students from various
campuses around the USA.
We left from New York
January 28 and flew to
Reykjavik. Iceland, for iwo
days of orientation.
We landed in Denmark
January 31 and stayed in
Elsinore at the Hotel Hamlet
At KronNirg Castle. we
stood in the cobblestone
courtyard where Rosenkrantz
and Guildenstem showed up
to spy. on their old mend, in
the name of wicked King
Claudius. In such a setting,
at was easy to imagine a
ghost stalking the parapets at
midnight, the only one
impervious to the icy winds

off the strait
of Oresund.
A few
days later.
each
exchange
student was
introduced
to her
assigned
family. I
was to
lodge with
Main Street
the Ackermann.% on
By Constance
Strandvejen
Alexander
in Hellerup,
Local
right down
Columnist
the street
from Tutiorg
Breweries.
My Danish mother. Inge.
was recently divorced.
Daughter Annette, a year
younger than I. would
become a best friend. I even
had a little brother, something I always dreamed of.
hut Chnstian went to boarding school hours away, so I
only saw him on occasional
holidays.
The semester in Denmark
consisted of going to class,
hanging out with the other
exchange students during
breaks, and soaking up all
the rich experiences of living
in another country. Language
was no problem, as most
Danes spoke English. Keeping up with events at home
was easy. as there were frequent letters from family and
friends. The International
Herald Tribune was available
everyday from the vendor on
Stroget, the famous "walking
street" in Copenhagen. On
Thursday nights, a group of
us met for dinner at the
French Car& where we ate
steak and pomrnes fntes
because they reminded us of
home.
Most of the time, we did

not miss the typical fare of
American college students.
Who needed fraternity parties
when you could hop a train
and get to Amsterdam for
the weekend? Spring break
was not an occasion to head
to someplace as mundane as
Fort Lauderdale; we had
Eurailpasses for jaunts to
Italy. Austria and Switzerland. When there was nothing to do on a weekend, the
Students Club was a gathering place for other kids from
around the world. The guys
from Ethiopia were the best
dancers; a favorite song was
—The Letter," by the Boxtops.
Now when I think back
on it, I realize I did not
take as much advantage as I
could have of all the available cultural opportunities.
University students had free
tickets to the opera. but I
only went once. One of our
professors was Denmark's
representative to the European Union at the time, but
we managed to cut his class
whenever we heard there
was a party going on. Our
European History prof was
John Danstrup, the Danish
Walter Cronkeit, yet we
sometimes finished our crossword puzzles from The Trib
during his lectures.
Afternoons drinking tea
and nibbling Danish Pastries
(the Danes call it Weinerbrod. or Vienna Bread) led
to a few extra pounds, and
Elephant Beer at the Students Club rounded me out.
The six months flew by so
fast that it was not until my
last week in Denmark that
went to set the Little Mermaid, and delicate sculpture
of one of Hans C. Andersen's most winsome characters. I hate to repeat a
cliche, but it may be true in

my case that youth was
wasted on the young.
Telling seventh graders
about my experiences as an
exchange student reminds me
how lucky I was to be able
to participate in such a program. lithe middle schoolers
had asked me how I paid
for it, I would have
explained I worked summers
and on-campus during the
year to pay my way through
college. Going to Denmark,
an unanticipated opportunity,
was only possible through a
low-interest student loan that
I paid back the year after I
graduated from college.
College students today,
faced with rising tuition
costs, are not able to pay
their own way and graduate
in four years the way I did.
Many of them alternate,
between earning credits
toward a degree and then
dropping out for a semester
to work a couple of jobs to
pay for it. Student loans are
still available, of course, but
piling up backbreaking debt
is not the best way to start
a young life in the "real"
world.
In the days leading up to
an election in Kentucky. spiraling college costs is on my
mind. No matter who wins,
we all lose if we do not
solve this problem.
For additional information
on the College Cost Reduction Act of 2007 log onto:
http://debff-ree.elearners.com
/how-to-pay-for-school/IncentivesByState.a.spx"State=KY&i
ncentive tve_id=2&incentire id=-602&incentive_categorv=-1
Read Main Street online
at www.murrayledgercom.
Contact the columnist directly
at constance.alexanderta
newwavecomm.net.
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White House slashes Senate report
on climate change health impact

Obituaries
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The funeral for Pat Adams will bstfriday at 11 a.m, in the chapel
of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Tim Palmer and Rev. John
Sheppard will officiate. Burial will follow in the Bauch Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. Thursday.
WASHINGTON(AP)-The
Mr. Adams, 49, Adams Road, Murray, died Monday, Oct. 22, White House severely edited
2007, at 4:50 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
congressional testimony given
A former engineer with the Dana Corporation, Plumley Division, Tuesday by the director of the
Paris, Tenn., he was a member of Coldwater United Methodist Centers for Disease Control
and
Church.
Prevention on the impact of cliHe was born Oct. 5, 1958, in Murray. Preceding him in death mate
change on health, removwere his father, Colic D. Adams, and one brother, Mike Adams.
ing specific scientific references
Survivors include one daughter, Jessie Ann Adams, one son, to potential
health risks, accordDavid Lee Adams, and one nephew, John C. Adams, all of Murray; ing
to two sources familiar with
his mother, Mrs. Clara Ann Hughes Adams, Puryear, Tenn.; three
• the documents.
uncles, James Hughes, Katy, Texas, Alton Hughes, Mount Jackson,
Dr. Julie Gerberding, director
Va., and Thomas Hughes Jr, Pataskala, Ohio; three aunts, Odell Ivy,
of the Atlanta-based CDC, the
Mayfield, Vera Boderu, Bloomfield Hills, Mich., and Nell
. government's premier disease
Alexander, Flint, Mich.
monitoring agency, told a Senate
hearing that climate change "is
Mrs. Minnie Opal Crutcher
anticipated to have a broad
Mrs. Minnie Opal Crutcher, 82, Humbolt, Tenn., died Sunday. range
of impacts on the health of
Oct. 21, 2007, at her home.
Americans."
Her husband, John R. Crutcher, preceded her in death. She was
But her prepared testimony
co-owner of Crutcher Jewelry Store.
was devoted almost entirely to
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Angelia Hammonds and
the CDC's preparation, with few
Mrs. Starlet Kolwyck, both of Humboldt; two sons, Richie Crutcher,
details on what effects climate
Dallas, Texas, and Dan Crutcher, Humboldt; two sisters, Mrs. Velma
change could have on the spread
Judel Crutcher and Mrs. Ann McQuade, both of Murray, Ky.; three
of disease. Only during quesbrothers, Gilbert Outland, Chicago, Ill., and Henry Russell Outand
tioning did she describe some
and Sam Outland, both of Murray; 10 grandchildren.
The funeral was today (Wednesday) at I la.m. in the chapel of specific diseases that likely
Shelton-Hunt Funeral Home, Humboldt. Dr. Greg McFadden offici- would be affected, again without
elaboration.
ated. Burial was in the Rose Hill Cemetery.
Her testimony before the
Senate Environment and Public
Mrs. Sharon Ann Haack
Works Committee had much
Mrs. Sharon Ann Haack, 65, Westwood Avenue, Symsonia, died
less information on health risks
Sunday, Oct. 21, 2007, at 6:26 a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A graduate of the former South Marshall High School, Hardin, than a much longer draft version
she was a former employee of Triangle Insulation. She was the Gerberding submitted to the
White
House
Office
of
daughter of the late James Treas and Sina Wilmatene Smith Treas.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Deadrea Haack Bearden, Management and Budget for
Amanda, Ohio, and Mrs. Darlene Haack Irvine, Symsonia; one son, review in advance of her appearDwayne Haack, Amanda; one sister, Mrs. Sandra Ray, ance.
"It was eviscerated," said a
Murfreesboro, Tenn.; seven grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren. A memorial service will be Friday at I p.m. in the chapel of CDC official, familiar with both
Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Steve Reed and Ernest Cox will offi- versions, who spoke on condiciate. Visitation will be at the funeral home from II a.m. to I p.m. tion of anonymity because of the
Friday.

Mrs. Wanda Burks Whitaker Fetty
Mrs. Wanda Burks Whitaker Fetty, 75, Paducah, died Monday,
Oct. 22, 2(X)7, at 2:45 p.m. at Parkview Nursing and Rehabilitation
Center. Paducah.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Howard (Butch)
Whitaker; her second husband, Jack Fetty; two brothers, Allen
Young Burks and Paul Layne Burks; and her parents, Amos and
Jessie Allen Burks of Almo.
She was a member of Southland Baptist Temple and a former
member of the Paducah Garden Club.
Survivors include one daughter, Robin Whitaker Carman,
Reidland; one son, Michael Whitaker, Ledbetter; two sisters, Bobbie
Chrysler, Benton, and Dortha Copeland, Tucson, Ariz.; five grandchildren; four great-grandchildren.
A graveside service will be Friday at 2 p.m. at Woodlawn
Memorial Gardens, Paducah. Rev. Ronny Hopkins and Rev. Wayne
Carter will officiate.
Jones Funeral Home of Kevil is in charge of arrangements, but no
visitation is scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the McCracken County
Humane Society, P.O. Box 212, Paducah, KY 42002. Online condolences may be sent to www.jones1908.com.

Student wounded during
Delaware State University
shooting dies of her wounds
DOVER, Del. (AP) - A
Delaware State University student wounded in a campus
shooting last month died of her
injuries on Tuesday, her family
said.
• Shalita K. Middleton, a 17year-old freshman biology
major from Washington. D.C.,
died about 3:30 p.m. at
Christiana Hospital in Newark,
according to a family statement
released by the university.
"She struggled valiantly over
the last several weeks and she
was an inspiration," the family
said. "Ultimately, however, the

internal injuries that she suffered were in the end too critical
to overcome."
Middleton was shot in the
abdomen when gunfire broke
out on campus Sept. 21.
Nathaniel Pugh, another 17student
from
year-old
Washington, suffered an ankle
wound. Freshman Loyer D.
Braden, 18, is accused of shooting them.
University President Allen
Sessoms said the community
was "grieving and deeply saddened" by Middleton's death.

sensitive nature of the review
process.
The official said that while it
is customary for testimony to be
changed in a White House
review, these changes were particularly "heavy-handed," with
the document cut from its original 14 pages to four. It was six
pages as presented to the Senate
committee.
The OMB had no comment
on Gerberding's testimony.
Gerberding could not be reached
late Tuesday for comment.
"We generally don't speculate and comment on anything
until it is the final product,"
OMB
spokesman
Sean
Kevelighan said in reference to
the draft testimony. He added
that OMB reviews take into consideration "whether they ... line
up well with the national priorities of the administration."
Sen. Barbara Boxer, D-Calif.,
the committee chairman, in a
statement Tuesday night said the
Bush administration "should
immediately
release
Dr.
Gerberding's full, uncut statement, because the public has a
right to know all the facts about
the serious threats posed by
global warming."
The Bush administration has
been trying to defend itself for
months from accusations that it
has put political pressure on scientists to emphasize the uncertainties of global warming.
Earlier this year a House committee heard testimony from cli-

ANKARA, Turkey (AP)- units shelled rebel positions as
Turkish warplanes and helicop- recently as Tuesday night but
ter gunships reportedly attacked did not say which areas were
positions of Kurdish rebels just targeted.
inside Turkey along the border
Turkey, which has moved
with Iraq this morning as troops to the Iraq border, warned
Turkey's military stepped up its Iraq and Western allies on
anti-rebel operations.
Tuesday that a large-scale incurAs the military stepped up its sion was imminent unless the
anti-rebel operations, civilian U.S.-backed government in
and military leaders discussed Baghdad takes action against the

WHEREAS,the threat of forest fires still exists but extensive forest
tires are no longer occumng within the Commonwealth; and
WHEREAS, the state of emergency created by the forest fires no
longer exists within the Commonwealth
NOW THEREFORE. I Ernie Fletcher, Governor of the
Commonwealth of Kentucky, under the authority vested in me by the Kentucky
Constitution. Sections 69 and 81, and by KRS 39A.010, 39A.090 and 39A.100.
do hereby ORDER and DIRECT the following:
1. Executive Order No 2007-819 is hereby rescinded
2. County/Judge Executives throughout the state are hereby encour
attest to analyze local conditions and institute or continue burn bans in their
counties as necessary.
3. All citizens of the Commonwealth are hereby reminded that drought
conditions still exist and all care should he taken with any fire outdoors
Accordingly. all state and local statutes and regulations must still he complied
a oh and strictly enforced
4 Arsonists and all arsonists activities should he repotted immediate
ly to law enforcement agencies.

the scope and duration of a possible cross-border offensive-a

move that Turkey's Western
allies are trying to prevent.
Several F-16 warplanes
loaded with bombs took off
from an air base in southeastern
city of Diyarbakir, private
Dogan news agency and local
reporters said. The warplanes
and helicopter gunships bombed
mountain paths used by rebels to
infiltrate from neighboring Iraq,
Anatolia reported.
On Sunday, Turkish helicopter gunships penetrated into
Iraqi territory and troops have
shelled suspected Kurdish rebel
positions across the border in
Iraq, a government official said
Wednesday.
U.S.-made Cobra and Super
Cobra attack helicopters chased
Kurdish rebels three miles into
Iraqi territory on Sunday but
returned to their bases in Turkey
after a rebel ambush killed 12
soldiers near the border, the official said on condition of
anonymity because he was not
authorized to speak to the
media.
He also said Turkish artillery
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Autumn
by Marie and Barbara, Litchfield, CT
We love autumn 'cause nature starts to rest
while the leaves are at their best. •
Pumpkins, scarecrows, hayrides, too,
give the children much to do.
Spooks and goblins provide the fright
to make Marie's and Barbara's hair shine white.

Residents Celebrating Birthdays This Week
Rena Soloman - October 20

ERNIE. FLETCHER
Commonwealth of Kentucky
TREY GRAYSON
Secretary of State

White House included details on
how many people might be
adversely affected because of
increased warming and the scientific basis for some of the
CDC's analysis on what kinds of
diseases might be spread in a
wanner climate and rising sea
levels, according to one official
who has seen the original version.
Gerberding seems to have
tried to address some of those
issues during questioning from
senators.
Boxer produced a CDC chart
listing the broad range of health
problems that could emerge
from a significant temperature
increase and sea level rise
They include fatalities from
heat stress and heart failure,
increased injuries and deaths
from severe weather such as
hurricanes; more respiratory
problems from drought-driven
air pollution; an increase in
waterborne diseases including
cholera, . and increases vectorborne diseases including malaria
and hantavirus; and mental
health problems such as depression and post-traumatic stress.
"These are the potential
things you can expect," replied
Gerberding when asked about
the items listed. "... In some of
these areas its not a question of
if, it's a question of who, what,
how and when."

visit to Israel planned for the
end of this month, private CNNTurk television reported.
A high-level delegation from
Iraq was expected to visit
Ankara on Thursday.
Turkish Foreign Minister Ali
Babacan, returning late Tuesday
from Baghdad, said, "We said
that we are expecting them to
come with concrete proposals

cannot control the activities of
Kurdish rebels but pledged to
end any logistic support to the
guerrilla group and seek a
peaceful solution for the current
standoff with Turkey.
"When the Iraqi government
becomes capable of controlling
Baghdad's security, then the
others can ask us to control the
borders," Iraqi Parliament
rebels. The Turkish government and otherwise the visit will have Speaker
Mahmoud
zdsaid there would be no cease- no meaning."
Mashhadani told reporters in
fire with the fighters, who want
Turkey has long pressed Iraq Damascus after talks with his
an independent region in to capture and extradite rebel Syrian counterpart, Mahmoud
Turkey's heavily Kurdish south- leaders and a senior Turkish al-Abrash.
east.
government official said Iraqi
However, he said, "this doesAbout 100 red beret-wearing President Jalal Talabani had told n't absolve us from ... a national
members of the official defense Babacan that Iraq "does not duty not to serve as a headquarforces of Iraq's Kurdish region exclude extradition" of rebels.
ters or to support, in any form,
were headed Wednesday for a
Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri any organization that might
camp near the border city of al-Maliki also has ordered the harm any neighboring country."
Turkey's Foreign Trade
Dahuk, 260 miles northwest of closure of all offices belonging
Baghdad.
to the PKK in Iraq and said they Minister Kursad Tuzmen said
One of them, who would would not be allowed to operate his country could impose economic sanctions on northern
only identify himself as Capt. in Iraqi territory.
And the United States on Iraq to force the Iraqi Kurdish
Ziad, said his troops had been
mobilized from Irbil, the capital Tuesday issued its most direct administration to cooperate with
of the autonomous Kurdish demand yet for anti-rebel meas- Turkey, Anatolia reported.
ures from the government of
Turkey provides electricity to
region in northern Iraq.
"We want to prevent the con- Iraqi's effectively autonomous northern Iraq, and most of the
food sold in markets in northern
flict in Turkey from coming Kurdish region.
"We need more than words," Iraq come from Turkey.
across the border," he said.
Adding to the tension is the
Turkey's military and civilian Babacan said."We said that preleaders face growing demands at venting the PKK from using the alleged capture of eight Turkish
home to stage the offensive in Iraqi soil, an end to logistical soldiers who have been missing
northern Iraq, where the rebels support and all PKK activities since Sunday's ambush. Several
of the Kurdistan Workers' Party inside Iraq and closing of its newspapers and a pro-Kurdish
station based in Denmark
- known as the PKK - rest, camps are needed.
We also said its leaders need showed pictures and footage of
train and get supplies in relative
safety before returning to to be arrested and extradited to eight missing soldiers allegedly hostages in the hands
Turkey."
Turkey to conduct attacks.
Iraq's parliament speaker on of separatist rebels.
Gen. Yasar Buyukanit, chief
of Turkey's military, canceled a Wednesday said his country
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WHEREAS,Executive Order No. 2007-819 was signed on October 4.
2007 declaring a state of emergency within the Commonwealth of Kentucky
due to the drought and large number of forest fires which endangered public
health. safety. and threatened the natural resources of the Commonwealth; and

mate scientists who complained
the Bush administration had
sought frequently to manage or
influence their statements and
public appearances.
The White House in the past
has said it has only sought to
provide a balanced view of the
climate issue.
The CDC is part of the
Health and Human Services
Department and its congressional testimony, as is normal with
all agencies, is routinely
reviewed by OMB.
Copies of the original testimony already had been sent to a
number of associated health
groups representing states,
county and city health agencies
that the CDC routinely coordinates with, a CDC official said.
CDC
spokesman
Tom
Skinner sought to play down the
White House changes. He called
Gerberding's appearance before
the Senate panel "very productive" and said she addressed the
issues she wanted during her
remarks and when questioned by
the senators.
"What needed to be said as
far we're concerned was said,"
said Skinner in a telephone
interview from Atlanta. "She
certainly communicated with
the committee everything she
felt was critical to help them
appreciate and understand all the
issues surrounding climate
change and its potential impact
on public health."
The deletions directed by the

Turkish forces attack Kurdish rebels

In accordance with KEN 149.405 131, the Office of Secretary of State Trey
Grayson does, hereby give notice of Executive Order 2007-863:
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IA STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
down
Dow Jones Ind. Avg.
96,06- 1.10
Air Products
AT&T, Inc.,,,,,......,,......, ,.4I,46- .56
6,43-1
.36
BB&T
22.32 -,l8
Brigp & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb ... 28.37 -.17
74.25 - .17
Caterpillar
46
Chevron Texaco Corp
106.39 + 1.14
Daimler Chrysler
.....15.96 - .13
Dean Foods
Exxon-Mobil........................91.08 - .27
8.55 - .10
Ford Motor
40.39 - .09
General Electric
17.03 ..52
General Motors
GlaxoSmithKfine ADR ,.J0,86- 1.22
70.36 + .73
Goodrich
-.44
.........
Goodyear
14.4814 15.00 A
HopFed Bank'
114.21 • A7
III .

privy, as of '1

Intel
Kroger-Mattel .
Mcl/onalds
Merck
Microsoft
J.C. Penney
Pepsico, Inc.
Pfizer. Inc
Regions Financial
Schering•Plough .......
Sears Holding Corp
Time Warner
S Bancorp

a it.

16.14 .66
28,25- .16
21.18 - .20
;6.69 • .28
96.31 • .05
10.94 + .04
55.01 •.34
71.30- .22
24.04 - .01
26.40 - .26
+ .2.5
136.25 • 1.07
1835 + .05
11,47- .23

WellPoint Inc

79.07 - .71

Wal-Mart

43.82 - .11

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants(LAB:
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270.753.3366 I 800•444.1854
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COMMUNITY
MHS Girls and Boys Soccer
Banquet planned for Monday

Murray Art
Guild
schedules
'Holiday
Sale' in
November
The Murray Art Guild
I MAGI has scheduled its annual "Holiday Sale...
The annual sale will be
rhursday. Friday and Saturday. Nov. 8, 9, and 10 from
6 to 8 p.m. in the community room of the Miller Annex/Old
Post Office building at South
Fourth and Maple Streets.
This event has always been
a great success providing an
opponunity for local artists to
gather and present their craft
is well as to raise funds for
the Murray An Guild.
An opening reception and
early shopping will be on Thursday, Nov. H. from 6 to 8 p.m.
Hand crafted items include
handmade paper. fiber arts.
painting, glass works, ceramics, and jewelry. •
The public is invited to
shop, browse. or just socialize
with the many vendors that
will be presenting their arts
and crafts available for purhase

Datebook
Commuruty
Eduuor

Boys
The Murray High Schou/ Girls and
Varsity Soccer Banquet will be Monday at
Centhe Murray State University Curris
ter.
Advanced tickets at $14 are required prior
to the banquet, They can be purchased at
the MHS office or from any soccer boostGaye
are
who
representatives
er
Wellinghurst, Deana Wright and Lori
Crouch for the girls and Brenda Hines,
Margo Bokeno and Pam Ward for the
boys.
Tickets will not be sold at the door and
cannot be purchased after Thursday.

Federal employees will meet

Kentucky Lake Chapter of Active and Federal Employees
will meet Friday at II a.m. at Holmes Restaurant on Ky. 121
North. Murray. The guest speaker will be Sen. Kenneth Winto
ters. All active and retired federal employees are urged
Photo provided
among those waiting
MASONIC BREAKFAST: Belly Dixon and Martha Butterworth, left, are
and Ray Newsome,
in line for their eggs to be cooked by Max Weatherford, Claude Wells
country ham
fund-raising
semi-annual
the
at
worked
who
three of all of the lodge members
Masons on Oct. 13 from 6 to 9
and breakfast by Murray Lodge No 105 of Free and Accepted
p.m. at the Masonic Hall on Ky. 121 North

Special meeting planned today

Murray Convention & Visitors Bureau Board meeting will
be today at 4:30 at 201 South Fourth St., Murray, according
to Lindsay Geib, executive director.

Project Graduation plans promotions has

Calloway County High School 2008 Project Graduation
two special fundraisers scheduled. The first is today from 5
p.m. to close at Mr. Gatti's and persons are asked to tell the
cashier you support the group. The project must have 25 people to order to get credit for the sales. The second will be
Thursday from 5 p.m. to close at Nick's, but tell the cashier
put your receipt in box for CCHS Project Graduation.

Safety seminar on Friday

A free Halloween Safety Seminary will be Friday at 4:15
p.m. at A-Plus Karate, 605E; South 12th St., Murray. For more
information call 76I-KICK.
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MHS Baseball Team plans promotion
Murray High School Baseball Team will have a rebate day
for both lunch and dinner on Thursday at Sirloin Stockade.
Customers are asked to tell the cashier they are there for the

Glory Bound Entertainment Friday

Photo provided
September are, from
of
month
the
for
students
Calloway
East
MONTH:
THE
OF
STUDENTS
Hayes, Anna Coy,
len, front row, Joza Mikulcik. Madison Phillips, Darcy Davenport. Marshall
Futrell,
center. Bobbi Brashear, Austin Bailey, Jordan Higgins. Tiffany Redden, back row, Ellie
The theme for the
Ellyn tother, Erw, tatamicaa an Joe Brashear Not Pictured is Katrina Brown
month was "Academic Responsibility'
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sour appearance
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event y1PU (WW1 want to attend
Then you have 4Iw time of your

Paul Clark McGregor of
I 106 Circarailia Dr.. Murray
will celebrate his 95th birthday on Saturday. Oct. 27. with
a birthday party at the Weaks
Community Center. 607 Poplar
Si. Murray. from 2 to 4 p.m.
All friends are invited to come

tor cake and punch. The Windy requests that guests .not
bring gifts.
Born in Hopkins County in
the St. Charles area on Nov.
I. 1912. he is the son of the
late William Runyon McGregor and Mona Florence McGre-
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Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will be The Grants and Savannah Smith. There is no admission charge, but items for Need Line will be accepted. For
more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail gloryboundOthotmail.com.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

gor.
He is a graduate of Daw- Shriners sponsor Bingo
Murray Shriners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
son Springs High School and
Western Kentucky University. p.m. at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North. Murray. ProMcGregor is a veteran of World ceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.
War II having served from
Orchestra concert Thursday
1941-1945. He was in the VIII
Murray State University Symphony Orchestra will present
Corps, 0-2 section landing on
Utah Beach on D-Day. His its first concert of the fall season on Thu day at 8 p.m. at
the Lovett Auditorium. Admission is free and the public is
primary duty was to keep the
enemy situation maps for head- invited.
quarters. His service also took
hint to Germany where he Flu clinics are scheduled
helped free victims at a conFlu clinics for shots will be Thursday from 8 a.m. to 4
centration camp. He had five
p.m. at Glendale Road Church of Christ. The Kids' Shot Day
battle stars and received the
will be Tuesday, Oct. 30. from 7:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. at the CalCroix de Duerre French medal loway County Health Center, located at Olive and North Sevfor military service.
enth Streets. Murray.
He married to the former
Mary Iretta Teague of Hop- SS representative to be here Thursday
kins County on May 12, 1946
A representative of the Social Security Administration will
at Ea'•u-lington Baptist Church.
be at the Calloway Public Library Thursday from 10:30 a.m.
McGregor is retired teacher to 12:30 p.m. to assist persons in filing forms. For informaand farmer having worked for tion call 1-800-772-1213.
the Hopkins County School
System and the Earlington Inde- Legion Post meeting Thursday
pendent School System for 34
American Legion Post #73 will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. in
years. McGregor also served
the new Legion Hall, located at 31(1 Bee Creek, just north of
as a member of the Hopkins Schwan's Ice Cream off of North Fourth St. All members and
County Board of Education. veterans are encouraged to attend. For more information call
He was president of the Hop- Post Commander Duane Brown at 227-7939 or 753-8985.
kins County Farm Bureau and
also president of the Hopkins
Compassionate Friends will meet
County 4-H Council.
Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet Thursday
In addition to his wife of
7:30 p.m. in the private dining room at Murray-Calloway
61 years. he has three chil- at
For more information contact Chaplain Kerry
dren. Rhett McGregor and wife. County Hospital.
Roberta. of Cincinnati. Ohio, Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 1-731-498-8324.
William McGregor and wife.
Alzheimer's group event Thursday
Doylene. of Versailles. and
Alzheimer's Disease Education/Support Group will attend A
Paula Alcott and husband.
TeleHealth Video Conference on Alzheimer's Medications on
Steve. of Murray. He has seven
grandchildren and four great- Thursday from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. in the 2 West Conference
Room of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more
grandchildren.
information call Cindy Ragsdale. LSW,at 762-1278.The Alzheimer
24 hour Helpline is 1-800-272-3900.

e

Photo provided
SPECIAL GUEST: Joe Pat Ward, left, guest, spoke about his
experiences dunng World War II including the Battle of the
Bulge and being taken a pnsoner of war and how he attempts
to keep up with his friends from that time at the October meeting of the Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of the AARP Ward
is retired from the Bank of Murray Pictured right is Carol
Block. chapter president

'Service After Sale
'Full Parts Dept
'Locally Owned &
Operated

TOPS to meet Thursday
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway
Public Library. The meeting is ()pen to the public. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

4-H Cooking Club to meet
4-H Cooking Club will meet Thursday from 3:30 to 5 p.m.
at the Calloway County Extension Office. Call 293-6959 for
more information.

Homemakers publish new cookbook
Retail Costumes 10'. off
Rental Costumes 20'. off
Flour• tittu Ottobet list
Arm,
f rirlar I lam
Monday
\Attu dat I I Am
8pm

Calloway County Homemakers have published a new cookbook, "A Taste of Tradition." just in time for the holiday cooking and gift giving. The cookbook includes 450 favorite recipes
from homemakers in the county and sells for $10 each. To
purchase a cookbook contact any homemaker member or the
Calloway County Extension office at 310 South Fourth St.,
Murray, phone 753-1452.
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MSU Symphony Orchestra will present concert

)nyayemen/

The Murray State University Symphony Orchestra will
present its first concert of the
fall semester on Thursday at
8 p.m. in the Lovett Auditorium on campus. The orchestra is under the direction of Prof.
Dennis L. Johnson, director of
bands and orchestras at Murray State and MSU Instructor
of Strings, Dr. Sue-Jean Park.
Opening the concert on
Thursday will be the "Overture to Russian and Ludmilla"
by Mikhail Ivanovich Glinka.
Glinka began this opera shortly after the success of his very
first opera, "The Tsar's Bride".
Unfortunately, "Russian and
Ludmilla" was not greeted with
the same acceptance and was
described at the time as a flop.
As happens many times, selections (such as this overture)
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from failed operas have made
their way to the concert stage
and become quite famous. This
delightful and energetic overture is now a staple in the
orchestral repertoire.
Heather Waters, a senior flute
performance major is featured
next on Kent Kennan's lovely
and haunting, "Night Soliloquy." Kennan is best known
to musicians as the author of
Orchestration and Counterpoint
texts that have been widely
used for many years in universities throughout the world.
This work was originally written for flute and piano but
later scored for orchestral
strings, flute and piano which
is the version that will be performed on the concert.
"Waters' performance is in
partial fulfillment of the bach-

elor of music performance
degree," noted conductor Johnson. Waters is originally from
Murray and plans to pursue a
master's degree in flute perfonnance following graduation
in the spring.
A short excerpt from the light
opera, "Merry Wives of Windsor" follows. Performing the
opening duet will be vocal
majors Danielle Gosselin and
Laura Neal in their roles as
Mrs. Ford and Mrs. Page respectively. The opera, a joint production of the Music Department and department of Theatre and Dance, will open on
Nov. 15 and run throughout
the week. "We thought it
might be nice to give the audience just a short, sneak preview," noted Johnson.
The final work on the pro-

gram will be Johannes Brahms
famous composition, "Academic Festival Overture." In 1879,
Brahms was awarded a doctoral degree from Breslau University. The conductor of the
university orchestra wrote to
Brahms asking for a composition to commemorate the event.
It wasn't until later the next
year that Brahms finally completed the work. For this overture, Brahms chose a medley
of student songs for the thematic material - some of which
are still sung today. The first
performance of the work was
in 1881 at Breslau. It remains
today a favorite in orchestral
programs throughout the world.
The orchestra concert in
Lovett is free and the public
is urged to attend.

Red Cross Blood Drive scheduled on Friday at Pulmo Dose
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Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Pace of Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
Tim Belcher of Almo announce the engagement of their daughter, Daisy Lee Pace, to Joseph Edward Moats, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Moats of Heath, Ohio.
The bride-elect is a 2002 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is employed at Pulmo Dose Pharmacy, Murray.
The groom-elect is a 1997 graduate of Pebblebrook High
School, Mableton, Ga. He is currently serving with the United States Army and is stationed at Fort Campbell.
The couple is planning a wedding in July of 2008 when
SPC Moats is home on R&R from his third tour of duty in
Iraq.
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By LARRY DOYLE
Blood Drives chairman
Please take a few minutes
off from your routine schedule and donate a pint of blood.
Remember, whole blood can
only be stored for around 40
days and only voluntarily given
blood may be administered to
people.
After processing, portions
of one pint can be administered to save three lives and
your donation may give three
other people another chance to
live.
Our regional hospitals need
and request over 800 units of
blood each day from the
Regional Red Cross Center in
Nashville, Tenn. Over 38,000
pints of blood are used daily
in the United States. Please do
all you can to maintain our
blood supply.

The next scheduled blood
drive will be Friday from 9
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Pulmo Dose
Pharmacy, U.S. 641 North and
Max Hurt Drive, Murray.
To be eligible to give blood,
donors must be healthy, at least,
17 years old,(there is no upper
age limit), weigh at least 110

ponds, not have given blood
in the last 56 days and show
acceptable identification such as
drivers license or Red Cross
blood donor card. A health
review will be conducted by
the Red Cross staff to determine eligibility to give blood.
If diabetes or high blood pres-

sure is under control you are
eligible to donate.
Refreshments will be served.
The next scheduled Red
Cross Blood Drives will be
Monday, Nov. 26 at Office
Depot, Murray, in the morning and at Hazel Baptist Church
Center, Hazel, in the afternoon.
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Photos provided
KAPPA MEETING: Phil Justice, left, in top photo, was gues
speaker at a recent meeting of the Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club who was introduced by Laura
Dziekonski, right. Hostesses for the meeting were, bottom
photo, from left, Linda LaRochelle, Gay Evans and Kim
G rasty.
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Juniors Novelty
Knit Tops
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Juniors
Fashion Sweaters
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40% off

$14.99

ENTIRE STOCK
Mens Izod de Chaps
Reg $25 $80

Mens Famous Maker
Neckwear
Reg to $32 56

$88
Mens
Super 100 Suits
Orig $295

Hundreds ofItems to Choose From
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Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Smith
of Ridgewood Drive, Murray,
are the parents of a son, Logan
Brock Smith, bom on Monday, Sept. 3, 200-7, at 12:10
p.m.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
6 ounces and measured 20 1/4
inches. The mother is the former Melissa Jenkins.
Grandparents are Ray and
Joyce Jenkins of Paducah and
Billy Dale and Shelia Smith
of Murray.
Great-grandparents
are
Shirley and Billy Smith and
Dorothy Kirk, all of Murray.

40% off

50% off

$19.99

HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
www.rollingh.corn

Misses Velour
Activewear
Reg. $36842

Fashion Handbags
Many Famous Makers
Reg to sae

Mens Qtr. Zip
Sueded Fleece
Reg. $52

$19.99

50% off

$19.99

Oktober Fest

Misses Boodle Sweater
by Selma Cury
Reg $38

Cold Weather Scarves,
Hats & Gloves
Reg to $68

Mens Fine
Gauge Knits
Reg. $4995

& Gifts

20% OFF
All Trees & Shrubs
(Cash & Carry Only)

I. Tulips & Daffodils
Ready For Planting}

$14.99

50% off

$48.88

Misses Fashion Sweaters
Select Styles
Reg $38 $48

Young Mens
Denim Jeans
Reg $48$58

Mens Corduroy
Sportcoats
Ortg. $120

$14.99

50% off

40% off

Juniors Roll Bottom
Fleece Pants
Reg. $28-$38

Young Mens
Woven Sports Shirts
Reg $3950

Kids Outerwear'
Several Styles
Reg $30 $68

50% off

$14.99

40% off

Juniors
Vintage Denim
Reg. $88

Young Mens
Vintage Knits
Reg. to $39.50

Boys And 1
Entire Stock
Reg. $15-$52
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Reinforcements arrive, fire battle depends on wind
Coast ablaze

By LA
AP Me

• As.••••
•1.0.PM ,••

8‘)•••• Atm ••••••••••IS MIA

SAN DIEGO (AP) _ On the praised the rapid deployment of
fourth day of a vicious fire crews and equipment across
firestorm, exhausted firefighters a region from north of Los
and weary residents looked for- Angeles to the Mexican border.
*Anyone that is complaining
ward today to a break — an
expected slackening of the about the planes just wants to
fierce wind that has fanned the complain , because there's a
wildland bunch of nonsense." he said.
state's explosive
AP
'The fact is that we could have
blazes.
of San Bernardino
Forecasters said the Santa all the planes in the world here
part
northern
the
in
Tuesday
Fire
Ranch
Martin
the
on
fire
sets a back
Ana wind whipping across — we have 90 aircraft here and A San Bernardino City Firefighter
Southern California will begin six that we got especially from Calif The fire burned 80 acres.
to weaken late Wednesday after- the federal government — and
noon, followed by cooling sea they can't fly because of the
breezes. The 16 wind-fed wild- wind situation.'
Thousands of people packed
fires have destroyed nearly
1.300 homes and forced a half- evacuation centers, where many
had an agonizing wait to find
million people to flee.
The shift could allow for a out whether their homes had
greater aerial assault and help survived. At the Del Mar
firefighters beat hack the most Fairgrounds in northern San
Diego County, which was consaid
blazes,
destructive
Homeland Security Secretary verted into a shelter, many
Michael Chertoff during a tour stared at television sets blaring
of an evacuation center at reports from the fire lines and
Qualcomm Stadium in San damaged neighborhood-s.
'We're going crazy trying to
Diego.
'If the weather cooperates. get back into our apartment justmaybe we can turn the tide." he to ate what kind of damage
Tim
said
got.'
we've
said.
Crews were anticipating an Hivaington, who arrived at the
injection of additional firefight- racetrack with his wife, son and
ers and equipment from other their two pet rats. "Then we'll
states, mostly throughout the pick up the pieces from there.'
"I've got two reports: One
West. Frustration over the firefighting effort began to emerge person told me it's gone, and
Tuesday when a fire official one person said it's still there,"
said not enough had been done said J.C. Playford, who left his
home in San Diego County. "So
to protect homes.
Orange County Fire Chief I have no idea."
Some knew their homes were
Chip Prather told reporters that
firefighters' lives were threat- destroyed. Mike and Tcrc Miller
ened because too few crews of Rancho Bernardo were able
were on the ground. He said a to return Tuesday. They had left
quick deployment of aircraft frantically when they realized
could have corralled a massive flames were approaching, stopping only to drag their dog out
blaze near Irvine.
'It is an absolute fact: Had the door and awaken a handiwe bad more air resources, we capped netahbor. When they
wand hive been able to control came back: they kept looking
this fire,' he said

The fires have burned
4 1 0,OM acres, or about 640
square miles. causing at least
$100 million in damage,
Twenty-one firefighters and at
least 24 others have been
injured. One person was killed
by the flames. and the San
Diego medical muniners officer listed four other deaths as
connected to the blazes.
The state's top firefighter
said Prather misstated the availability of firefighters and equipment. Eight of the states nine
water-dumping helicopters were
in Southern California by
Sunday. when the first fires
began, along with 13 air
tankers, said Ruben Gnjalva.
director of the California
Department of Forestry and Fire
Protection.
Grijalva Said the fires, spread
by winds that at times topped
100 mph. would have os-erwheinted most efforts to fight
them.
Arnold
Gov.
Schwarzenegger dismissed the
criticism when questioned by an
AB(' News reporter, and

hcit home

alid Hes ef

"h was just a smoltict nig pik
of nothing.' Mike Miller told
NBC's "Today."
His wife said she had packed
papers they knew they would
need, hut that was it. "If you
even think that something's
going to happen, you should
prepare. and consider all the
things that are most meaningful
to you. Because once they're
gone, you can never get them
hack.' she said tearfully.
Evacuation orders continued
today. Residents of the San
Diego Gounty communities of
Fallbrook and Julian, an area
devastated by a 2003 wildfire.
were ordered out of their homes.
Officials also were evacuating De Luz, an unincorporated
community north of Camp
Pendleton that was being threatened by a wildfire burning on
the Marine base. The fire also
closed Interstate 5 and the
Metrolink commuter rail, snagging the morning commute.
So far, the fires have inflicted
the worst damage in San Diego
County.
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Jukes Blpain is a student at Alhant International University.
which was evacuated Monday. sleeps on the plaza level at
Oualcomm Stadium in San Diego. Calif. Tuesday
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More women getting double mastectomies
ey LAURAN NEERGAARD
AP Medical Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Removing just her cancer, not
her whole breast, at first sounded like a good option to Trisha
Stotler Meyer. Then two years
later, a cyst in her healthy breast
sparked terrifying new checkups.
"It was at that moment that
my breasts became like tonsils,"
is how Meyer, 37, puts it. "I
don't need them anymore.
They're gone."
She's not alone. More
women who have cancer in only
one breast are getting both
breasts removed, says research
that found the trend more than
doubled in just six years.
It's still a rare option: Most
breast cancer in this country is
treated by lumpectomy, removing just the tumor while saving
the breast.
But the new study suggests
4.5 percent of breast cancer surgery in 2003 involved women
getting cancerous and healthy
simultaneously
breasts
removed, a 150 percent increase
from 1998 — with no sign that
the trend was slowing.
Young women are most likely to choose the aggressive operreport
researchers
ation,
Monday in the Journal of
Clinical Oncology.
The concern is whether
they're choosing in the heat of
the moment — breast cancer
surgery often is within two
weeks of diagnosis — or with
good understanding of the pros
and cons.
"Are these realistic decisions

Mom choosing
dual mastectomies
The percentage of doubts
rnitislielonties has more than
datibled from ISO° to 2003
5 percent

19119

2003

SOURCE Jcumal at Cirecal Oncokoay

AP

or not?" asks Dr. Todd Tuttle,
cancer surgery chief at the
University of Minnesota, who
led the study after more women
sought the option in his own
hospital.
"I'm afraid that women
believe having their opposite
AP
breast removed is somehow
going to improve their breast Trisha Stotler Meyer holds her three-year-old son Max at their home in Vienna Va., Sunday.
cancer survival. In fact, it proba- Stotler Meyer recently had a both breasts removed following a 2005 diagnose of cancer in one
bly will not affect their sur- breast.
vival," he said.
One needed her entire can- always tell them, it's not a guarby
But removing the remaining lumpectomy, followed
cerous breast removed, and antee."
healthy breast does greatly chemotherapy and radiation.
Cancer
American
The
But she didn't qualify for immediately asked to have the
lower, although not eliminate,
healthy one removed, too. Society estimates 178,480 U.S.
chances of a new cancer devel- anti-hormone drugs that protect
many women against cancer in Another woman had recently women will be diagnosed with
oping on the opposite side.
the
remaining breast. And in undergone a lumpectomy and breast cancer this year. About
the
Don't underestimate
— after finding a lump was sick from chemotherapy — 40,460 will die of it.
March
peace of mind that brings, said
Some women at high risk,
out to be a cyst that and returned to ask that both
turned
that
Meyer, of Vienna, Va.
because of notorious breast canfully
removed.
be
breasts
started
—
she
waned
and
waxed
"Doctors are not up at night
"Her perception is, 'If I have cer genes or family history.
crying" in fear of their next considering a return to the operago, my breasts taken off, I never choose preventive mastectomies
mammogram, she said. "I don't ating room. Three weeks
have to do this again," said before cancer ever strikes.
want to have to deal with the she had both breasts removed.
Tuttle's study is the first
In a single day last week, Dr. Willey, who asked the woman to
stress."
see a counselor and finish national look at how many
Meyer was diagnosed with Shawna Willey of Georgetown
won% choose to remove both a
Cancer chemo before deciding.
cancer in January 2005, shortly University's Lombardi
that point diseased and healthy breast
understand
can
"I
seek
patients
two
had
Center
after her son's birth. She had a
of view," she added. "But I together.
that same operation.

100 percent NCLEX pass
rate for MSU nursing grads

He used a government cancer
registry that covers 16 regions, a
representative sample of the
U.S. population, to track more
than 150,000 breast cancer surgeries between 1998 and 2003.
that
calculated
Tuttle
lumpectomies accounted for
almost 60 percent of those surgeries in 2003. Lumpectomies
have gradually increased since
they were proven just as effective as breast removal for early
cancer in 1991.
The surprise: Single mastectomies remain the No. 2 option
but are dropping — while double mastectomies, although
uncommon, were on the rise for
every stage of cancer. Even
women who qualify for antihormone drugs to protect the
remaining breast were as likely
to choose removal as women
with harder-to-treat tumors.
Why? Tuttle is planning a
new study to tell, and to see if
candidates are warned about
such risks as infection that
increase with the bigger surgery.
Georgetown's Willey says
better reconstructive surgery is
partly spurring the trend. Still,
she often encourages women to
wait to remove the second
breast, as lining up reconstruction sometimes dangerously
delays treating the cancer.
"When I was younger ... I
really tried to argue with
patients and talk them out of it,"
Willey said. Now, if they've
weighed the options, she doesn't.
"I can't recall a single patient
who tells me they regret that
decision."

Resistant staph infections show up in Ky.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky health though it had been to prevent any spread of infecofficials said a high school student and an inmate tion.
The case at the jail hasn't been confirmed, but
at a central Kentucky jail might have a strain of
an inmate who underwent surgery on two large
antibiotic resistant staph infections.
HeraldLafayette High School Principal Mike open sores Monday told the Lexingtonthe
infecLeader by telephone a doctor told him
McKenzie sent home a letter to parents. saying a
of
Accreditation
on
The Council
parent e-tratiled him over the weekend to tell him tion was staph.
'This
Education
personally,
Anesthesia
mouth,
Nurse
"He told me out of his
that a student had been diagnosed with MRSA.
inmate David
Programs accredits the Nurse
The school system said the diagnosis hasn't is a staph infection." 31-year-old
Anesthesia program.
been confirmed, but the schools are reacting as Shaw said.
For more information contact
the department of nursing at
(270) 809-2193 or visit
http://www.murraystate.eduJaca
demics/hshs/nurse/index.htm.

Murray State University's employed in high- profile meddepartment of nursing continues ical centers located in Louisville
to excel in placing qualified and Lexington. Ky.. and
graduates directly into the work- Nashville, Tenn."
All programs in Murray
force. Recent scores showing a
100 percent pass rate for May State's department of nursing
2007 graduates taking the are approved by the Kentucky
National Council Licensure Board of Nursing and accredited
on
Commission
the
Examination(NCLEX)provides by
evidence that the university Collegiate Nursing Education.
places a priority on preparing
prosperous
for
graduates
careers.
To help ensure public protection, licensing authorities across
the United States and its territories regulate entry into the practice of nursing by requiring each
candidate for licensure to pass
Including the Treatment of Hearing
an examination that measures
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
the competencies needed to pera
as
form safely and effectively
No Referrals Required
Dr. Phillip mapper
newly licensed, entry-level regMost Insurance Accepted
istered nurse.
Murray State University
Beverly Jones - Audiologist
offers programs leading to the
Patricia Klapper RN- Hearing Aid Specialist
baccalaureate degree in nursing,
as well as the master of science
in nursing. The BSN is taught on
the Murray campus over a fourMedical Arts Building Suite 304 E
year period. Students are
exposed to a wide variety of
300 South 8th Street • Murray, 16'42071
practical situations that include
practice laboratory experiences
(270)759-4811 • 1(800)291-4926
on campus and on-site training
depart
health
opportunities at
ments across west Kentucky, St.
Jude's Research Center in
Memphis. Tenn., and multiple
experiences at Murray and
Try this:
Paducah, Ky., hospitals.
The RN to BSN program is
taught through online and interactive TV courses in Murray and
Decompression* T
extended Murray State campusadjunct with chirop
in
es in Hopkinsville, Paducah,
Madisonville and Henderson.
A SAFE and PAINLESS pr
• Disc
The MSN program features
• Pinched Nerves
• Disc
• Sciatica
three options — nurse anesthe• DI
• Neck & Arm Pain
sia, clinical nurse specialist, and
family nurse practitioner —
with graduates prepared to practice advance practice nursing
• No Drugs
within rural settings.
• No Injections
Michael Perlow, department
No Surgery
•
of nursing chair, said that
nurs2007
May
Murray State's
ing graduates also celebrated a
*Spenai Docbmpreasmon Mat
100 percent employment rate
non-ourgicoi unbedIng 01 5,. spine
due b *Vachon end poebonbg
graduating.
prior to
"Recruiting nurses from our
FDA 510(5) 5051013
program is an active process,"
Perlow said. "We are proud of
the fact that our students are
high achievers. Our graduates
routinely score well on the
1102 Chestnut Street, Murray (across from Wendy's)
NCLEX with many becoming

Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray
Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care

NN\Physician's Hearing Center

7

Back and Leg Pain?
SpineMEDTm

Etherton Chiropractic
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Parade

The Murray Rotary Club invites you and your group to
participate in our annual Christmas Parade on Saturday,
December 1st. Community participation and support is what
makes this such a unique and wonderful event. Please decorate
yourfloat or unit with a Sharing theme in mind.
School groups, church groups, civic organizations, bands, and music
groups are invited to enter this parade. Over $1,000 in cash prizes
—
will be awarded to the first three places in three separate divisions
Church/Religious Division, Clubs/Civic Organizations, and
Commercial Division.
The Rotary Christmas Parade offers your organization an excellent
way to have some Christmasfun and maybe raise some money at
the same time. First place prize in each division will receive $150.
The Parade officially begins at 10:00 a.m. Parade entrants
should reportfor line-up at 9:00 a.m. The primary unitfeeder
route onto Main Street is lath Street. However, your group will
be contacted on November 29th with a unit number and
line-up instructions.
Name of Entry:
Contact Person:
Address:
Phone:
Group & Entry Description

I' \ R \DE ENTRY DEADLINE FRI. NOV. 23 AT 5 PAL

A,

Mail Entries To:

"Murray Rotary Club"
P.O. Box 411, Murray, KY 42071 or call
Chamber of Commerce at 753-5171
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CUSTOMERS wanted
Sandra D's, 94E
293-3816
JEM Productions
Transfer home movies
& pictures to DVD
Most formats supported Great gift idea
Plan now lor
Christmas,
270.328-8719
NOW forming Monday
night 8 Ball league at
Breaktime Billiards
759-9303
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever to! their
activities
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Associate Director of G ft Manning. Murray State University. located in
the lakes area of Western Kentucky. seeks an outstanding Associate Director
of Gilt Planning Full-time. 12 month position to begin January 2008
reports to the Associate Vice President for Institutional Advancement.
Qiudifkations: Bachelors degree in Finance. Business, Accounting or
related held required Masters of Business Administration (MBA) or
Masters in Finance preferred Experience in financial advisory fields, banking. estate planning. business or public accounting is required along with
expenence or a solid understanding of fundraising and planned giving techniques and strategies. Also, this position is responsible for coordinating and
facilitating Murray State's fundraising efforts in the School of Agnculture
as outlined by the Associate Vice President, Must be an innovative, selfmiso died, organized indiv idual capable ot handling multiple tasks and
projects simultaneously supenor wntten and oral communication skills;
well-developed negotiation. fund-raising. analytical skills: excellent interpersonal skills and ability to interact effectively with a wide variety of constituents, ability and willingness to travel Responsibilities: This position
is responsible for planning, directing, and coordinating giving strategies
through life income trusts, wills, gift annuities, real estate, financial securities and life insurance for the University. The successful candidate will plan
and implement gift planning strategies for the University. assist in planning
and exec-wing broad-based marketing activities to alumni and friends for
gift planning %chides, cultis ate and develop prospects for the School of
Agriculture. s [sit and establish relationships with alumni, parents, and
friends and encourage them to support Murray State University through
appropriate gift planning sehicles Application Deadline: November 16,
2007 To Apply: Submit letter of application indicating job title, current
resume and names, addresses and telephone numbers of three professional
references to Chair. Gilt Planning Search Committee, Murray State
University. 108r ikvelopmeirt Center. Murray, KY 42071. Women and
minorities are encouraged to apply. Murray Stale University is an Equal
Education and Employment Opportunity, M/F/D. AA employer.

Advice, help on all
problems of life
Mrs Ann
270-767-0508

FOUND on 64 S
young Lab Appears to
be trained Call and
I.D 761.1175
LOST at Chestnut
Park ladies* white gold
ring Great sentimental
value $200 reward No
questions asked 50264-4-3836 to identify

Territory Safes Representatives
Pepsi MidAmerica is accepting applications from qualified candidates for
a full time position in the sales execution of P441/%1 products with a
Bachelors degree or 2 years of sales expenence
At Pepsi MidAmenca we offer 401k. Defined Pension Plan Health
ifoairanio Paid Vacation and opportunity for .iclvarw,omerit,
Apply

mil

staalowl

UN Hwy 641 PS Ilerrtop KY 4202.
Attn: AsiNey Avytor
(270,527-508111
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Full-time/Part-time RN for busy
medical practice. Must be licensed
In the state of Kentucky. Will need
good phone, organizational and
people skills. Must be willing to
work a flexible schedule. Please
send resume and cover letter to:
P.O. Box 1040-F, Murray, KY 42071
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00 yaw isse making
with We
Wee Care Ersemnses
may be pal the place
ior you. Full erne and
pan time Positions
availed'
Apt* at
Wee Can
tO9 S 15IP St
Murray. KY 42071
(270)753-5227

MALE Dancers wanted
review
male
Second Friday of every
month from 7PM-9P1A
Must be 18 and over
Have fun and make
money Call for details
(270)873-9109
for

November 11, 2007

Deadline: Pflday, November 2nd at 1-00 p.in.

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray,'KY 42071

Bong payment. peaks, tis form, abrig with a sell-adIreseed stamped
enveicce *ming office hours Alcin.-Fe., 730A1A-5:00P$A Of TM 10 Murray
Ledger and Tines All,: Ctassillads. PO,Tiox 1040, Murray, Per 42071.

0
In Honor or In Memory (circle one)
Name of Veteran:

Looking to make a difference?
Want a rewarding job?

Date of Service:

2BR Apt
2BR housi
753-3415
2BR apt.
Lease & d
$500.
Deposit:

Message :

Retirees, Stay at home parents. Senior
Citizens are all Encouraged to Apply
%Your

Name.

Al=

M139111111111111kOMMIIIMiltaam
Isoldbmaidenbualralimsam
Call Leah: 6100-256-7141
Equal Employment Opportunity
Affirmative Action Employer

tom

1BR, yam:,
$200-530(
RE 753-98

753-1252

Rank

potential tor more

1BR with
Some uti
$300 per
deposit. 7E

0606 night
2BR 11
Appliance!
Dr. 270-75

Branch of Service:

IMMEDIATE OPENING
NOW AVAILABLE
DRUG SCREENING TECHNICIANS
PART-TIME POSITION

1BR $250
Comerstor
Rental 761

2 or 3E
C/H/A. 1

An Equal Opportunity Employer

APOIY

060

MO Woad
STEVEN G. Sacora,
CPNCFP Firm seeks
Accountant.
Staff
Benefits include 4-day
Email
work week
to
resume
sieve0sacora corn
e-h4O.
FULL,115-ME-Officbookkeeping
basic
work Monday-Friday
Experience and references preferred
759-5850
AFTER Hours Call
Center is now hiring for
PART-TIME Patient
Care Coordinators
PCCs are responsible
for processing incoming calls from patients
and locations during
non-business hours
Experience in medical
heed and administrative
management
record
preferred. but not
required Strong customer service background preferred Part
time hours of 20 to 30
hours per week will be
dunng
scheduled
evenings, nights and
weekends

060
Hit Wanted
Respiratory Clinician
Team, field staff, referral sources, patients
care-givers
and
and
Certification
Licensing is required
and experience in
Respiratory
Home
Care and Management
is preferred

1111
hot to Buy
GOOD used refngera
tors, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air condi
baseboard
honors.
heaters. Used carpet
ing 753-4109

All positions require
minimum educational
background of high
school diploma Of GED
Please
equivalent
deliver or mail your
resume to 120 Max
Hurt Dnve Murray. KY
to
email
Of
ehzabeth cainCrotech.
corn. We are an Equal
Opportunity Employer
SUBSCRIBE
TODAY'

150
Articles
For Sole
07 Hot tub, brand new
in package. 6-7 person, lots of (ets, digital,
ozoneator. water fall,
cover, retail $7.300,
must sell $3,600,
(573)300-1031
CINDERELLA prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow. 1 SIZ8 8 Woe. $150
each 270-492-8614
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions.
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs Rear Protection
also LG. Toshiba.
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

Remo/

Maks
For Sob
STRAW for sale. $2.50
bale. 227-7352,
753-4582
TANNING Bed: A
Sunvision Pro 28 LE.
Bought new in 2003.
Commercial size in
excellent condition.
Call 753-4471.
VENTLESS fireplace
for natural gas, never
been used $250.00.
753-8087 leave rivesSage

LARGE
SELECTION
WAD APPLIANCES
WARD [(BINS

(270) 753-1713

1967 Chevrolet 2 ton
grain truck. No dump
bedi489-2790

EL-

‘‘ tt ni 11 I'I'I 1 1.11

1 OR 2br
downtown
starting a
753-4109

Aircraft Carrier USS Midway
(1978-1979)
Naval Special Warfare
Command: SEAL Thum 2
I
.
(1979-1984)

NEEDED a responsi753-1916
Arbor Place of Clinton
ble person to stay
HIRING! HIRING! HIRING!
nights with an elderly
LPN's/CNA's
lady References 270753-8990 after 5 30Pki
"Together We Make a Difference"
during the week
CLEANING houses 20
for
•Sign-on bonus available
270-293.8990 during
years experience
the day
Point° Dose Call 270-759-9553
LPN's $1500 • CNA's $1000
for
hiring
now
is
Center
parents
WORKING
ADM
Contact: Trella Wilson,
seeking expenenced, TEMPORARY Patient
Or Shannon Lavewell RN, DON tor detail,
full/part-hme day care $•rvic•
Clinton
of
Arbor Place
provider for newborn 11 Representatives.
42031
KY
106 Padgett Drive, Clinton,
interested. {Cease call PSRs are responsible
for contacting au
270-653-555$
293-4479 after 5PM
patients
are assigned
References
/4111
C4011111111,14
monthly, taking patient
required
752
verifying
orders,
COSMETOLOGIST
M
MO Wailed
Cribb SoloolSonte
patient information,
opening MondayNoborting Saab
and plaang the order
full
hour,
$10
cur
is
Friday
Acres
GREEN
manner
in • timely
NOSEY/ Do you
sROMS Lab
L
vaca401k,
101
with
the
for
time
hiring
ninny
medical
Murray's
follow
in
Experience
closely
MOM COMPUTERS
lowing
positions
tion & medical bene
political, governmental
field and administrative
Service/Sales
RN/LPN 2P•10P full Ills Fax resume to
educational
record management
social
Repairs/Upgrades
270-444-0389
but not
preferred
arid recreational achy, time. SRNA6A2Pfufl
759 3564
tiesicontrov•rsies7 time Anyone interest- DRIVERS A steady required Strong cusOkay with odd working ed m becoming part of lifestyle, Top poly, greet tomer service backpreferred.
ground
hours" Then you may our team may apply in benefits' No (upon
b by
person et Green Acres
be perfect for our part
(ince? No problem, Temporary hours will
W
402
Care.
Health
time position in the
be Monday - Friday
Werner Enterprleet
ANT1OUES. Call Larry
Farthing St., Istay6eid.
MINI department of
eel 8arn to 50m and posi800-346-2818
753-3633
KY
42066
6
to
up
Iasi
could
tion
3
WKY093
150
BUYING
Classic
months
W1111e102 1
HELP WANTED
tatting
Junk cars, trucks and
NOW
Rock94 7 Talk94 3 PartrFue time -fterible
bons for all positions Rano Dose is now IW- tractors 436-5235
To
Electric96 9
schedule- 7 days a
and all shifts. Apply ing for our Reeplrelory BUYING old U.S. coin
inquire. call Donna
week
Groves. 270-534-2224 $9hr after paid training In person at Sonic Clinician Supervisor
and pocket knife colDrnre-in. 217 S. 12th Responsible for provid- lections. 263-111109
11AM IA-F
.Benefits
St.. Murray, KY No ing clinical and super1-008-974-JOBS
CASH paid for
AVON start today
phone calls.
visory support ripe
TO79100207
good, woad guns
Earn and save tor ma
ing reepIrsieffly equipBenson Sporting
noway' Pert and 5.4
menVsuppees within
Goods SIPS 121h,
lime he needed
ollevical expertise and
I
I'
12
Murray
877-420-6567
to
educenon

I

1 & 2 bc
pets. Lea
sage 270-

In Honor of
Tom Berry

Training Provided

•Monday-FrIday DAM-4PM
•Satunday 811M-NOON
Now hiring local Murray positions
AM or PM MOrchandIsIng PosItgan
r,4:Iivoilialf3 TO work at the
Pepsi MidAmerk.a is seeking loc.,
store level and help build customer relations Job requires maintenance of
in-store shed space inventory and displays Jobs require own transportation and requires litting of 20 bs Must work some week-ends and nights

SMALL 2131
Reference
759-1837

.0 A TR I BUTE TO VETERANS DAY

*

Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans, salary plus commission, are all part of 0 Only $11 per spot•(one person per photo, 20 word limit)
an excellent benefit package.
Double spots: $18 •(40 word limit)

Minimal hours with

A child needs you'
Become a foster parent, up to $36/day
WKUMFS
270-443-9004
DISCLAIMER

**
*

The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of
Representative.
Sales
Advertising
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and be self-motivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising, Marketing, and Public Relations
preferred, but riot required. Salary will be
based on education and sales experience.

PEPS/ A////DA IV1ERIC A

OPEN INTERVIEWS
mil Found

cSafuie Our.
7
Ueferczns

ADVERTISING SALES

2BR 2BA,
yard, $4!
Cornerston
Rental 761

FIREWOOD for sale:
pick-up or delivery.
Call for prices.
(270)293-1357 or
(270)559-1424

1996 Fleetwood 14x70
2BR 1.5BA. 489-2772
2002 Fleetwood 16x80
3BR 2BA. Northern
insulated, extra nice.
270-489-2525
2008 16038 Northern
built Fleetwood manufactured home. Shingle
& vinyl with 1011 front
porch and brick Nailite
skirting. 2BR, 'IBA
$29,900 or finance for
$1,500 down payment,
$308 monthly.
1-000-455-3001
92 Clayton 38R, 2BA,
18X80, stove, dishwasher, refrigerator,
must be moved
$11,000 293-2158
436-6109 night

MURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES
am,Dailvery

Local Mall

3 NM-MAO

Caw*

less.

1 ye-MA

1
6am --AGM*
1 yr -MUG

vacuum
RAINBOW
cleaner Excellent condition $395 See at
Deb's Place. Dexter. or
call 753-5034
SATELLITE System
FREE
WC
Visa
Get a 4-room FREE.
MN* Mosey Order
FREE DVR or HD
Name
FREE 6
upgrade
months of HD pro- . I St Address
w/HD
gramming
City
upgrade Get months 3
FREE of HBO & I State
Zip
Cinem•x.
Programming starts at e Daytime Ph
$29.99 per mo. + $5 00
Mail this coupon with payment to
for load nehvorks. Call
Mornay Lmdsr & Maws
Beesley Antenna IL
P.O. Box 1040
Salsa* for more inlo.
Murray, KT 41071
759-0901 or toll treeOr call (170) 710-111111
577.455-0901
•

-

44-1•44111.0-.4

4BR 2EM
ances, c
Coleman I

DUPLEX
Like new
Northwoo
213R, all
with gas t
tral air.
month. Pt
753-3018

DUPLEX,
bath,all at
$525/mo.

DUPLEX:
Valleynvoc
$400/mo.
293-1446

EXCEPT!
nice, larg
unfumish,
appliance
washer a
270-759-;
270-293HAZEL

Now tali
lions for
Rent bati
Mobility
accessib
492-872'
Thurs
10-12am
1-800-64
Housing

NICE
Carport
3054 or;

subscribe to the ...
NEW pool table, never
used, 1--slate, solid
wood, carved legs, felt,
ace package, retails
$4.500, selling for
$1,500, must sell
(573)300-1031

2BR duple
C/11/A, apt
nished. V8
lions. Cole
753-9898

•

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Dnve • Murray, KY 4.2071

B111,1.1
sl II ,1111Z ul I

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Au
Accepting Apple:mons

•r
\I \\ I NI I

Offlce Hours 8 *XL - 12
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

FOR Rent
Boat & RV storage
12x36 units
11)(12 garage doors
Monthly/yearly rates
(270)978-0559

fie

wieliFer Rest

NICE 36r, 2ba on 1.4
acre only $45,900 new
Lynn Grove Call Diana
at 270-703-2885 MTG
Real Estate

Pr

14X80 26R 2BA $400
703-4768
28R 28A, nice large
yard, $450 month.
Cornerstone Realty &
Rental 761-RENT
SMALL 2BR in country
References required
759-1837

ha INN
1 & 2 bdr apts. No
pets. Leave a mes
sage. 270-753-1970
1 OR 2br WS. near
downtown
Murray
starting M $200/mo.
7514109.
1BR $250 month. Call
Cornerstone Realty &
Rental 761-RENT.
1BR with appliances.
Some utilities paid.
$300 per month plus
deposit. 752-0456

0

1BR, various locations,
$200-$300. Coleman
RE 753-9898

2BR Apt $275
2BR house $375
753-3415
2BR apt No pets.
Lease & deposit. Rent:
$500.
Security
Deposit. $500. 1004

xeYr",

2BR duplex, nice,
C/1-1/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
48R 28A, all appliances, central H/A.
Coleman RE 753-9898

6x80
em
nice.
m
anuingie
. front
/Mite
IBA
• for

2BA,

119E Main
(270) 753-6266
cell (270) 293-4183
9am -4km M-F

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S 4th St.

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.

NICE one bedroom
apt. 400 South 16th.
$275 month. Animal
allowed. Jerry
293-2072

753-2905 or 753-7536

PREMIER
MiNISTORAGE

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO 0/1-800-648-6056

DUPLEX apartment.
Like new, located in
Northwood. Carport.
2BR, all appliances
with gas heat and central air. $575 per
month. Phone
753-3018
DUPLEX. 2-BR, 1 1/2
bath,all appliances.
$525/mo. 436-5685
DUPLEX: 1300A
Valleywood Dr.
$400/mo. 759-9920 or
293-1446
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1 bedroom;
unfurnished ($345) All
appliances including
washer and dryer
270-759-5885 or
270-293-7085
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairment
accessible
Phone
492-8721. Mon
&
Thurs
10-12am. TOO No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
NICE 2BR duplex.
Carport. No pets. 2273054 or 753-7457

2BR
1BA,
newly
remodeled, no pets.
415 S. 10th. $425
month. 270-293-4602

For flati
FLORIST/GIFT Shop
for sale. Call
270-293-2375

3BR, 1BA, Brick, 306
S. 15th. No pets.

$475/mo. 759-4826
IBA. stove,
refrigerator, dishwasher, washer, dryer. No
3BR,

Old City Park
2 Pavilions
Set., 1W27 only
7AM-1PM
All kinds of items

MULTI-FAMILY
GARAGE SALE
801 Bagwell Blvd.
Thum Fri 8 Sat
8-7
Christmas items,
100's romance novels, antiques, towbar,
kitchenware. TV's,
sports equipment.
Croscill comforters,
office supplies, pocket knives, lots more!

acre lake access with
free boat slips.
$29,900 Great terms
Call 800-704-3154

For UM
Prop. For
2,000 square fee
office
space
and
adjoining 2,000 square
feet living space downtown. 978-0698
MURRAY
Courtsquare. Prime
retail location for rent
or lease. Over 1800 sq
ft. Available Nov 2007.
(865)705-5812

38R 1.58A, ImmacuOFFICE Of retail space
late condition, extend- evadable.
Prime locaed 1011•111 required, no tion.
753-2906.
pew Referenoes end 223-1490
rqüIreT f116
Fairlane Dr. S750-per VERY nice commercial
month. 270-293-4602
building for lease in
3BR 1BA w/ appli- Murray area. Over
ances. No pets. Lease 8,800 S.F. Great for
retail, offices, restau& deposit required.
Rent: $500, Security rant, or any kind of
Deposit: $500. 1310 business. Has parking
lot, central hie, and
Sycamore St.
security
system.
270-519-2699
$1,800/mo.
3BR 2BA,
$450 270-293-9349
month. No pets. 701
Broad St.
270-293-4602
&Supsiss
38R, 1-1/2BA, S.W. of
town, large yard, appliances, $700/mo. +
deposit, references,
NO PETS. 293-0247

"ROOF OUR
CHURCH"
BETHEL UNC
YARD SALE

LAKE Bargain! 1+

VERY nice 361:i 2.5BA
near university. All
appliances furnished.
$750
plus
month
deposit. 752-0313

2, 3 & 48R houses
Lease
&
deposi
required. 753-4109

Imo Pfitl/p/IM//l. several
rifles
amtito
TO *30-06
v;e2 *243
cal *20 ij., •1iiii mac)
.8111111 Milli
•K-48 •303 tint •1 111f111
*22 in.
butt action Sever
knives reloading dies • eriiiii ,
binuc cilais • hand wanitets •
cle...k • small office if,'
• all COIllpfes sof 1 more

*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
iSafe & clean
*We sell boxes!
*We rent U-Hauls
[
Wi
lts For Slis
753-9600.

2 or 3BR duplex,
CA/A. 1 or 2BR apt.
753-1252 day, 753[
gem For Rent
0606 night, 761-3694
2BR
IBA duplex.
Appliances. Peggy Ann
Dr. 270-753-0259

.4x70

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

Taking
applications for
nice duplex
3-BR, 2-BA,
all appliances
& w&d, new
carpet &
hardwood,
newly painted.
6650/mo.
+ deposit & 1
yr. lease. For
appt. 753-4105
or 227-4981

GUYS THIS ONE IS FOR YOU
1501 LONDON DR.
FRI 4•30P4W-7:00PIVI
SAl. l:00ANI-NOON

2 Basset Hounds, tricolor, gorgeous, $275
270-875-2805
7 mo. Pug. ACA
Registered. Paid $300,
will take $250. Needs
to find good home
ASAP. 270-350-3966

47.5 acres, 35 acres
prime row crop land.
Located 94E. Call
270-753-1323 ext. 120

EXECUTIVE home in
Murray, unique design
with all amenities. 1
acre wooded lot,
replacement cost

$500,000

sate price

$316,000 by owner.
(270)753-9686
FOR Sale/Lease: 38R
2BA lakefront property
WI dock, 2-1/2 car
garage w/ apt.

270-759-9046,
270-978-3953
j\r‘lj
\l I
I I:I I It I'
lit

Ci• k

DOG Obedience
436-2858

UPSCALE residence.
3/2 ranch on Melrose
Or City utilities and
schools. All electric. 2
car garage. Large
fenced yard. New central HVAC system.
Annual lease. $900
monthly. Ray
270-767-0615

1994 Sooner 4 horse
slant all aluminum
horse trailer New tires.
great condition. Call
753-2905 or 293-8595

Esti*

OPINING
Kingston Auto
Repair & Detail
100 Cain Drive

furniture, gas
grills, misc, household/garage items

94 Chevy 1500, 350
V8, 200,000 miles.
761-4846

Roe lEstimatiks
(270)564-9384

1984 Toyota truck long
cab 4x4. Call after 5:00
436-2754

II
Nlv.‘(.1 \11 \ I

YARD SALE
House beside
car wash in
Hardin
Thurs. & Fri.
7:30AM-3:30PM

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
landscaping
Leal Varuurn;ng
Satisiaction guaranteed

plus size clothes,
furniture, & much
more

KEY MINI WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121 South
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

1

MUST Sell' Priced
under appraisal; 3
bdr/2 bath, 2.800+
sq.ft.; 3 stall garage
270-227-6850

NEW
construction.
FSBO,
116
Thoroughbred Drive,
Murray Estates, 4/3R
2.5BA, breakfast room,
family room. Floor:
hardwood, tile, carpet.
Nice, priced to sell.
753-3966, 293-9747,
752-0624.
Auto Pans

14, 15, 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Cull

752-Itit36

490

Can

i

2004 Pontiac Gran
Prix.
Absolutely
loaded. Black with tan
leather intenor. Heads
up display. 67,000
miles.
1
owner.
$13.995.
270-293-4602
2003 Impala, tinted
windows, stock CD
player, power seats
and power locks with
remote entry. $5,800.

293-5404
Need to ark
your house?

Murray Ledger & limes
270-753-1916

3 bedroom 2
bath C 1A on
corner lot in Crossfield Sub.
Remodeled, very nice.

753-2905 • 270-293-8595

Call For Sizes & Prices
Security Gate

NEON BEA
INI-STORA
•All Size
Ave'
•Now Have
Climate

753-

1086 Robertson Rd.
pith I RI lit t III'

1.96 ACRE WATERFRONT with dock
built! KY Lake
$89,900. Only one'
Call owner 615-5155550

PRIME lakefront, lake
view arid access
acreages Pt bargain
prices.
kylakesale.com or
call 800-704-3154

i

filgab For Saks

1.5+ acres, well. septic, 94 East, left on 484,
2 miles on right. Justin
Tnpp 293-9569
5 acre residential/com-

mercial, Murray.
$65.000. 978-1880
Mark Fredrick RE/Miut
REA

Commercial Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing
Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007
530

NEW HOME
READY TO MOVE IN!
North of Town On Wells Purdom
1,730 sq ft living space plus garage
3 BR, 2 bath, master suite, fireplace, vaulted ceilings, dining room
w/wood floors, dishwasher & range
included, deck, concrete drive.
Well built by a [wry
experienced builder
Buy Now & Save Broker Fees

$136,900.00

Call Sam 4) 270-254-6121

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 MUM mama
Res., Corn., rfc Ind.

Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves. Call Brian at
270-705-4156
41 Joe•Mower
repair. pick-up, delivery. 438-2867

Quicker. Better.
Cheaper.

weekly & special pie
• locally owned/operated

293-8688

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

RETIRED Carpenter.
Start Immediately.
R.L. Woods. 753-9440

JOE'S JOBS

_

Cleaning for
boats,
pontoons.
concrete, vinyl,
fences. brick,
business fronts.
motor homes,
campers. etc.
(270)759-1639
(270)293-3273

NEED A
METAL ROOF?
CALL
(270)752-0414
Ask forDarren
NIghtengale

Horoscope

dealt. •••••

1

4131
Fraa WORM

"51-4344 • 127-.5644

FUTRELL
MOBILE
WASH

Murray Laden I. rune* Fay
Hawing An Nkataca
All rtal estate riverboat herein
a stabled to de Federal Fatr
liaisons Act which nudes a
illegal iv adv.-nay Any prefer
ence, tonneau° or discruninanOn bawd on race, color, rebpork wa, handicap, familial status or nabonal °opt or intention to make any suds prefer
ences, limatations tim discriminabon
Start laws forbad dacnnunabon
in the sale. rental or advert:Isms
of real estate bawd on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
1* wdl knowingly accept wiy
adverbans kit realestate which
a not in violation at the law All
penons are hereby informed
mall dwellings advernsed are
avalable on An equal oppottuany basis
For further ...LAMY with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, vontact NAA Counsel
Rene r Wes 17031W-1003

WE SERVICE
All Mawr A; ;
And
Brw,[1,
WARD-ELKINS

753-1816 227-0611

1111111res For Ssis

_
Property

General Contracting

Murray, KY

11111.11.---111t1

AVAILABILITY

That

Cannon Gastradk ftC

1111111Wirt

South 16th. $2.500
080. 293-2072

r

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood, Insured
489-2839.

1625 Sunset Dr.
Oct. 27
7AM-/

'
41111111

pets. 1615 Catalina
Drive. $415 month plus
$200 deposit.
270-247-8127

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service

'93 Chevy van. 402

Call us we will be
glad to help.

‘-1 ,1-111-11( )
\II

rat
FREE

Cad 753-4126

evenings.
'99 Dodge Stratus
126,000 miles, $800
753-8169
1977 Rolls Royce
Silver Wraith II Good
condition. Will take
best offer maw next 2

Vms

USED TIRES
3BR 1.5BA brick home.
Immaculate move-in
condition. $114,900.
1116 Fairlane.
270-293-4602

2001 Nissan Sentra
Excellent condition
87.000 mIles $8,200

weeks 731-247-5643

YARD
SALE

5 to 295 acres. Wes
Calloway.
Possibe
owner financing. 4892116. leave message.

Homes For San
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David's
Home
Improvement
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & FkuJoras
Remodeling & Plumbing
David Galamon", Owner
WM Do Insurance Work
Vna t. MasterCard Accepted

731-247-5422
YEARRY S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone 4362562. 227-0267
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

FREE to a good home:
6 year old male tabby
& 3 year old female.
are
Both
fixed.
declawecl & had shots,
prefer they go together.
Cat
only.
lovers
(270)293-7030
8AM-10PM
COMPLETE king size
waterbed. Solid wood
frame. Good condition.
731-247-5737
after
5PM

Need to fax your

ad?
Our number is

270-753-1927

by lamellae Blear

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for interest. Tonight: A force to be
dealt with.
Thursday,Oct. 25,2007:
This year you'll dist:civet just VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept 22)
how much you have to offer. Let ***** As others could get
others come forward more often involved in the twists and turns
and ask for what they want. You of the day, you might wonder
A-1 Stump Removal.
exactly what are reasonable limFully insured.
might not be in sync with their
its. Unexpected news could jolt
437-3044.
desires, but they might have you, but not in a manner that
you
AAA HANDYMAN
great ideas. If you can find a cannot deal with. Tonight:
All types of carpentry,
way of working as a duo, you Search for more information.
additions, decks
will be a lot happier. The unex- LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Hauling, clean up junk.
pected, especially involving cre- ***** Build with a partner.
Garage, yards,
ativity, benefits you. Know that There is a general sense of
buildings
there is no way you won't suc- trusting and well-being that lies
Prompt dependable
ceed if you remain optimistic between you. As a result, you
Free estimates
and don't push. If you are single, could make nearly anything hap35 yrs experience
pen with teamwork. Change or
Anytime 753-9210
a relationship becomes a strong adapt your
words for a situation.
possibility after the new year. Tonight: Some special time with
APPLIANCE REPAIR
You could meet this person just that special person.
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
running errands! Connecting SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
759-5534
might be just that easy. If you ***** You might want to
Chuck Van Buren
are attached, planning more allow others to indulge more.
together will be critical to your Sometimes you assume you
1S1'11 111.
ongoing closeness. ARIES helps need to do everything. Change
\filchvil Bros. your creative juices flow!
that thought, and surpnse a child
with a new sense of vitality and
Pa% ing
fun. Tonight: You, too, make a
The Stars Show the Kind of great kid.
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
-050 1
1537
4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so; 21)
I-Difficult
**** You will put a lot of energy into whatever is important. A
R VV1S
project allows you to breeze
‘L-1, ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You might be more pro- through the problem without a
nounced and thoughtful than you snafu. A family member might
have been in a while. An unex- surprise you with his or her atti111\1 Itt‘lls
pected jolt or two might force tude. Be open, and others will be
270-753-2279
you to regroup. You're still in a too. Tonight: Play it easy.
position of strength, making CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
BACKHOE &
dynamic decisions that work for *****
Your
creativity
TRUCKING
many. Tonight: Treat yourself.
emerges no matter what you
ROY HILL.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
approach. There could be damSeptic system, gravel,
**** A partner could be ages if you plug your imaginawhite rock.
instrumental in using your tion into your finances. Know
436-2113
thoughts to empower an idea or when to say enough and head in
Dozer work & Track
project. Don't hide from ques- a new direction. Your instincts
hos
tions. Be willing to reveal your- guide you. Tonight: Let your senself. New information from a suality emerge.
Calloway
trusted associate helps you see AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Trash Service
yet another perspective. Tonight: *** Slow down and consider
N AUTOMATED BILLING
Nap and then decide.
what is basic and important to
•CONTAINERS AVAIL
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
your well-being. Sometimes you
•RATES STARTING AT
*****
could
Use
be overwhelmed by events
the daytime hours
&15/M0
to
complete
and
people. Know when to clear
an
important
project.
761-3740 293-4045
You keep holding back hoping out. Choose your words with
for different circumstances. care, as you might not want a
CATHY'S
Recognize that the present problem. Tonight: Mosey on
Wallpapering,
might be as good as it gets. home.
Painting, Cleaning.
Prevent a misunderstanding by PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
270- 227-6606
confirming plans. Tonight: You **** You will have a tendency
731-498-8904
to say a lot and then think about
might want some downtime.
NADEAU'S
what you said. You could easily
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Construction
**** Sometimes you might feel as if you stuck your foot in
•Floonng *Decks
wish you didn't have to be so your mouth. Think before mak*Vinyl siding *All
vital or instrumental to an idea. ing generalizations and deciHome Improvements
This role seems to be yours for sions. You will be happier
(270)978-2111
now. Unexpected news is best Tonight: Out and about.
Licensed/insured
understood by you. Verify facts
DAVID'S
Cleaning
before explaining what you see BORN TODAY
Service. All external
or think is going on. Tonight: Artist Pablo Picasso (1881).
cleaning. Vinyl, fences.
singer Helen Reddy (1941),
Where the crowds are.
etc. (270)527-7176
composer Georges Bizet (1838)
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** You are in the position
***
ON./ HANDYMAN
of stepping up and leading. Jacqueline Blgar Is on the
We do all the odd lobs
Confusion surrounds partners Internet at http://ivww.jacqueyou don't have time
and interactions. Once you are Ilneblgar.com.
for.
sure of yourself and events, you (c) 2007 by King Features
Painting, siding. roofs.
will make great choices. A child Syndicate Inc.
decks
or new love interest piques your
293-5438
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WildaBack
10 years ago
al Speech Tournament
Published is a picture of Mur40 years ago
ray State University Student
Jay Richey of Murray, student
Mugure Kebaara anovenng ques- at Murray State University, has
tions about her native Kenya to been elected to serve on an adviCalloway County Middle School sory board to organize the first
Seventh Grader Chris Rogers dur- Kentucky Student Partners of the
ing the International Bazaar at Alliance.
MSU Corns Center The photo was
Mrs. Thyra Crawford and her
by Staff Photographer Bernard fifth grade class at Kirksey EleKane
mentary School spent Oct. 21 at
Murray High School Lady Fort Done[son National Park at
Tiger Soccer Team won 4-0 over Dover, Tenn. as a part of the
Caldwell County in the semi- class study of United State Hisfinals of the Regional Tourna- tory relating to the Civil War.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl E. Russell
ment at Calloway County High
will be married 50 years Oct.
School
Births reported include a girl 27
to Susan and Gardner Tidwell, Oct.
50 years ago
17
The voting booth at Dexter
has been changed from the school
20 years ago
Faye Rogers. president of Mur- building to Ralph McDaniel's
ray Business and Professional Store, according to Calloway
Women's Club, was named County Sheriff Brigham Futrell.
Recent births reported at Mur"Woman of the Year" by the club.
named
was
Vanessa ray Hospital include a boy to
Also
Mr. and Mrs UMW] Lee PowMcDaniel of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Business ell, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Excellence for the hospital's Perdue and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs William Hombuckle.
employes' child care
Dr. Forrest Pogue will be the
Murray State University Basfeatured speaker at the fall meet- ketball Coach Rex Alexander was
ing of the Associates of Murray speaker at a meeting of the MurState
University
Libraries ray Lions Club
I AMSUL) to be held at Pogue
60 years ago
Work was started on Oct. 23
Library on Oct 29
Births reported include a girl on the installation of 140 parkto Edwin and Judith Greer. Oct. ing meters on both sides of the
12.
courtsquare and on Main Street
30 years ago
to Second Street in the city of
Murray State University has Murray.
awarded a contract for $1.473,664
Officers of Senior Class of
to Quality Construction of Ben- Lynn Grove High School are Max
ton for the renovation of Wells Smotherman, president; Wrena
Hall on the MSU campus
Smotherman, vice president; Mona
Senior Airman Roger D Rule, Arnett, secretary-treasurer; Martha
son of Mr. and Mrs Leon Rule Jo Fain, reporter.
of Kirksey. IS serving at Clark
Births reported include a boy
Air Base. Philippines.
to Mr. and Mrs. Myrl Draffen
Calloway County High School and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Speech Team won first place at
W. Davis, Oct. 21.
the Ballard Memorial Invitation-

COMICS/FUTURES
Man's constant attention is
too much of a good thing
DEAR ABBY: I know I
should be telling the world
how lucky I ant and I should
be happy, but I'm miserable.
I AM a 30-something mother
of two, recently divorced.
I have started dating my
husband's
polar opposite. My ex
was an alcoHe
holic.
was in trouble with the
law
and
could
not
earn a living to save
his life. I not
only
supBy Abigail
ported
us,
Van Buren
but shouldered all the responsibility for
our home and our children
while he led his own life with
his drinking buddies. But that
is in the past.
Today I am seeing "Gary.
We have been dating nine
months. Gary treats me like a
queen and is fabulous with my
children. I think he worships
the ground I walk on. He's
loving, affectionate, generous
and caring.
So why am I complaining?
Because he is ALWAYS HERE.
He never leaves! Yes, I get
to work all day and he stops
in only a few times a day,
but the minute I am done, he
is at my door. He usually has
dinner with me or wants to
take us out, so I have a hard
time saying no.
He respects the fact that he

Dear Abby

Todaylnlilstory
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. Ott. 24,
the 297th day of 2007 There are
68 days left in the year
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 24, 1945, the United
Nations officially came into existence as its charter tt•ik effect.
On this date.
In 1537, Jane Seymour, the
third wife of England's King Henry
VIII, died 12 days after giving
birth to Prince Edward, later King
Edward VI

E3

In 1861, the first transcontinental telegraph message was sent
as Chief Justice Stephen J. Field
of California transmitted a telegram
to President Abraham Lincoln.
In 1901, widow Anna Edson
Taylor became the first person to
go over Niagara Falls in a barrel.
In 1931, the George Washington Bndge. connecting New York
and New Jersey. was officially
dedicated lit opened to traffic the
next day).

In 1939, nylon stockings were
sold publicly for the first time,
in Wilmington. Del.
In 1952, Republican presidential candidate Dwight D. Eisenhower declared in Detroit, "I shall go
to Korea" as he promised to end
the conflict. (He made the visit
over a month later.)
In 1962, the U.S. blockade of
Cuba during the missile crisis officially began under a proclamation signed by President John F.
Kennedy.

CI N COI C.O.)

can't spend the night in front
of my kids, but he stays until
they are asleep, so the only
time I have to myself is when
I'm sleeping. He spends every
waking hour with use and comes
with me wherever I go.
Gary jumps in and pays for
everything before I can even
pull my wallet from my purse.
I feel crazy for complaining,
but it makes me feel so indebted. I also feel stalked, controlled
and burdened. Am I just being
selfish? Is there a way to train
myself to like to be spoiled?
Help! -- SMOTHERED IN
MICHIGAN
SMOTHERED:
DEAR
You are not being selfish. You
were starving for certain things
in your marriage to your ex
and have overcorrected in this
new relationship. Please don't
think you are the only person
to do this. It happens quite
often.
You are about eight months
overdue for a frank and honest discussion with Gary about
the personal space you need.
You are still healing from a
dysfunctional marriage, and he
appears to be so smitten -- or
insecure -- that he's preventing you from figuring out
where you end and he begins.
It would be interesting to know
what baggage this man is carrying.
Please. I urge you, set some
clear boundaries before you
become so upset with him that
you 'toss the baby out with
the bathwater."
•..
DEAR ABBY: My son,
"Logan," recently started at a
new school, and we are getting calls requesting play dates.
So far, I have responded by
offering to host, but eventually I will have to decide if I
feel comfortable letting my son
go to a home I'm not familiar with.
I feel strongly that Logan
should not go to a home where
the parents -- or children -own guns. How do I ask the
question without passing judgment? I respect my neighbors'
right to own a firearm and
don't wish to challenge their
choice, but I simply cannot in
good conscience allow my son
to play in a home with a gun.
-- ATLANTA MOM
DEAR ATLANTA MOM:
Here's how to handle it. When
your son is invited for a play
date, say: "He'd love to come.
But before I agree, I have a
few questions: Who will be
supervising the children? Are
there any guns in the house?
Do you plan on taking the
children
anywhere
else?"
They're all legitimate questions, and you don't come across
as judgmental. As a parent you
have a nght to know.

Murray Ledger it Times

Water retention in lungs
a matter of concern
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am an
84-year-old male. Over the past
two years, my body has been retaining water, which sometimes settks in my lungs. Just recently, a
doctor removed about a pint of
fluid from my left lung, which
not
would
drain. I take
water
four
every
pills
day plus half
of
pill
a
Zarosolyn
once a week.
Have you any
idea why I
keep retaining
this water?
DEAR
READER:
By
Dr. Peter Gott Ordinarily,
retained fluid
builds up in the legs and abdomen,
not in the chest surrounding the
lungs. I would pay more attention to your lungs. Could you,
for example, have an undiscovered growth or infection in your
lungs? You need imaging studies
(CT scan or MRI) to investigate
the cause of your plural effusion
(fluid surrounding the lungs). Ask
your doctor about this so that
proper therapy can be considered.
In addition, it would be useful to
have a report on the fluid. Was
it sterile? Did it contain any abnormal cells? Was it bloody?
To give you related information, I ant sending you a copy
of my Health Report "Pulmonary
Disease." Other readers who would
like a copy should send a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope
and $2 to Newsletter, PO Box
167, Wickliffe, OH, 44092. Be
sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please
comment on the best way to raise

Dr. Gott

my sodium levels. I have been
having a problem with low sodium for over two years. My doctor controls it by lowering my
fluid intake. My big test was 130,
but I now have it up some I am
female, 80 years of age and otherwise in very good health. I run
not on any medications other than
an occasional (three to four per
month) half of a 25-milligram
Xanax. I take supplements every
day of calcium, magnesium and
a multivitamin.
DEAR READER: The most
common cause of low sodium in
the elderly is a dietary deficiency. Unfortunately. I do not know
the cause of your low sodium
Munt. Your doctor can better advise
you regarding therapy, but I suggest that you consume more sodium in your diet. Salted nuts and
crackers are an easy and nutritious method of increasing sodium intake. Ask him or her about
trying this possibility.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I had a
stroke (with a killer blood pressure) last year. A family friend
who is a dietician said I really
should add cinnamon to my diet,
stressing how important cinnamon
was. Since I had instant oatmeal
almost every day for breakfast, I
Just added a good sprinkle on it.
My question is, why cinnamon?
What does it do? The friend
explained why, but I can't remember all the facts. Do you know?
I'm pretty curious.
READER: Some
DEAR
patients have discovered that cinnamon may reduce high blood pressure and lower cholesterol levels.
However, such benefits are rare,
so I don't recommend this therapy. Why the spice works and
how is a mystery.

ContractBridge
establishing dummy's nine ass trick.
Eventually he makes the contract by
discarding a diamond on the nine of
clubs; the only tricks he loses arc a
spade and two clubs.
The culprit in the band is East,
who should not lead the ace of clubs
at trick two. Instead, he should return
a low club, a conclusion he arrives at
after working out the exact meaning
of the low club led by West.
Once declarer follows with the
five at trick one, East can diagnose
West's club lead as having come
from one of two holdings: a singleton, or a three-card suit consisting of
precisely the Q.10-2. A low club
return at trick two caters to both possibilities and thus can do no harm.
East arrives at this conclusion by
the following thought process: West
cannot have a doubleton Mee he did
Cards frequently tell a story, but not lead high-low. It is impossible for
it is not always easy to decipher the
West to have started with four clubs,
message.
since he would have led the queen
For example, take this case where from a holding of Q-1-10-2. Simiit would be easy to go wrong. West larly, West cannot have the 1-10-2
has no clearly indicated lead and, because he would have led the jack
let's say, tries the deuce of clubs.
from that holding. That leaves West
East wins with the king and
with either the singleton deuce or Qreturns the ace, on which South plays
10-2.
the jack and West the ten. Too late
The number of hands where cardEast realizes that West has led from
reading of this sort is possible is far
the 0-10-2 and shifts to a diamond, greater than is generally realized. To
but the damage is already done.
be a good card detective, one must he
Several plays later declarer ruffs willing to think. Bridge is not a game
the six ofclubs, felling the queen and for thc lackadaisical mind.
Tomorrow: Sherlock I lolmes expounds.
Last dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
•K Q
MIP K Q 7 4
•A K 7
+9643
EAST
WEST
•A 10 7 4 3
•8 6 5 2
•5
MI6 2
•.1 9 3
•Q 8 4 2
+A K 8 7
•Q 10 2
SOUTH
•.1 9
•AJ 10 9 8 3
•106 5
41 5
The bidding:
East
South
West
North
Pass
2V
Pass
4
Opening lead
two (((Clubs.
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1 Soda fountain
treat
5 Desire
8 Wedding —
12 Thought
13 Night before
14 Butter
substitute
15 Fill the camera
16 Drawing
17 Carpe —
18 Be a goalie
20 Rock concert
souvenir
22 Feedback
24 Harley, to some
27 Bnciunakerrs
oven
30 Narrow, as a
road (hyph )
32 Java neighbor
33 Wear and tear
34 An astringent
35 Minimally
(2 wds )
37 Coats cupcakes
38 Legal matter

39 Peanut shells
41 Hearing aid/
42 Milan locale
46 Gossip
49 Container
51 Scaloppine
base
53 Fat cat's friend
54 Hit the buffet
55 Give the eye
56 Docs prescribe
them
57 Needing water
58 Heartaches
DOWN
1
2
3
4

A thousand G s
Commotions
Ooze
Hooray for met
(hyph.)
5 Mideast nation
6 — Marie Saint
7 Far-out planet
8 Augur
9 Frazier toe
10 Before marnage

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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11 Abbot
19 Baking pan
21 Summer
to Pierre
23 Keeps
informed

24 Robust
25 Unwelcome
Obligation
26 Valuable stone
27 Wunesi t or
Moss
28 Pandora s
bodul
3
29
1 Fond
Deceiveu
d —
32 Lounge
33 Seized
the throne
3
36
7 S°
Devotee's

F-'/7_ it% NI UI

Sc.°

"Toodle-oo,Caribou!
In a while. Crocodile!
Stay loose,Mongoose!
It's been neat,Parakeet!"

"Please,"she said,
"Just leave!"

40 su
FuTryx friend
41 Barely makes
do
Swe
4,3i Toy-block
brand
45 NewEngland
nd
campus
46 Back fence
yowler
47 Fruitydnnk
5
40
8G
Box top
slaves
need
52 Guitarist
— Paul
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Mr.
k BOSTON (AP) — Sitting at the postn podium where he's become such a
pie, Josh Beckett glared at a room full
reporters Tuesday and grew increas' ly annoyed with questions about his
ss.
The accolades, the analysis — he
insists none of it matters this time of year.
The only thing that counts is making one
good pitch after another.
Maybe that's why he owns October.
"He gets mad about outs that are hit
hard," Boston Red Sox teammate Kevin
Youkilis said. "He's a perfectionist."
Indeed, Beckett has been nearly perfect this postseason. He is 3-0 with a 1.17
ERA in three starts, striking out 26 and
walking one in 23 overpowering innings.
He'll take those astounding numbers
to the mound Wednesday night in the
World Series opener against Colorado,
which banged Beckett around Fenway
Park in June and handed him his first loss
after a 9-0 start.
Jeff Francis, enjoying an excellent
postseason himself, will pitch for the
Rockies.
"They've got some speed at the top,
they've got their thumpers in the middle,"
Beckett said."They remind me a lot of an
American League team. They can hit."
All true, but so is this: If he shuts
down the Rockies to help Boston win it
all, 2007 will belong to Beckett in baseball lore. Think Kirby Puckett in 1991,
Roberto Clemente in 1971, Sandy
Koufax in '65.
,
And this isn't the first time the Texas
fastballer has dominated under the spotlight.
He first earned his hard-nosed reputation as a cocky, 23-year-old kid in 2003,
when Beckett capped a terrific postseason
with a five-hit shutout at Yankee Stadium
on only three days' rest to clinch the
World Series title for Florida.
Beckett took home MVP honors, just
as he did in this year's AL championship
series after beating Cleveland twice.
He doesn't get rattled by pressure. He
embraces it. He just doesn't want to talk
about it much.
"Just trying to execute pitches,"
Beckett said. "I'm not worried about any
of the other stuff. It's great if you win
those awards. There's about five other
guys that could have won that award in
the ALCS. We had one guy (Youkilis) hit
.500 and hit three home runs, and somehow I came out with it."
For good reason.
With his team trailing Cleveland 3-1 in

tw

•See BECKETT,2C
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WITH BLAZING FASTI1ALL
-.& RUTHLESS ATTITUDE,
SECKETT OWNS OCTOBER

SECTION C

Playing the
numbers
game
MURRAY STATE
STRUGGLING IN
EARLY GOING TO PUT
'0'IN OFFENSIVE
The great thing about numbers are they
don't lie.
But the truth of the matter is sometimes
they're hard to believe or understand.
Case in point, take the Murray State
offense this season.
The Racers, through
seven games, have put up
Just 48 first half points,
while racking up 130 second half points.
That's an average of
6.8 in the first half and
18.6 in the second half.
So, to put things in
horse terms — the Racers
have a hard time getting
out of the gate.
Sweet Brim After not putting up a
Michael Dann single digit in the first half
Sports Editor Saturday at Southeast
Missouri State, Murray
State rattled off 31 points in the final 30
minutes of action.
Its a head-scratcher for Matt Griffin,
who on more than one occasion, has questioned why it takes his team so long to get
things going.
The easy conclusion is that he's dealing
with a youthful, inexperienced ballclub,
that week in and week out, is going up
against veteran opponents.
Or, as Griffin, likes to do so many times:
Simplify things.
"When we start off slowly, we're probably thinking too much. Attribute that to
when things get sped up, there's less thinking."
Trailing Eastern Illinois two weeks ago
at Roy Stewart, MSU headed into the locket room trailing 6-3. They matched dr
Panthers with 22 second half points, whIch
included the game's last drive where the
Racers went 80 yards on 8 plays in a mere
30 seconds.
They fell 27-24 after attempting an
onside kick, but were unlucky in the recovery.
Opportunities have been there for
Murray State to be better than 2-5 overall
and just one conference win. It's not always
been put on the offense's shoulders.
Football is, after all, a team sport that
requires three phases to be clicking consistently.
And with that. Griffin says the hesitation
game has to stop.
"I think more than anything, it might be
guys waiting for someone else to make a
play. There's some hesitation on our part. I
think as our kids get more reps, more experience, they'll start to overcome that."
That will certainly have to be the case
this Saturday, again at home, against
Eastern Kentucky. The Colonels have
totaled 132 points in the first half, while
doing just as well with 124 in second half.
"We have to make things as easy for
them as possible where they don't have to
think, just react physically — let their athleticism take over."
And the one ingredient that is the cure
for all that ails is confidence.
The Racers should be beaming this
weekend, albeit, playing a first-place
Colonel ballteam, but with improvements
made on both defense and special teams, its
time for the Racer 0 to seize its opportunity.
In Cape Girardeau, Murray State played
with its first lead of the season. Granted, the
Redhawks did knot the score at 7-all, but
after going up 10-7, MSU never relinquished its advantage.
'The last two weeks should bring some
confidence," Griffin said. "I think it has. I
think it will. 1 think everyday is a lesson
learned. You stop learning in my eyes and
your dead. They understand how important
those three days of preparation is and tying
into that executing on game day."
More Pigskin
The Southeast Missourian reported
Tuesday that SEMO coach Tony Samuel
will move Victor Anderson out of the quarterback position and move the 6-foot-2,
215-pound junior to safety.
Houston Lillard, who was the expected
starter on the Redhawks' depth chart at the
beginning of the season will move back to
the QB role after recovering from an injury
Both Lillard and Anderson split time at
the quarterback spot this year, but Samuel
told the newspaper that the signal caller's
job is Lillard's as long as he performs well.
And after losing leading rusher Timms
Holloman to NCAA violations, Anderson.,
junior college transfer, is SEMO's No. 2
rusher with 339 yards (averaging 4.5 yards
per carry) and ranks third among OW'
quarterbacks in rushing.
II See ANDERSON, 2C
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JOHN KUNTZ / AP
When Josh Beckett takes the mound tonight against the Colorado Rockies, he will do so with a postseason career record of 5-1 and an ERA of 1.78 and three shutouts in eight starts.

SEC MEDIA DAYS

RACER ROUNDUP

Vols overwhelming MSU volleyball wrestles match,
game away from UT Martin
selection in SEC RIFLE
TEAM OUTSHOOTS ROSE HULMAN
KENTUCKY PICKED THIRD BEHIND
NATIONAL CHAMPION GATORS

BLRM1NGHAM, Ala. (AP)
Predicted Order of Finish
— Tennessee was the over- The predided aidet of finish tor SEC
teams. elm first place votes in parenthewhelming favorite to win the ses and total points
Southeastern Conference men's
SEC Champion: Tennessee (28);
Misalasippl State (2)
basketball title in balloting by
EASTERN DIVISION
league and national media
Tennessee (3O) 180
released Tuesday.
Kentucky 142
Florida 103
The Volunteers received 28
Vanderbilt 98
of 30 first-place votes to win the
Georgia 69
Gamine 38
South
selecSEC and were unanimous
WESTERN DIVISION'
tions to capture the Eastern
Arkansas (18). 168
Division. Mississippi State
Miss Stele 1101, 146
received the remaining two Alabama (1). 111
Auburn (1). 94
votes for the overall title, while
LSU 63
Arkansas was picked to win the Mississippi 48
West.
Chris
guard
Tennessee
Tennessee advanced to the
favorite
round of 16 in Lofton was the heavy
NCAA for SEC player of the year with
the
Tournament last 27 votes. Mississippi State
season, winning guard/forward Jamont Gordon
24 games, and got two votes and Tennessee forfour ward Tyler Smith received one.
returns
Joining Lofton and Gordon
starters.
Kentucky, led on the All-SEC first team were
Lofton
first-year Alabama forward
Richard
by
coach Billy Gillispie, was Hendrix. Arkansas guard Patrick
Vanderbilt
picked to finish second in the Beverley
and
East, ahead of two-time defend- guard/forward Shan Foster.
ing national champion Florida.
The second-team picks were
Arkansas returns all five of Arkansas center Steven Hill,
last year's starters and is led by LSU forward Tasmin Mitchell.
new coach John Pelphrey after Mississippi center Dwayne
making the SEC Tournament Curtis. Mississippi State forChampionship Game last sea- ward/center Charles Rhodes and
son
Tennessee's Smith.

By MSU Sports Information
When Murray State's volleyball team
won 20 of the last 26 points of Game 3
against UT Martin to take a two-games-toone lead in their match, most people would
have believed that the Skyhawks had packed
it in with thoughts of what to eat on the way
home. As it turned out, the only thoughts on
the Skyhawks' minds were to push back, and
push they did, winning Game 4 30-27 to
force a deciding fifth game. In that fifth
game. the teams battled back and forth until
the Racers scored four of the last five points,
finally wresting the game and the match,
winning 30-27, 28-30, 30-14, 27-30, 16-14.
In that fifth game, UT Martin (9-16, 3-11
OVC) used two aces to win the first three
points of the game. After an MSU timeout.
the Racers (13-11, 10-4 OVC) responded,
taking advantage of UTM emirs to tie the
game at 3-3. The teams exchanged sideouts.
with the Skyhawks taking a 5-4 lead before
Murray State ran off four points behind the
serving of junior outside hitter Alison
Mugler to forge an 8-5 lead. The Skyhawks
scored the next three points to knot the game
at 8-8, and the battle was on.
Trailing 13-12, Murray State called
another timeout, then came back and used
kills from Mugler and senior middle hitter
Tara DeMage to get to match point at 14-13.
The Skyhawks called a timeout, and a smack
from Lauren Montague tied the game at 1414. A kill by Mugler brought the Racers to
match point again, and a UTM error sealed
the game and the match.
Five Racers had double-digit kills, led by
DeMage. who had a career-high 21 and hit
.340, with only five errors in 47 attacks.
Freshman outside hitter Becca Lamb had 19

kills and hit .391, with only one error in 46
attacks, and junior outside hitter Alyssa
Groves had 19 kills. Freshman middle hitter
Sara Hayden had 14 kills, hitting .300 with
five errors in 30 attacks, while Mugler added
11 kills.
Six MSU players had double-digit digs,
helping the Racers to a team total of 107.
Mugler had a team-high 23 digs, while
DeMage had 22, Groves had 19, sophomore
setter Cassie Chesney had 17, freshman outside hitter Ashley Nenninger had 12 and
Hayden had II. DeMage had a co-matchhigh three blocks for MSU, while Chesney
had match-highs with 65 assists and three
aces.
Murray State will host Austin Peay (8-18,
3-11 OVC) on Friday at 7 p.m. in Racer
Arena. Admission is free.
Racer Rifle
Murray State's rifle team shot a 2321 out
of a possible 2400 in air rifle and a 2264 out
of a possible 2400 in smallbore to outshoot
visiting Rose Hulman 4585-4275 on
Saturday at MSU's Pat Spurgin Rifle Range,
Kevin Witbrodt fired a 582 out of a possible 600 in air rifle and a 574 out of a possible 600 in smallbore to have a match-high
aggregate (combined) score of 1156.
Cameron Hicks also shot a 582 in air rifle
and had a 564 in smallbore for an aggregate
of 1146, while Kas.ey Meyer had a 580 in air
rifle and a 553 in smallbore for an aggregate
of 1133. Harley Jette had a 577 in air rifle,
while Dan Belluzzo shot a 573 in smallbore
to complete MSU's scoring.
For Rose-Hulman, Lucas Weir shot a 547
in air rifle and a 542 in smallbore for an
aggregate of 1089. Tommy Buetow had a
•See RACERS, 2C
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Oaks wins inaugural Senior Cup
Staff Report
Oaks Comary Club became
the first winners of the Calloway
Senior Cup over the weekend.
After taking 8.5 points from
the Saturday 2-man scramble
matches. Oaks Country Club
had comprehensive singles
matches victories on Sunday
over both Murray Country Club
and Miller Memorial Golf
Course, winning both matches
by a score of 9-3.
Oaks Country Club finished
with 26.5 points. In a race for
second place, Miller Mernonal
Golf Course overcame a 1.5point deficit to Murray Country
Club from Saturday's golf, winning 7-5 in Sunday singles
matches to finish with 14 points.
Murray Country Club finished
with 13.5 points.
As a collective effort of the
three clubs involved, the success
of the event was not determined
by the results. It was clear that
all participants had a great
weekend on the golf course.
With the idea in mind that the
event would bnng these golf
courses together for a competition that would embody a
friendly spint the true result of
this event was that it was a-huge
success.

r

Photo Submitted
From Left, Tom Clendenin, Roy Cothran, Al Davis, Nick Ryan (team captain), Tim Thurmond,
pictured:
Pete Haywood, Tom Maxwell, Prentice Darnell, Ken Bucy, and Roger Larochelle. Not
Mike Morgan, James Hooper. J.P. Parker and Jimmy Felts.

ON THE FRINGE
will indeed be allowed back in
school.
However, former Racer
coach and now Redhawk skipper Scott Edgar has not decided
if the Redhawks' leading scorer
from last year will be allowed
back with the basketball program.
An ()V(' preseason selection.
Foust has yet to practice with the
team, following a dorm altercation, which resulted in Foust
being prohibited from campus
and school-related activities.
She Is Marshall
Kristen Kluempers. who had
Murray State. along with

and
Wesleyan
Indiana
Manhattan on her short list of
schools, recently gave a verbal
Marshall
to
commitment
University.
The 6-foot Fishers High forward out of Indiana, chose the
Thundenng Herd after visiting
the West Virginia school in early
September.
Had Klumpers chosen MSU.
she would have faced her sister.
Lindsey, who is at Eastern
Illinois
Beans,Tea & Baby Ruth's
Boston in five over those
Mile-High Rockies.
Go Saux Gei!

•Racers
and a 540 in

smallbore for an aggregate in
1064 anti Brian Telliohann had a

sinallhore for an aggregate of
169. is title Derek Adler had a
s 1K in air rifle and a 521 in

550 in air rifle and a 498 in
smallbore Stir an aggregate W1048.
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With Faldo in
charge,
Montgomefie
shouldn't expect
any favors
By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer
Nick Faldo pretended to have
trouble understanding the question through a telephone line
piped into a sound system at
Valhalla Golf Club. Perhaps that
was because the subject was his
recent criticism of Colin
Montgomerie.
On another occasion, however. he came through loud and
dew, even though he didn't
mention Monty by name
"Match play, putting is unbelievably important,- Rd& said.
"It covers up a multitude of sins.
You've got to be a good putter to
play match play. and I think you
get that from the psychology of
match play. You're not worried
about, or not thinking about, the
next stroke. There's no lagging,
or very rarely."
It was another dose of insight
from Faldo. whose credentials
surpass any previous Ryder Cup
captain for Europe.
Along with his six majors, he
has participated in 11 Ryder
Cups and won more points than
anyone in its 80-year history. He
also has spent time on just about
every television channel as an
analyst, which has enabled some
of his contemporaries to finally
get an idea what was going
through his mind during all
those years of winning.
Still, there might have been
more to his comments Monday
than how to putt.
Considenng his history with
Montgomene, the most recent
example coming two weeks ago
when Faldo criticized him for
skipping meetings at the Seve
Trophy, there seemed to be an
indirect message to the surly
Scot.
Don't expect any favors.
Europe only last month
began its Ryder Cup qualifying.
Now is not the time for
Montgomene to panic. but he
began the year at No. 17 in the
world ranking and already has
fallen to No. 53. His putting has
been the weakest par of his
game. as always, and for someone who will turn 45 next year,
age certainly isn't going to help
that.
Montgomene has played in
every Ryder Cup since 1991.
His 23 1/2 points are second
only to Faldo and Bernhard
Langer. He has never lost a singles match, and one more singles victory would break the
Ryder Cup record he shares with
the likes of Faldo, Billy Casper.
Arnold Palmer and Sam Snead.
Yet. that won't assure him a
spot on the team, especially not
with Faldo as the captain.
They were contemporaries,
but rarely nvals. Montgomerie
narrowly heat him to capture his
first Order of Mcnt in 1993. but
,Ado spent the rest of his
'
decade focusing on the PGA
Tour, the toughest tour in golf,
where Monty never won.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

•Anderson
From Page 1B
Anderson v.ill join his twin
brother and fellow junior college transfer, Vincent Anderson,
as a player who has moved to
defense after starting the year on
offense.
Vincent Anderson started the
First five games at wide receiver
and still leads the gedhawks in
receptions at 12. He also made
nine tackles and broke up two
passes in Saturday's loss to
Murray State.
Taketh and Glveth back
Staying in Cape Girardeau,
as reported last week. SEM()
senior forward Brandon Foust
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Sunday, Oct. 28
Detroit at Chicago. Noon
Oakland at Tennessee, Noon
N V Giants vs Miami at London, Noon
Cleveland at St Louis. Noon
Philadelphia at Minnesota, Noon
Pittsburgh at Cincinnati, Noon
Indianapolis at Carolina, Noon
Buffalo at NY Jets, 3 05 p m
Houston at San Diego, 3 05 p m
Jacksonville at Tampa Bay, 3.06 p m
New Orleans at San Francisco. 3 15
p.m
Washington at New England, 315 p.m.
Open Kansas City, Seattle, Arizona,
Dallas, Atlanta, Baltimore
Monday, Oct 29
Green Bay at Dsnver. 7 30 p is

Poateasson
Al A Glance
fly The Associated Press
AN Times EDT
DIVISION SERIES
American Lampue
Boston 3, Los Angels* 0
Wednesday. Oct 3 Boston 4, Ws
Allgaide 0
Friday. Oct 5 Boston 6. Los mpsioei 3
Sunday. Oct 7 Boston 9. Los Angeles
1
Clevelend 3, New York
Thursday. Oct 4 Cleveland 12. New
York 3
Friday. Oct 5 Cleveland 2. New York i
11 innings
Sunday. Oct 7 New York B. Cleveland
4
Monday. OP 8 Cleveland 6, New York
4
National League
Arizona 3, Chicago 0
Wednesday, Oct 3 Arizona 3, Chicago
1
Arizona 8. Chicago 4
Thursday. Oct
Saturday. Oct. 6: Arizona 5, Chicago 1
0
PhiliadelOia
Colorado 3,
Wednesday, OCI. 3 Colorado 4.
Philadelphia 2
Thursday, Oct. 4 Colorado 10,
Priaadelphia 5
Saturday. Oct 6 Colorado 2,
Philadelphia 1
LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
American League
Boston 4, Cleveland 3
Friday. Oct. 12. Boston 10, Cleveland 3
Saturday, Oct 13: Cleveland 13.
Boston 6.11 innings
Monday, Oct 15: Cleveland 4, Boston 2
Tuesday, Oct. 16. Cleveland 7, Boston
3
Thursday, Oct 18 Boston 7, Cleveland
1
Saturday, Oct 20 Boston 12,
Cleveland 2
Sunday, Oct 21 Boston 11, Cleveland
2
National League
Colorado 4. Anzona 0
Thursday, Oct 11 Colorado 5, Arizona
Friday, Oct 12 Colorado 3. Arizona 2
11 innings
Sunday. Oct 14 Colorado 4, Arizona 1
Monday, Oct 15 Colorado 6, Arizona 4
WORLD SERIES
Wednesday, Oct. 24
17-9) at Boston
(Francis
Colorado
(Beckett 20-7), 7 35 p m
Thursday. Oct. 25
Colorado (Jimenez 44)at Boston
(Schilling 9-8). 7 29 p m
Saturday, Oct. 27
Boston (Matsuzaka 15-12) at Colorado
7 35 pm
10-9)
(Fogg
Sunday, Oct. 28
Boston (Lester 4-0) at Colorado (Cook
8-7), 7 29 p m
Monday, Oct. 29
Boston at Colorado 7 40 p m if necessary
Wednesday, Oct. 31
Colorado at Boston 7 29 p m ii necessary
Thursday, Nov. 1
Colorado at Boston, 7 29 p m , it necessary

SportsBriefs
MI The Murray High girls and boys varsity soccer banquet will be held
on Monday, Oct. 29 at the Murray State University Curris Center
Advanced $14 tickets are required odor to the banquet and can be purchased at the MHS office or from any grid:ow booster representative
Girls soccer representatives: Gayle Wellinghurst, Deana Wnght and
Lon Crouch. Boys' soccer representatives. Brenda Hines, Margo
Bokeno or Pam Ward. Tickets will not be sold at the door and cannot be
purchased after Thursday, Oct. 25.
•Calloway County girls little league basketball will be conducting its
final sign-up day this Saturday (Oct. 27) from 8 a.m. to 10 a.m, in the
CCHS gym.
Those registenng after Oct. 28 will be charged a $5 late fee. Checks
should be made payable to Calloway Co. Little League Basketball. Cost
is $40 per player.
Two leagues are available - the junior varsity league (2nd and 3rd
grades) and the varsity league (4th and 5th grades). Everyone must
attend the evaluation session for their league. Evaluations will be held
at the CCHS gym Sunday, Oct. 28. Junior varsity evaluations will be
held from 1:30-2:30 p.m. and varsity evaluations will take place from
230-3:30 p.m.
All players should attend practice on Nov. 10 at CCMS. Junior varsity will practice from 8-9 a.m. and varsity practice will be from 9-10 a.m.

•Beckett
From Page 113
the best-of-seven series and
their scintillating season on the
line, Beckett was at his best. He
struck out II in eight innings of
a 7-1 victory that sent the series
back to Boston, where the Red
Sox completed their comeback.
The right-hander is 5-2 with a
1.78 ERA in his postseason
career - with three shutouts in
eight starts. That's one shutout
behind Christy Mathewson's
record.
"He's inatunng right in front
of our eyes. Seems like every
game he wants to make more of
a name for himself," Boston
manager Terry Fnuscona said.
Beckett was outstanding during the regular season, too,
becoming baseball's first 20game winner since 2005. That
was an important bit of redemption, because he struggled last
year during his first season in
Boston after coming over from
the Marlins in a blockbuster
trade.
But his October exploits are
almost unmatched. So what is it
that makes him so unbeatable
this time of year? A blazing Withall that approaches 100 mph,
plus a wicked curve and effec-

five off-speed stuff.
Or, as teammate Mike Lowell
put it: "Ninety-seven, hammer
time and changeup.Not to mention a mean streak
that makes Beckett a throwback
to October aces of old like Bob
Gibson. You get the feeling
Beckett doesn't like his opponents one bit.
Just a few days ago, he
screamed at Kenny Lofton when
he flipped his bat to the ground
after an easy fly ball.
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JUSTIN POPE
::11M)Education Writer
The price of college again
_ rose faster than the inflation rate
this year, climbing 6.6 percent at
four-year public schools and
outstripping increases in the
financial aid that lowers what
most students actually pay..0"
The latest increases, reported
Monday by the College Board,
.bring the average list price of
four-year public universities to
$6,185 this year, up $381 from
: 2006-2007. At four-year private
colleges, tuition and fees rose
6.3 percent to $23,712.
Public two-year colleges 'which educate about half of
American college students
again got the best marks for
keeping a lid on price increases.
Their average price rose 4.2 percent to $2,361. Accounting for
aid, their average net cost is only
$320 per year.
"For too long, parents have
grimaced and borne the high
price of college because they
presumed that a higher education is key to their child's success in today's economy," said
James Boyle, president of the
group College Parents of
America, in a statement on the
report. "Surely, the day will
come - soon - when parents
say enough is enough."
The published price is not the
real price for many students,
thanks to financial aid, but the
net price is rising too. On average, accounting for grants and
tax breaks, the net price for fulltime students at four-year public
universities this year is $2,580.
That's about $160 more than last
year.
At private colleges, net cost
this year averages $14,400-up
$638 from a year ago.
To make up the difference,
students typically borrow as
much as allowed from the federal government, but then turn to
private student loans. A decade
ago, nonfederal loans accounted
for about 6 percent of student
aid, but last year they were 24
percent.
The rate of growth in private
borrowing slowed last year. But
that was at least partly because
of new rules allowing graduates
students to take out PLUS loans
from the federal government,
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College costs, borrowing up again
Average tun at lour-year public oulleges rose 6.6 percent this
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reducing their need for private
loans. For undergraduates, private borrowing still rose 12 percent to $14.5 billion.
Including room and board for
students living on campus,
charges for public four-year colleges were $13,589, or 5.9 percent higher than last year. At private four-year schools, average
total charges come to $32,307.
Washington
George
University in Washington, D.C.
recently attracted attention for
becoming the first major university with a published price,
including room and board, of
more than $50,000.
However, the percentage of
college-goers who pay such
large sums is fairly small. Fewer
than 10 percent of students even
attend colleges with tuition and
fees higher than $30,000,
according to the College Board,
and many of those students
receive financial aid. About 56
percent of students at four-year
colleges attend schools listing a
price under $10,0003 and about
one-third attend schools charging under $6,000.
The College Board's report
does not try to explain why
prices keep going up, though
Sandy Baum, an economist with
the group and at Skidmore
College, points out that because
of rising demand for higher education, more state appropriations
have not translated into more
money spent on each student.
The report comes as
Congress is in the early stages of
considering a proposal that

Higher education aid
in onions 012006 doers

MAYFIELD, Ky.- The U.S. Department of determine the most cost-effective measures foi
Energy is poised to proclaim Oct, 30 as National each home. They also assess related health and
Weatherization Day to raise awareness of the safety conditions. A network of 970 local agencies
103J
important benefits provided by this program.
delivers weatherization services to nearly 100,000
Meal
This day is a reminder that soon winter will be low-income homes each year, which reduce
51-92 96-'97 01-02 06-07
here and it's time for western Kentucky families to national energy consumption by the equivalent of
think about the impact of higher energy prices on 15 million barrels of oil.
Undergred aid, 2006-07
their monthly budgets.
40%
13% S% 0%
In our community, West Kentucky Allied
Stale Other
Federal Poll
This will impact all the families in our commu- Services, Inc. weatherizes about 90 homes every
bans
grants giants
nity, but the hardest-hit will be our low-income year. These households save an average of $358
•
1•11 •
families. The lowest-income households pay an annually on their heating/cooling bills after the
7%
5%
21%
average of 18 percent of their annual incomes for weatherization work is completed. By reducing
institutional Private Tax credits/
energy compared with 6.5 percent for other house- the energy bills instead of offering aid, weathergrants deductions
grants
holds. Under current conditions, this heavy energy ization reduces dependency and liberates these
AP
burden may rise, causing more families to make funds for spending on more pressing family
the difficult choice between heat and other basic issues.
could require some colleges necessities.
Larry Baldwin, weatherization director for
with large endowments to spend
The Department of Energy's Weatherization
more of their savings to keep Assistance Program, working with the state and West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc., said
tuition down. Colleges call the local partners like West Kentucky Allied Services, "Weatherization is beneficial in the lives of the
idea misguided and say it • Inc., helps reduce the energy burden on low- low-income in our area. It makes the home
wouldn't solve the underlying income families by installing cost-effective, ener- warmer in the winter, cooler in the summer, and
safer. We encourage applications and are ready to
economic issues explaining the gy efficiency measures.
assist with our services. Weatherization Day for
price increases.
Since the inception of the program over three
our program is continuous throughout the year."
For the first time, the College decades ago, the Weatherization Assistance
Serving as the nation's core program for delivBoard report includes the rapid- Program has provided weatherization services free
ly growing sector of for-profit of charge to approximately 100,000 low-income ering energy services to low-income households,
education, which now caters to households every year. The Weatherization the Weatherization Assistance Program prioritizes
about 8 percent of students. Assistance Program is the longest lived and largest the elderly, persons with disabilities, and houseTheir average prices are also ris- energy efficiency program in our nation's history holds with children. Households experience enering rapidly-to $12,089, up 6.2 and is one of 0) few government activities that gy efficiency, financial, and health and safety
gains as a result of weatherization measures.
save more mom), than it costs.
percent from last year.
Contact one of the eight local West Kentucky
use
computerized
technicians'
Weatherization
Peter McPherson, president
Service Offices for more information or an
of the National Association of energy audits and advanced diagnostic technolo- Allied
gies, such as blower doors and duct blasters, to application.
State Universities and Land
Grant Colleges, issued a statement saying that "leaders of
America's public research universities continue to be conMurray
cerned about the impact that the
cost of attending colleges has on
students and their families."
But, he said, the average net
price of $2,600 at four-year
schools remains "excellent
S.
value."
SOMETHING NEW
OPEN FOR BREAKFAST
is
supported
That contention
DIFFERENT
SOMETHING
ALL DAY
in a recent paper by Mark
Mon
Kantrowitz, publisher of the
SALE
ONE PRICE
financial aid Web site finaid.org.
SOLD
He tried to estimate bow much a
four-year college degree would
Open Mon.-Sat. 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Unshod Hours
have to cost before it would no
Hazel
753-2988
753-6222
•
293-7858
investment,
good
a
be
longer
increase
million
given the $1.2
in expected lifetime earnings
that comes with a bachelor's
degree. His answer: about
$520,000- or $130,000 a year.
1411.0

candidates facing deadline

secretary of state's office. file with the secretary of state's
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Judicial candidates must also office.
genthe
for
candidates
.Write-in
,:
•.eral election are facing a deadline this week if they want any
votes they receive counted.
Statewide write-in candidates
have to file papers with the secretary of state's office by 4 p.m.
Friday. Meanwhile, candidates
for certain local offices must file
with their respective county
clerks.
"I want to encourage those
individuals who are considering
running as a write-in candidate
,to file to run as soon as possible," Secretary of State Trey
Grayson said.
Candidates who mail their
a a Tabby gray domestic shom
filing papers must still have their
Till'e is a domestic short hair gray
hair nix, male, seven months old
paperwork in by Friday.
and white ms, female adult
-3 PM
Candidates for governor and
SHELTER HOURI MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM
lieutenant governor, secretary of
For more infomiation contact
4•
state, attorney general, state
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
agriculture
auditor, treasurer and
at (270) 759-4141
commissioner must file with the

House of Spade
The Fall of theWestern
Kentucky History
A Novel Suggested by
by Kenneth Tucker

Author of A

Violence
Wilderness of Tigers, a Novel of the Harp( Brothers and Frontier
of
In 1913, a brutal murder occurred in the small town
near
Canton, Kentucky. Several other killings rapidly followed
Spade
Quentin
Young
Cadiz.
neighbor
its
and
town
the
wealthy, intellectual, respected, artistic, reserved - was
the early
accused of being a psychotic killer - but was he? In
Twenty-First Century, Tiffany. a Murray State Student,
becomes obsessed with the century old murders and attempts
House of
to discover what really happened. The Fall of the
forth from
and
back
moves
which
novel
Spade is a fast-paced
past to present. It presents a story of greed, hatred, and
vengeance set against the decline of Canton as a center of

Solt"
koom
r lowavaca
▪ bilier
• 7113•111141
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one League
yams CFP

Chempoons
vs
dd. Spin

0001

riverboat trade and wealth.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CHECK OUT THE WEISITE:
W•VW.K YKENN.COM

for winter preparedness

Available at the Murray State University Store. It may also he
pardured oe Una at Ainawn.com or Barnes and Noble.rom.
You easy Ass ask for it in your local bookstores.

TWO NEW BUSINESSES!

Jerry's
Backwoods BBQ

ABC
Auto & Truck Liquidators
As is

FARM BUREAU FLORIDA
FRUIT PROGRAM

The following is a list of Florida fruits and nuts available through Farm Bureau.
Deadline order date is Oct. 31. Call the county office, 753-4703, or send thisform
to P.O. Box 469, Murray, KY 42071 no later than Oct. 31.
Telephone No.

From

QUANTITY

Zip Code

City

Street Address
DESCRIPTION

PRICE

Navel Oranges,4/5 Bushel

$16.00

Red Grapefruit, 4/5 Bushel

$16.00

Hamlin (Juice) Oranges

$16.00

Orlando Tangelos 4/5 Bushel

$16.00

"Sunburst" Tangerines, 2/5 Bushel

$14.00

Holiday Gift Trio, 1/2 Bushel (Oranges, Grapefruit & Apples)

$17.50

TOTAL
PRICE

$14.00

Premium Variety Pack 8 Navel, 12 Grapefruit, 4 Apple's, 4 Pears
Orange Juice - Super Concentrate, 24/12 Or. Cans

$39.00

Lemonade Concentrate, 24/12 Or. Cans

$19.00

Southern Fried Skinless Peanuts, 12/20 Or. Cans

$33.50

Southern Fried Skinless Peanuts,6/2 Lb. Cans(NEW SIZE)
Southern Fried Redskin Peanuts, 12/20 Or. Cans

$27.00

Honey }Crunch Peanuts, 12/11 Or. Cans

$27.00

$33.50

Peanut Brittle Bites, 12/12 Oz. Cans

$30.50

Butter Toffee Peanuts, 12/12 oz. Cans

$27.00

Mixed Nuts(50% Peanuts),6/2 Lb. Cans

$49.50

Peanut Gift Pack,(6/3 pkg. per case)

$46.50

Dry Roast(No-Salt) Peanuts, 12/16 Or. Jars

$27.00

Select Whole Cashews, 12/1 Lb. Cans

$63.00

Chocolate Covered Pecans, 12/1 Lb. Pkgs

$72.00

Select Shelled Pecan Halves, 12/1 Lb. Pkgs.

$72.00

Roasted, Buttered & Salted Pecans, 12/1 Lb. Pkgs

$72.00

Honey Roasted Pecans, 12/1 Lb. Pkg

$72.00

Chocolate Nut Gift Pack, 6/2 Can packs(10 or. chocolate
covered cashews & 10 or. chocolate covered almonds) .. $46.50
Roasted Almonds, 12/9 Or. Cans

$40.00

Orange Blossom Dirt Squad, 12/1 Quart, Squeeze Bottles

$37.00

Orange Blossom Dirt Squad,4/1 Gallon Jugs-4 Pumps/Case

$43.00

Please return this form by October 31 to:
Calloway Co. Farm Bureau,P.O. Box 469, Murray, KY 42071.
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$42,705
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- 5,000
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Peppers Disc
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_...."414-
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• Power Sliding Sunroof
/
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Passenger Seats
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• Remote Vehicle Starter
• Head Curtain Side Airbags
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Price

Touring Route 66Pacific
Coast Edition
$21,830

Beat The Oil Companies

Peppers'H0T7;6.,
Price!(50 MPG)

Yukon 2WD
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ff. 2007 Chrysler PT Cruiser

1 ,2008 Toyota Prius Hybrid
4.5
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e9 2008 Toyota Camry Hybrid
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2007 Jeep Grand
Cherokee Limited 4x4
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OE2007Dodge Nitro SXT 4X4
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• Power Omer Seat
XM Radio
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PePPers Automotive Pre-owned Specials

2005 Jeep® Liberty

2005 Ford Explorer Sport'bac 2006 Chevrolet SlIverado
16,000 Miles, Z-71.
Stk. #P6598

23,000 Miles,
Leather/Moonroof.
Stk. #P6591

23,000 Miles,
Renegate 4x4.
Stk. #CP221

Ik•-r.VII
'...,"
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2000 Nissan Xterra SE
111,000 Miles,
.
2WD, CD, Moonroof.
AY

.,

$116,949*

$21,979'

19,539'

2000 Ford
Ranger XLT

Stk. #P6490B

2007 Chrysler PT Cmiser Touring
19,000 Miles,
I,
. .,
T/C, PW, PL, CD.
Stk. CP232

124.000 Miles Aidoniatic.CD
Stk #GC799908AA

.

12,968

$7,238

2004 Mazda RX8

2002 Lincoln LS
59,000 Miles, Chrome
r Wheel
,
s, Leather, Moon.

55,000 Miles,6 Speed,
Leather, Moonroof.
Stk. #CP224

Stk. #GC8067A
•

,
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2006 Chevrolet Uplander LT 2000 ChevroletSilverado
30,000 Miles, Power
Sliding Door, DVD.
Stk. *P6589

51,000 Miles, V-6, TIC,
PW, PL, CD.
Stk. #6592A
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2007 Dodge Caravan SXT

2007 Cadillac DTS
-

29,000 Miles, Heated
Leather Seats, Chrome
Wheels, Moonroof.
Stk. #CP226

$29I775'
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2007 Chrysler Aspen Limited
27,000 Miles,
Loaded.
Stk. OCP217

21,000 Miles, Alloy
Wheels, TIC, PW, PL, CD.
Stk. OCP219

11111ft
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4,
968
1
$

- 78,000 Miles, 4x4.
Stk. #GT7944A

$8,997*

$117,195*

$111,867*
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. $16,599'

$10,289°

---2005 Chevrolet Malibu Mau LE
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$29,743'
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